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Abstract
Over the last few years, there is growing evidence supporting the acquisition of 21st-century skills from young students and the introduction of computer science and computational thinking into K-12 education. Making offers new opportunities, as it involves constructing activities and related ways using technological tools to create technology-based meaningful artifacts. In an informal setting, different benefits arise when young students are engaged in coding and making in the context of a learning experience; they are given the opportunity to enhance their understanding of programming concepts, to collaborate with friends, to use their curiosity, imagination, and creativity, and to change their attitudes toward coding. Additionally, during making-based coding activities, when young students focus on the continuous exploratory process of creating something meaningful, pure learning obtains a fertile ground. To overcome various barriers in the learning process (e.g., difficulty, boredom, and confusion), we need appropriately designed and engaging coding activities for young students. Despite the growing research, there is still considerable need to further and systematically investigate those kinds of activities and provide evidence on their appropriate design.

The overall research aims to explore how making can help us design meaningful coding learning experiences for young students, considering that learning via technology is a complex process associated with various aspects of interaction, containing variations in the way young students handle coding tasks and how they manage the learning process. The research context of this PhD work is framed between the fields of Child-Computer Interaction, Technology Enhanced Learning, and K-12 Computing Education.

To this end, this PhD research follows a design-based research approach to understand making-based coding learning experiences for young students through design, exploration, enactment, evaluation, and redesign. Three iterations (cycles), which represent the field studies of this PhD research, were designed and evaluated in total, with participants aged 8–17 years old, using mixed methods. Young students, as participants in our workshops, used a block-based programming environment (i.e., Scratch) and collaboratively created a socially meaningful artifact (i.e., a game).

The resulting contributions include a systematic literature review, producing substantive findings regarding the making approach, and its applications to making-based coding activities. Additionally, this PhD research contributes in the investigation of new methods to evaluate coding activities for young students, as the eye-tracking method was used to pervasively track the gaze of children of young ages in a coding activity. Moreover, focusing on enhancing young students’ engagement and attitudes, together with examining the potential differences in how young students of different ages and genders handle the learning process during coding activities, the next contribution is to provide
an improved understanding of the learning process to support young students in *making*-based coding activities. Finally, this PhD research’s contribution lies in the theoretical grounding of the findings and identification of design principles that can shed light on best practices in the design of *making*-based coding activities for children.
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Part I: Synopsis
1 Introduction

1.1 Introduction and problem statement
Increasing attention has been given to young students’ acquisition of 21st-century skills and digital competences. As citizens of a digital world, they should be fluent in technology; i.e., know how the use of technology meets their needs and how it can be changed. In accordance with this need, teaching coding to young students is currently gaining momentum in classrooms and informal learning spaces (e.g., coding clubs, fairs, labs, etc). Several countries have introduced a coding curriculum for all school students; Estonia, Israel, Finland, and the United Kingdom are only a few nations making efforts to integrate coding as a new literacy and support students in creative problem-solving tasks (Hubwieser, Armoni, Giannakos, & Mittermeir, 2014). Similarly, organizations such as “code.org” and “codeacademy.com” offer fruitful coding learning environments. In addition, ACM, the Computer Science Teachers Association, the National Math and Science Initiative, and the K-12 Computer Science Framework provide guidelines for teaching computer science and building learning communities. The simultaneous rise of the maker movement, and increased maker culture-based initiatives (e.g., Makerspaces, Fablabs, Techshops), have evolved in the sense that the maker movement is a technological and creative evolution that has limitless implications for the education world. In different informal learning spaces, like science centers, libraries, and museums, more and more young students develop their own projects and get a different perspective on the learning process since they have the opportunity to control their own learning, instead of being passive knowledge recipients.

Pioneered by Seymour Papert, whose constructionism demonstrated the need to learn through creative making processes (Papert, 1980), and his Logo programming environment in the 1960s, coding in education has received a lot of interest from educators and researchers seeking alternative ways to teach complex problem-solving skills and provide dynamic learning experiences (Kalelioglu, 2015); (Lye & Koh, 2014). Today, there is a large amount of software available, along with child-friendly programming environments, such as Alice, Scratch, Greenfoot, and Kodu. Therefore, coding and making activities in the context of informal learning experiences have become a more intuitive and engaging experience for young students. Previous research shows that different approaches can combine physical fabrication and coding (Y. B. Kafai & V. Vasudevan, 2015), while others, such as Buechley, Eisenberg, Catchen, and Crockett (2008), used LilyPad Arduino to make coding attractive to girls. By using the Logo-based environment and an interactive white board from kindergarten age, children developed mathematical concepts and social interaction through enjoyable learning activities (Fessakis, Gouli, & Mavroudi, 2013). By participating in these kinds of activities, children are exposed to computational thinking (Wing, 2006), which involves, but is not
limited to, critical thinking and problem solving. Apart from that, different benefits arise when young students are engaged in coding and making in the context of a learning experience; they are given the opportunity to enhance their understanding of programming concepts, to collaborate with friends, to use their curiosity, imagination, and creativity, and to change their attitudes toward coding (Fessakis et al., 2013; Maloney, Peppler, Kafai, Resnick, & Rusk, 2008).

Several studies have focused on how to introduce computational literacy to children. Previous research has described practices to motivate and engage children in coding through making (Denner, Bean, & Martinez, 2009). Combining computers with meaningful programmable objects, such as interactive robots, can provide a valuable coding learning experience in a fun and playful manner (Bers, Flannery, Kazakoff, & Sullivan, 2014). Robertson and Howells (2008) argued that making a game was an authentic learning activity, which provided motivation, engagement, and enthusiasm for learning. When making is combined with block-based programming environments, such as Scratch, children’s intensive use improved their understanding of concepts, including loops and variables (Maloney et al., 2008). In an informal setting, when making and coding activities involve playful elements, pure learning finds a fertile ground; students find a meaning in their actions, are active, engaged, and use iterative thinking. To overcome the various barriers in the learning process (e.g., difficulty, boredom, confusion, etc.), we need appropriately designed and engaging coding activities for young students. Therefore, there is a need to further and systematically investigate the qualities of making in coding activities.

Making involves constructing activities and related ways to fabricate real and/or digital things using technological resources, including fabrication (Katterfeldt, Dittert, & Schelhowe, 2015). The term making widely refers to using technological tools, such as 3D printing, coding, microprocessors, electronics, etc. to create technology-based artifacts (Chu, Angello, Saenz, & Quek, 2017). Enriching a making activity with technological resources and focusing on the continuous exploratory process of creating something meaningful, including both the process and the product, is different from the typical hands-on activities and the ones that focus only on task completion (Chu, Quek, Bhangaonkar, Ging, & Sridharamurthy, 2015).

Despite growing research on the design of making-based coding experiences for students, it is still difficult to define the different student populations’ needs. There is some variation in the ways students handle coding tasks and how they manage the learning process. There are systems using various affordances to support different age groups (e.g., Scratch and Scratch Junior), but research on how the different age groups use those tools is still in its infancy. In addition, there are relatively few studies focusing on gender issues in making and coding activities for children. Gender discrepancy in science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) exist, and women are underrepresented in the
computer science field (Cheryan, Ziegler, Montoya, & Jiang, 2017). In terms of interest, the gender gap starts at elementary school (Ceci & Williams, 2010). Among the different factors that affect women following computer science paths are the lack of positive educational experiences in their childhood (Adya & Kaiser, 2005), their fear of being involved in very technical coding courses, and stereotypes and misconceptions around careers in computing (Teague, 2002). Since more people believe that coding skills are as important as math and writing (Horizon, October 5, 2015), there is an acute need to investigate and get a deep understanding on the benefits and characteristics of making-based coding activities for young students and how to design learning activities.

Interestingly, current research has been focusing on traditional qualitative and/or quantitative measurements, such as observations, interviews, tests, and surveys, to investigate children’s engagement, experience, and learning (Papavlasopoulou, Giannakos, & Jaccheri, 2017) in coding and making activities for young students. Learning with technology is a complex process that is associated with many aspects of interaction (e.g., hard mental operations, cognitive friction, etc.). Considering the wide range of multimodal data produced when students interact with a system, there are devices like cameras, wearable sensors, biosensors, infrared imaging, and eye-tracking to enhance the way we collect and analyze data for a deeper understanding of young students’ interactions with learning technologies (Noroozi et al., 2018). Despite multimodal data’s great potential—and in particular physiological data—for understanding learners’ cognition, emotion, attention, and more, research in this direction is limited.

Integrating information from more than a single data stream can give a more complete picture of the learning experience for more holistic understanding. Therefore, research should also focus on using other measures to better understand how young students, of different ages and genders, experience those activities, along with their task-based behavior. With young students, using objective measures such as physiological (e.g., eye-tracking) data, is important because they are generalizable (more than qualitative and subjective measures), real time, and a more reliable way to monitor users’ actions. In contrast to other subjective measures, objective measures are independent of perceptual abilities. Using other methods and measures, successfully applied in similar contexts, will better demonstrate how young students learn coding and provide feedback on designing coding experiences to improve learning. To the best of our knowledge, eye-tracking has not yet been used to investigate how students of young ages code.

Considering the above topics, the overall research aim of this PhD thesis is to investigate how making can help us design meaningful coding learning experiences for young students.

The research described in this PhD work concerns the study, evaluation, and implementation of making-based coding experiences for young students. Using
technological tools to support children’s learning has opportunities and challenges dealing with the interaction in real educational settings; in the case of this PhD work, the well-known Scratch programming environment was used. Moreover, enhancing young students’ interest in Computing Education and coding in extracurricular activities seems to be very effective in promoting computational concepts and skills, providing creative engagement in various learning activities. Thus, the research context of this PhD work is framed between the fields of Child-Computer Interaction (CCI), Technology Enhanced Learning (TEL), and K-12 Computing Education (Figure 1).

1.2 Goal and research questions
Based on the above, the purpose of this thesis is to support an interactive, engaging approach to informal learning coding activities for young students. Fieldwork was carried out at making-based coding workshops held in conjunction with an initiative organized at the Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU), named Kodeløypa. The focus is on young students’ learning experiences while they are introduced to coding to develop a digital artifact. In particular, the motivation is to investigate and flourish the existing practices of informal settings of coding activities, so that become more effective and attractive for young students. An important aspect of this thesis is to investigate how different populations of young students experience the learning process and what are the main characteristics. Therefore, I also focused on possible gender and age differences among the young students. In addition, to have a more holistic view, I collected multimodal data to capture various aspects and phases of the learning experience during these studies. This gives a new perspective to the methods used previously in similar contexts and helped reveal the complex interactions and invisible cognitive learning processes as they occur in challenging learning situations. The research examined theories
and concepts that are relevant to Child-Computer Interaction and the learning, motivational, and cognitive processes.

The main aspects of this thesis during the years are: 1) the design of coding workshops to facilitate children’s use of the programming tool and introduce them to coding, 2) the use of different methods to evaluate our approach’s effectiveness to increase sustainability and scalability, 3) researchers collaborating closely with the participants and assistants who ran the workshops, 4) grounding findings in theory, and 5) identifying general design principles for future similar activities.

The problem foundation of this PhD thesis is expressed by the following main research question and four sub-questions:

RQ: How can making help us design meaningful coding learning experiences for young students?

SQ1. What is the state-of-the art of making activities related to coding?

SQ2. What is the role of young students’ attitudes and engagement in their learning experiences during making-based coding activities?

SQ3. What is the role of students’ ages and genders on how they experience making-based coding activities?

SQ4. What principles can enhance making-based coding activities to support students’ learning experiences?

The first question aims to provide a review of how making is used in educational settings to support coding activities. The maker movement has gathered much attention recently, due to contemporary technical and infrastructural developments. Scholars and educators have shown a variety of outcomes from making as an instructional and learning process; however, there is a need for a clear view of its benefits and challenges. Therefore, we aim to summarize the current findings and identify potential gaps to guide the decisions and future studies in this PhD thesis.

The second question investigates the role of two main aspects that a making-based learning activity for young students involves, which are attitudes and engagement. Motivating, fun, and creative experiences harness young students’ sense of excitement, enjoyment, levels of engagement, and personal investment in learning. Exploring those aspects and combining insights from objective measures, we aim to shed light on how young students experience learning during coding.

The third question seeks to explore the potential influences of the young students’ ages and genders on their participation in making-based coding activities. Young students are involved in a continuous exploratory procedure that integrates both the process and the product. As they are deeply engaged into creating, experimenting, and collaborating, it is
important to better understand how young students of different ages and genders learn to code by focusing on their task-based behaviors and using objective measures. In that way, we can provide feedback on how to design coding experiences to improve the learning process.

The fourth and last question aims to summarize and conceptualize the knowledge gained from the literature and the empirical studies conducted in this PhD work. The answers will help derive design principles that can support making-based coding activities.

1.3 Research approach

The work presented in this dissertation followed the Design-Based Research (DBR) approach. DBR offers a strategy to understand learning processes through design, exploration, enactment, evaluation, and redesign (Anderson, 2005) and is widely used in educational contexts (Anderson & Shattuck, 2012) (Wang & Hannafin, 2005); (Reeves, 2006). DBR is a hybrid method; it does not replace other methodologies but builds on the use of multiple procedures and methods from both design and research methodologies (Wang & Hannafin, 2005). DBR’s purpose is to influence real educative interventions and validate theoretical concepts. During the process, researchers are actively involved and maintain constant collaboration with participants, other researchers, and practitioners to manage the research process in real-world settings. The aim is to implement interventions with refined and improved designs that influence practice. In short, there are five basic characteristics of DBR: 1) it refines theory and practice, 2) it happens in real-world settings and is grounded in relevant contexts, 3) it is interactive, iterative, and flexible, 4) it uses mixed methods in accordance with potential new needs and emerging issues, and 5) it is contextual, meaning that the research findings are connected to the design process (Wang & Hannafin, 2005).

More specifically, for my research, I used the DBR approach as it deals with the complexity of real-world educative contexts (in my case making-based coding workshops) and is grounded in theory. In addition, it fits with the long period of research characterized with continuous design, evaluation, and redesign of my interventions. Over two years I conducted three studies, representing the field studies of this thesis, called cycles or iterations, to evaluate and refine our making-based coding workshops with young students. I applied theoretically and pedagogically aligned tasks to investigate their effectiveness on young students’ learning engagement, overall learning experience, and collaboration while developing an artifact. In this way, I also had the opportunity to conduct iterative and flexible revisions of the research design of my studies, applying research methods from both qualitative and quantitative research to get a deeper understanding and more holistic view of the phenomenon. The instruments I used for data collection include attitudinal questionnaires, knowledge acquisition tests, semi-structured interviews, eye-tracking, instructors’ reflections, artifact collection, observations, and
videos. All data have been respectively analyzed based on their type, founding our results in relevant literature and theory.

Another characteristic of DBR used in this dissertation is the detailed, comprehensive documentation of the whole process. This action helped me analyze data during field studies, especially the retrospective analysis, to contribute to theory and practice. For all four stages of the DBR (Figure 2), constant collaboration with other researchers, experts in the field, and instructors was an essential aspect of my research to improve the interventions’ impacts, understand the learning experience processes, advance the initial designs, and provide theoretical and practical impact extracting design principles.

![Design Based Research](image)

**Figure 2: Design-based research description**

1.4 Research contributions and papers

This thesis is based on eight papers that are published in international journals and peer-reviewed conference proceedings exploring the research questions. These papers’ main contributions are:

**C1:** Summarize and conceptualize the state of the art in making practices and their roles in enhancing coding activities for children. This presents a systematic literature review, producing substantive findings regarding the making approach and its applications to coding activities. The review aims to show the state of the art and identify potential research gaps.

**C2:** Investigate new methods to evaluate making-based coding activities for young students. This includes using multimodal data in field studies as well as combining subjective data from various channels (interviews, surveys) with objective physiological data (eye-tracking) to understand the learning process of coding in a deeper way. This contribution refers to using the eye-tracking method to pervasively track the gaze of children of young ages in a coding activity.
C3: Improved understanding of the learning process to support young students in making-based coding activities. This includes the design, evaluation, and refinement of coding workshops, in which the field studies of this thesis took place, focusing on enhancing young students’ engagement and attitudes during their experience.

C4: Investigate the needs of different population of young students to support their learning experience. This investigates the potential differences in how young students of different ages and genders handle the learning process during making-based coding activities.

C5: Guidelines for designing making-based coding workshop for young students. This sheds light on best practices in the design of coding activities for children based on making. This presents the principles that emerged, representing the knowledge gained from the two years of interventions and the comparative and retrospective analyses of the outcomes, also based on the literature.

C6: Contribution to theory. This includes the grounding of the results in the theoretical notions of constructionism with regard to the effects of making-based coding activities on young students’ learning experience. Also, combines cognitive load theory and self-determination theory, providing evidence from the use of an objective data-collection method and going deeper into behavior.

The research questions are addressed in the following published research papers. Their connections to the sub-questions are presented in Table 1.


Table 1: Connections between research papers and sub-questions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>P1</th>
<th>P2</th>
<th>P3</th>
<th>P4</th>
<th>P5</th>
<th>P6</th>
<th>P7</th>
<th>P8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SQ1</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQ2</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQ3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQ4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1.5 Structure of the thesis

This thesis is structured as follows.

**Part I:** Following the current introduction, Part I includes the background and theories, the methodology used, results, and contributions of the thesis. Those sections are covered in the following chapters:

**Chapter 2:** Presents the related work and the theoretical grounding of this PhD thesis.

**Chapter 3:** Shows the research methodology, including the field study settings and the process followed in this PhD work.

**Chapter 4:** Presents the results by describing the papers attached to this thesis.

**Chapter 5:** Discusses the results of the PhD thesis in respect to contributions as well as implications, limitations, and evaluation of the research.

**Chapter 6:** Includes the conclusion remarks and gives suggestions for future work.

**Part II:** Contains the collection of the eight research papers consisting this thesis in full length
2 Theoretical grounding and related work

This chapter has two goals. First, it presents theories grounding the research in this PhD thesis and second, it provides an overview of related research in the field, in line with the research questions.

2.1 Theoretical Grounding

Stemming from the goal of this PhD thesis presented in Chapter 1, the research conducted is grounded on three theories. First, constructionism theory gave the overall grounding of the studies. Constructionism is a theory of learning, teaching, and design that aligns well with the demands and expectations of computational culture. It emphasizes creating and making shared and meaningful artifacts as a means for gaining knowledge (Papert, 1980) (Papert, 1993). Previous research refers to constructionism as representing both a “theory” (Kafai & Burke, 2015) (Kafai, 2006; Parmaxi, Zaphiris, & Ioannou, 2016) and a “theoretical framework” (Hay & Barab, 2001). In this PhD thesis, constructionism is described as a theory. Our workshops were designed with the goal of creating an artifact, which in our case was a game using the Scratch programming tool. Students worked in teams to develop the artifact. Teaching assistants, as instructors, led the process and assisted the young students. Second, cognitive load theory (CLT) is used as lens through which the young students’ cognitive processes were addressed during the coding workshops, using use eye-tracking measures as a proxy for cognition (Eckstein, Guerra-Carrillo, Singley, & Bunge, 2016) to investigate young students’ cognitive processes in learning (Mayer, 2010). The coding workshops have an overall cognitive load for the young students, and their working memories can quickly be overloaded by complex tasks. Third, self-determination theory (SDT) allows the elaboration of the concept of attitudes and engagement of the young students during the coding workshops. Self-determination theory (SDT) has been widely used to understand motivation within educational contexts (Guay, Ratelle, & Chanal, 2008). It is centered on the belief that people’s needs are the basis of self-motivation; the type of motivation is related to one’s goals and attitudes, leading to actions.

2.1.1 Constructionism

Constructionism assumes that knowledge is better gained when young students are deeply and actively involved in building their own meaningful constructions. Based on Piaget (1954) theory, which focuses on how mental constructions are formed in someone’s mind (Papert, 1980), constructionism focuses on explaining how construction is a valuable way to create mental constructions. The learners discover their own knowledge, rather than being passive receivers. Papert’s constructionism sees the effectiveness of learning as achieved through making, where learners experience the active construction of visible-to-the-world artifacts. Computational culture supports the creation of building those
artifacts using digital media and computer-based technologies (Kafai & Resnick, 2012). The vital aspect of constructionism is the requirement of “objects-to-think-with”—“objects in which there is an intersection of cultural presence, embedded knowledge and the possibility for personal identification” (Papert, 1980, p. 11). The role of this object in Papert’s *Mindstorms* is the “turtle,” a digital animal within the Logo programming environment, which can be controlled and moved by giving the appropriate commands. The “turtle” acts as a means to think, supporting and promoting a new way of thinking and learning.

Constructionism is not only valuable for the individual in building knowledge through experience and engagement in creating artifacts, but also for enhancing the social setting (Kafai, 2006). Like in the well-known samba school example, a social setting strengthens the sense of belonging to a group with a common purpose, where learning becomes important for all and connections are made under the learning culture (Papert, 1980). Along the same line, (Kafai & Burke, 2015) mention three dimensions of constructionism involved in making games for learning: personal, social, and cultural. More specifically, “personal” refers to learning and the attitudes related to learning, “social” refers to the collaborative aspects in creating a shared artifact, and “cultural” refers to how gender and race could influence the activity as well as the possible cultural aspects that could influence participation.

In the case of the field studies described in this PhD work; through the process of making computer games, young students plan and manage this complex development, placing themselves in control of their own learning and thinking (Kafai & Kafai, 1995). Robertson and Howells (Robertson & Howells, 2008) argue that game design is a powerful learning activity that provides motivation, engagement, and enthusiasm. Constructionism’s basic idea is that the most effective learning experiences include active creation, socially meaningful artifacts, interaction with others, and the use of elements that support one’s own learning and thinking. Game-making activities not only involve learning how to use technological tools but also using these tools to discover new ways of thinking. In such activities, children are introduced to a culture that permits them to become producers of their own artifacts while building their knowledge in a social context.

### 2.1.2 Cognitive Load Theory (CLT)

Cognitive load theory (CLT) implies that people have limited working memory; therefore, the amount of information they can process cannot exceed the limit at which they are overwhelmed (Paas, Renkl, & Sweller, 2004). There are three types of cognitive load: intrinsic, extraneous, and germane. Intrinsic load refers to the task and its core characteristics that must be processed. Extraneous load is based on the form of
representation and instructional design techniques. Germane load involves information consolidation and refers to schema production for permanent knowledge.

The intrinsic load effort, in the case of the designed coding activities in this thesis, is represented by the performance of the task and its own load due to complexity. The use of the Scratch programming environment to complete the activity and the instructional details relate to the extraneous load. Finally, the germane load consists of the effort and processes from the task which are directed to relevant learning (Sweller, Van Merrienboer, & Paas, 1998).

Cognitive load can influence on visual attention and behavior. Therefore, cognitive load theory was used to support using eye-tracking measures. The eye’s different fixations show the distribution of attention (Marcel A Just & Carpenter, 1980), while the cognitive process from graphic and textual visual materials is connected to fixation behavior (locus, duration and sequence) (Marcel Adam Just & Carpenter, 1976). In particular, eye-movement measures, such as number of fixations, fixation duration, duration time, and different scanning paths, can reveal important aspects of the learners’ cognitive processes (Rayner, 1998). High fixation duration depicts high cognitive activity (Marcel Adam Just & Carpenter, 1976), and fewer saccades can be related to lower cognitive effort in terms of task performance (Eckstein et al., 2016). In a study about math and physics problems, participants had longer fixations on the more complicated parts of the problem (Hegarty & Just, 1993).

In the case of the field studies conducted for this PhD work, in line with CLT, the designed coding activity has an overall cognitive load that subsequently influences children’s cognitive processes and can become overwhelming. We assume that youd students’ working memories, especially among novices to coding, can quickly be overloaded by task complexity, and that this will lead to an inefficient learning environment. Thus, we use an eye-tracking technique as a proxy for cognition (Eckstein et al., 2016) to investigate children’s cognitive processes in learning (Mayer, 2010) during our creative coding activity.

### 2.1.3 Self-Determination Theory (SDT)

Motivation is an important aspect of human behavior. Self-determination theory (SDT) has been widely used to understand motivation within educational contexts (Guay et al., 2008) and is centered on the belief that people’s needs are the basis of self-motivation. There are three basic psychological needs that SDT supports: competence, autonomy, and relatedness. According to SDT, opportunities to satisfy any of these three needs contribute to people’s motivations. The type of motivation is related to one’s goals and attitudes, leading to actions. In addition, SDT includes two different types of motivation: intrinsic and extrinsic. When someone is intrinsically motivated, he/she is engaged in an activity,
per se, for pleasure and satisfaction from its performance. On the other hand, extrinsic motivation refers to actions from outside sources, leading to separable outcomes (Ryan & Deci, 2000a, 2000b).

In my case, SDT presents a useful theoretical lens through which to view young students’ experiences with creative coding activities for learning. In line with the theory, our coding activity is designed to have active participants and satisfy their needs for autonomy (with occasional support from the instructors), competence and relatedness, facilitating higher motivation. We argue that this activity provides intrinsic motivation, a tendency toward learning, and creativity leading to performance, as suggested by Vos, Van Der Meijden, and Denessen (2011). In our study, we provide a creative coding activity that encourages young students to make decisions, act independently, and work collaboratively with their peers. Hence, autonomy and competence are reinforced. Relatedness involves the development of satisfaction in the social context; therefore, we focus on attitudes that students have from and during their participation. In addition, on a given learning activity, motives are important to cognitive learning; the level of motivation influences focus and level of effort. More specifically, it could be argued that, by having the required motivations, young students gain the ability and energy required to sustain positive attitudes toward coding. In turn, positive attitudes facilitate cognitive processing and improve cognitive and affective outcomes. Therefore, I investigated the impact of our coding activity on students’ attitudes (e.g., perceived leaning, excitement and intention to participate in a similar activity, team-work, enjoyment, and satisfaction from collaboration) and examined their connection to other measured variables.

### 2.2 Related work

In this section, I present how previous studies, relevant to the objectives of this PhD thesis, have addressed similar topics. It is essential to provide a brief overview of the state-of-the-art research to ground the choices made in my studies, identifying challenges that are addressed through the research contributions of this PhD thesis. First, I show the benefits and the importance of making-based coding activities for young students. Those activities provide a fruitful learning environment in which children are stimulated to use a technological tool, affecting their learning experiences in different ways, particularly when the focus is on game-making. Second, I demonstrate how relevant studies have investigated young students’ attitudes, motivation, and engagement; all are important issues, central in educational research for several years, related to the success of coding activities and their adoption. Third, I review the use of eye-tracking as a method that provides the researchers with direct access to users’ attention patterns. It has been used in multiple educational settings to understand cognitive processes responsible for learning and collaboration among others.
2.2.1 Benefits of making-based coding activities for young students

The various technological tools available nowadays support learning activities based on construction and provide meaningful learning experiences for young students. Motivated by Papert’s constructionist approach, today’s educational activities are embedding technology tools to provide learning experiences in educational contexts, which occur in environments that are not always learning oriented. In these types of dynamic learning activities, students are at the center, taking control and engaging, at their own will, with a subject. Learning-by-doing, project-based learning, problem-based learning, inquiry-based learning, and challenge-based learning are a few such instructional methods, occurring both inside and outside the classroom (L. Johnson, Adams Becker, Estrada, & Freeman, 2015), and focused on learning tasks that promote computing education, computational thinking, design thinking, collaborative work, and innovation.

Computer game design and development, *making*, and computational textiles/fabrication are among the most successfully applied practices which help students develop coding skills and structure their own learning and thinking by getting involved in the coding process (Papavlasopoulou, Giannakos, et al., 2017) (Buechley et al., 2008). During such learning tasks, successful construction involves a complex process that fosters skills such as problem-solving, confronting “failures,” and strategies to explore and decide possible solutions, as well as structure thoughts and actions (Bers et al., 2014). For instance, when children negotiate in the process of making an artifact in a supportive environment, they gain a sense of self-efficacy and belief in their capacities; they learn how to solve a problem, manage difficulties, and communicate with peers (Chu, Schlegel, Quek, Christy, & Chen, 2017); (Çakır, Gass, Foster, & Lee, 2017); (Bers, 2012). Generally, the skills gained in these educational contexts go beyond using a technological tool to make a game and computational thinking. These practices exist in constructionist learning and can be applied in subjects like math, language, arts, and others. The value is in the transferable skills uncovered through the experience of completing a successful project.

Many tools, such as Cricket, Braintenberg Blocks, and Arduino Technologies, can support fruitful learning experiences (Blikstein, 2013), while digital fabrication can provide Bildung (i.e., deep and sustained learning) (Iversen, Smith, Blikstein, Katterfeldt, & Read, 2016). Adams and Webster (2012) reported the results from nine years of coding summer camps for middle and high school students. Block-based visual programming languages (like Scratch) have the advantage of using shapes that fit properly only when they make a logical sequence of orders. This gives relief to users and saves them from much of the heartache traditionally forced on learners by textual languages (Wilson & Moffat, 2010), p. 70). However, even advanced text-based programming languages, like Java, have been used to engage children aged 9–10 in coding (Esper, Foster, Griswold, Herrera, & Snyder, 2014). By analyzing Scratch programs, they investigated the type of blocks students used and how aspects such as project types were related to their choice of blocks. The literature suggests that children can successfully complete and learn by
simple, robot-based coding projects (Kazakoff, Sullivan, & Bers, 2013). Robots have the capacity to enhance coding activities and allow children to engage in computational thinking using various programming concepts (Kahn, 2004). In addition, digital game development was found to be beneficial for special education students, increasing their problem-solving skills through a process of representation, planning, execution, and evaluation of an artifact (Ruggiero & Green, 2017).

Regarding the potential effect of gender in coding activities, Bruckman, Jensen, and DeBonte (2002) showed that gender did not affect children’s performance level in coding. Similarly, in a study of a game-development task for fourth-grade students, Owston, Wideman, Ronda, and Brown (2009) demonstrated that there were no gender differences in the learning outcomes. No significant gender differences were found in elementary school students’ competence, interest at school, and the use of deep learning strategies while constructing a “drag and drop” game (Vos et al., 2011). Another study involving game-making showed that girls focused more on trying to improve their games following their peers’ recommendations and that, overall, they achieved higher game quality (Robertson, 2012). In addition, in a study of the use of the code.org website to teach coding to primary school students, it was shown that girls’ means of reflective thinking skills toward problems solving were higher than boys, although the results showed no statistically significant difference (Kalelioglu, 2015).

In a nutshell, making-based coding activities, particularly when the focus is on game-making, provide a fruitful learning environment in which young students are stimulated to use a technological tool, affecting their learning experience. Therefore, there is a need to investigate and get a deep understanding of how we can help learners acquire knowledge, skills, and competences in coding in an engaging and meaningful manner.

### 2.2.1.1 Computational thinking

Computational thinking can be traced to Papert’s strong support of the idea that children who use the Logo programming language develop algorithmic thinking (Papert, 1980). However, the term “computational thinking” was made popular by Wing (2006), who argued that “computational thinking represents a universally applicable attitude and skill set everyone, not just computer scientists, would be eager to learn and use” (p. 33). Since then, different efforts to define computational thinking have appeared, with the aim of supporting the importance of research on making computational thinking a 21st-century literacy accessible to all (Guzdial, 2008). Examples include the Computer Science Teachers Association and the International Society for Technology in Education framework (Barr & Stephenson, 2011), and the National Research Council’s “Framework for K-12 Science Education” (NRC, 2012).
In our study, we adopted Brennan and Resnick (2012)’s computational thinking framework. With respect to Scratch, their framework suggests three key dimensions to computational thinking: computational concepts (concepts the users engage with when they program, such as parallelism and variables); computational practices (practices that users develop, such as abstraction and debugging); and computational perspectives (perspectives users develop for computation, themselves and the world around them). Brennan and Resnick’s computational thinking framework enables the researcher to monitor coding activity and understand how children use the different constructs and deal with the concepts, how they focus on learning and adopt different thinking practices, and, finally, how their perspectives evolve in relation to themselves, others and the technological world. In our making-based coding activity using Scratch, these three dimensions were used to explore and gain insights into children’s experience of coding.

2.2.1.2 Supporting and capturing young students’ learning in making-based coding activities

Coding is not only a fundamental skill within computer science but is also a demonstration of computational competences (Grover & Pea, 2013) – a way to support computational thinking and develop students’ high-order thinking skills. Kids as young as 4–6 can build and code simple robot-based projects and learn ideas from engineering, technology, and coding, thereby enhancing their computational thinking skills [Bers 2008]. Visual programming languages introduce the potential of a broader and younger group of students to learn programming concepts (Sáez-López, Román-González, & Vázquez-Cano, 2016). Various studies have proven the importance of combining coding and physical fabrication to engage students with complex programming concepts (e.g., loops, conditionals, events) and practices (e.g., remixing, testing, debugging) (Denner, Werner, & Ortiz, 2012) (Fields, Vasudevan, & Kafai, 2015) (Kafai & Burke, 2015) found that digital storytelling in a school setting demonstrates competence in several key programming concepts, such as event-driven programming and synchronization. In their project, an early-childhood robotics curriculum, called TangibleK, fostered multiple skills, including problem representation, systematic generation and implementation of solutions, debugging, and strategies to approach difficult problems. Denner et al. (2012) reported results from analyzing 108 games created by middle-school girls to show that it is feasible to learn programming concepts when designing and coding activities are seamlessly combined.

There is some variation in the ways students handle coding tasks and how they manage concepts and practices. For example, novices tend to approach programs in a line-by-line fashion, rather than in blocks (Robins, Rountree, & Rountree, 2003), and are not persistent when debugging their programs (Ericson & McKlin, 2012). In their study of middle-school girls, Denner et al. (2012) reported that students rarely used “variables” to
handle coding processes and faced difficulty in joining pieces of code to successfully complete an operation. Students aged 11 to 12 made their own computer games using software called Adventure (Robertson, 2012); they spend the most time adding new content to their code, rather than changing what they had already done, and girls spent more time writing dialog for their games than did boys. The most popular practices used in projects by students of almost the same age—11–14—were reusing and remixing already existing code and addressing problems in an incremental and iterative way (Y. B. Kafai & V. Vasudevan, 2015). Kids aged 5–6 either carefully thought about and tried to predict results before trying the commands or tried different commands to receive immediate feedback (Fessakis et al., 2013).

Many studies have collected the actual code created in children’s projects and then analyzed it using Brennan and Resnick’s computational thinking framework (Brennan & Resnick, 2012), Bloom’s modified taxonomy or solo taxonomy (Biggs & Collis, 2014), or other types of deductive coding schemes to evaluate the projects (Denner et al., 2012) and understand how children learn coding (Laporte & Zaman, 2016). “Fairy assessment,” which is based on Alice’s programming environment, requires students to modify and add existing code to assess their understanding of algorithm abstraction and code. Other ways of capturing children’s progress and understanding include multiple-choice instruments or quizzes that measure their learning of computer science concepts, or even traditional assessments such as tests and grades (Doran, Boyce, Finkelstein, & Barnes, 2012).

Capturing computational thinking skills and the ways in which children learn coding is challenging, and more objective mechanisms are needed to illuminate children’s understanding and knowledge gain of computational concepts and other computational thinking skills, such as debugging and problem decomposition (Grover, Cooper, & Pea, 2014). Assessments using coding blocks (akin to Parson’s puzzles), where students have to snap them in correct order, are widely used in eBooks (Parsons & Haden, 2006). Assessments in which snippets of basic code are used to test whether children can identify the core constructs are widely used as well (Ericson & McKlin, 2012). Thus, the most common method to capture learning gain in computational thinking and coding is knowledge acquisition tests with combined types of questions (Grover et al., 2014).

2.2.2 Young students’ attitudes and engagement toward coding activities

There are many benefits of educational activities in which children use technological tools and digital fabrication to make their own artifacts. They vary from learning programming concepts to behavioral and perceptual changes toward career paths in computing (Sáez-López et al., 2016) (Y. B. Kafai & V. Vasudevan, 2015); (Denner et al., 2012). Visual
programming environments provide opportunities for children to be introduced to programming concepts; because of the fun and usefulness of the activity, children are highly motivated and have positive attitudes toward coding (Sáez-López et al., 2016). Motivation appears to be an important key in learning settings, not only for its positive results but also for its aspects of activation, intention (Ryan & Deci, 2000a), and promotion of active learning (Pintrich, 2003). Many studies have shown that students’ motivations have an influence on their performance, satisfaction, and well-being (Ryan & Deci, 2000b) (Guay et al., 2008). In general, the aim is to have positive attitudes toward something that is interesting; consequently, the individual will take action according to interest and motivation (Fortus, 2014).

Concerning computing and computer science, students’ attitudes and motivation are positive and high when projects and visual programming are involved, highlighting fun, commitment, enthusiasm, and usefulness (Sáez-López et al., 2016). Katterfeldt et al. (2015) conducted a EduWear/TechKreativ workshop, where the students used a smart construction kit that revealed a feeling of empowerment and attitudes that increased students’ ability to code. Giannakos and Jaccheri (2018) found that children’s positive attitudes regarding an activity’s easiness and usefulness significantly affected engagement and their intention to participate. In particular, game-programming activities for children are motivating, support self-esteem, and foster computational thinking (Robertson & Howells, 2008). In collaborative learning activities, the level and quality of collaboration between young students has also been found to have direct influence in the quality of learning processes and persistence (Blundson, Reed, McNeil, & McEachern, 2003) as well as in improving students’ attitudes (e.g., about mathematics) (Henrie, Halverson, & Graham, 2015). According to Vos et al. (2011), game programming reveals enthusiasm and motivation for learning and determination to accomplish a task.

Gender discrepancy in coding has been related to negative educational experiences in early childhood (Teague, 2002). CS careers still tend to be highly stereotyped, with girls having negative attitudes and being less likely to choose this career path. However, studies have found that both girls and boys who get involved in different kinds of software development practices show a better understanding of, and positive attitudes toward, CS (Bonner & Dorneich, 2016); (Eordanidis, Gee, & Carmichael, 2017); (Robertson, 2013). Scaffolding examples can help girls’ engagement and confidence when using a programming environment. Studies specifically focusing on girls have found that game design experiences intended to enhance computational skills affect their perceptions in seeing themselves as able to design computer games and encouraging them to pursue careers in CS-related professions (Stewart-Gardiner, Carmichael, Latham, Lozano, & Greene, 2013). In a study involving middle-school girls creating games, (Denner et al., 2012) found that they were engaged in the process and demonstrated adequate levels of complex programming activity. Thus, designing appropriate activities can be a promising
To summarize, from the literature it is evident that attitudes are highly associated with the adoption of a learning activity by young students, as well as the learning outcome. Hence, when investigating coding activities for young students, it’s important to look into attitudes, motivation, and engagement, which are essential aspects of the design and implementation of successful coding activities.

### 2.2.3 Eye-tracking in cognitive process of coding

One of the technologies for studying cognitive processes in a deep and subjective way is eye-tracking. Eye movements are strongly related to cognition (Marcel Adam Just & Carpenter, 1984; Rayner, 1998) and have been used to investigate learning (Jarodzka, Scheiter, Gerjets, & Van Gog, 2010), reading [Rayner, 2006] and problem-solving (Tsai, Hou, Lai, Liu, & Yang, 2012). In addition, several studies use eye-tracking data to examine adult programmers’ visual attention and explore coding, program comprehension (Aschwanden & Crosby, 2006) (Bednarik & Tukiainen, 2006), and debugging (Bednarik, 2012). The use of different visual attention measures, such as fixations, saccades, or time spent on parts of the screen called Areas of Interest (AOI), can give insights into complex cognition activities.

Romero, Lutz, Cox, and du Boulay (2002) compared the use of different program representation modalities (propositional and diagrammatic) in an expert versus novice debugging study, where experts had a more balanced shift of focus among the different modalities than did the novices. Sharif, Falcone, and Maletic (2012) emphasized the importance of code scan time in a debugging task and concluded that experts perform better and have a shorter code scan time compared to non-experts. Hejmady and Narayanan (2012) compared the gaze shift between different AOIs in a debugging exercise. The authors concluded that good debuggers were switching between code and the expression evaluation and variable window, rather than code and the control structure and data structure window. In another study, Aschwanden and Crosby (2006) defined each line of the code as an AOI and detected how these lines were perceived. Bednarik, Myller, Sutinen, and Tukiainen (2006) related the information types posited by Good and Brna (2004) to the gaze among the four AOIs (Code, Output, Control Panel, and Animation of program). The authors concluded that the presence of information type (e.g., high-level or low-level) in the comprehension summary does not necessarily confirm that the target program has been comprehended correctly.

Eye-tracking has been widely used to measure collaboration in different dual eye-tracking experiments. In the domain of coding activities, Pietinen, Bednarik, and Tukiainen (2010) provided a new metric to measure joint visual attention in a co-located pair-programming
setup, using the number of overlapping fixations, and the fixation duration of overlapping fixation, to assess collaboration quality. In a study by (Pietinen, Bednarik, Glotova, Tenhunen, & Tukiainen, 2008), a possible design for an eye-tracking setup was presented for co-located pair programming, and some of the problems regarding setup, calibration, data collection, validity, and analysis were outlined. In a collaborative task of finding bugs in a program, Stein and Brennan (2004) showed that the pairs who had their gaze displayed to their partners took less time to find the bugs than those pairs who had no information about their partners’ gaze.
3 Research Methodology

This chapter aims to present the research methodology adopted during the work described in this thesis. First, I present the DBR approach followed. Then, for each field study, representing the cycles or iterations of the DBR, I present the methods used and the design of the coding workshops for young students.

3.1 Design-based research approach

Considering the research context of this thesis, focusing on investigate making-based coding activities for young students in informal learning environments, I chose Design-Based Research (DBR) as the methodological approach of my thesis (Reeves, 2006). The DBR approach advances design, research, and practice concurrently, allowing evidence-based improvements compared to simple observation. Many educational contexts have used DBR as it is a systematic, but agile, methodology that supports understanding the learning processes through design, exploration, enactment, evaluation, and redesign (Anderson, 2005; Anderson & Shattuck, 2012) (Wang & Hannafin, 2005). More precisely, Wang and Hannafin (2005, p. 6) define DBR as: “systematic but flexible methodology aimed to improve educational practices through iterative analysis, design, development, and implementation, based on collaboration among researchers and practitioners in real-world settings, and leading to contextually sensitive design principles and theories.” DBR does not replace other methodologies, but it is often defined as a series of methodologies building on the use of multiple procedures and methods from both design and research methodologies (Wang & Hannafin, 2005). The processes that DBR follows are also flexible; researchers, participants, and practitioners collaborate to improve the initial design plan and influence practice through implementation. The knowledge gained throughout the different phases of the study emerges and evolves from the research questions and the factors that influence them during the process. In my case, the DBR methodology was appropriate, as the factors that influence the research questions emerged and evolved, during the process, from the knowledge gained by the researchers throughout the different phases of the study. Another purpose of DBR is to influence real educative interventions and has a theoretical goal, evolving theoretical principles, that support the research work (Barab & Squire, 2004).

The work presented in this thesis complies with the DBR characteristics described below:

- **Iterative, interactive and flexible process:** Following the DBR approach, within the timeframe of the development of the thesis, I conducted three iterations (cycles) (Figure 3) aiming to answer the set of research questions related to the thesis’ goals. After each iteration, based on the results obtained from evaluating the learning experiences of the young students in the making-based coding workshops, the next iteration’s design was revised together with the goals, research questions, and the next actions of the research.
• **Research in real educational contexts**: Our iterations fit properly with DBR as they happened in the real-world contexts of making-based coding workshops organized for students in the Trondheim region, representing an authentic informal educational setting. The studies, held between Autumn 2016 and Autumn 2017, involved data collected from 157 young students from 3rd to 12th grade (8–17 years old). Situating the research in real educational contexts confirms and ensures that the applied proposals can be used effectively to assess, inform, and improve practice in (at least) those contexts.

• **Collaboration between researchers and practitioners**: In a DBR process, the constant collaboration with other researchers, experts in the field, and instructors is essential. In-depth understanding of these studies requires both the researchers’ and the instructors’ knowledge. Researchers conduct the rigorous research, and the instructors contribute with their knowledge of the local setting, their pedagogical experience, and interaction with the participants. With the constant collaboration, I managed to monitor all the actions during enactment, provide evidence on the design decisions, and support any emergent proposals.

• **The use of mixed methods**: Mixed research methods are used to maximize the credibility of ongoing research. The methods used vary during different phases as new needs and issues emerge and the research focus evolves. This approach is generally considered an adequate way of exploring the different perspectives and multiple factors that affect learning situations, and it is typically used in DBR (Anderson & Shattuck, 2012). In my case, for my field studies, I used quantitative and qualitative techniques for data collection and analysis; this includes using multimodal data from various channels, which are linked to subjective and objective physiological data. Data were gathered from instructors, young students, and researchers to obtain information about the learning experience provided from our workshops. We used qualitative sources, such as observations, semi-structured interviews and focus groups, students’ artifacts, and quantitative sources, such as questionnaires, gaze from eye-tracking, and videos. All data were checked and triangulated.

• **Actual impact on theory and practice**: During the DBR process followed in this thesis, the design, implementation, and evaluation of the interventions are grounded in relevant research, theory, and practice. The aim is to connect the results with the design process and the setting, to refine and improve initial designs, and, ultimately, advance theoretical aims affecting practice. This thesis investigates young students’ learning experiences, understanding their needs and practices, and, respectively, design the making-based coding workshops. Based on the lessons learned, the theory’s value is appraised by the extent to which principles inform and improve practice.
Starting with DBR, a systematic literature review was conducted and, each time before implementing the field studies, the relevant literature on the respective topics was read to support the research.

For the rest of this chapter, the details of the field studies and their implementation are presented.
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Figure 3: Description of the three DBR Cycles

### 3.2 Studies design
As field studies of the PhD work presented in this thesis, I selected making-based coding workshops designed and organized in conjunction with “Kodeløypa” (meaning “the path toward coding”) which is one of the six established science frameworks at NTNU. “Kodeløypa” describes outreach activities offered by the Computer Science Department to all school classes in the Trondheim region (targeting lower secondary schools and mainly 10th grade classes) as out-of-school activities. Those activities include making-based coding workshops using open source software (i.e., Scratch), physical recycled materials, and hardware (i.e., Arduino).
Building on previous efforts and research projects starting from 2012, Kodeløypa has always been influenced by research, having the NTNU’s years of conceptual methodological and technical knowledge and experience, conducting field studies following the state-of-the art developments based on societal needs. Kodeløypa workshops are a representative sample of making-based coding activities, following the maker movement approach and rise of coding activities for young students in Europe, in response to international actions to foster computer science education for students from a young age. The workshops’ activities focus on the learning processes that occur in an environment that is not merely learning oriented, but promotes design thinking, computational concepts, collaborative work, and innovation, among other things. In particular, it involves making activities and related ways to fabricate real and/or digital products using technological resources, including fabrication, physical computing, and coding.

A characteristic that is also an important aspect of Kodeløypa’s workshops is the pleasant and playful environment, supported not only by the activities per se, but also from the instructors’ attitude. Targeting young students that have or do not have any previous exposure to coding, offering a making-based-coding workshop for young students invites them to explore and “play” with computers and digital robots to explore and construct their own knowledge. In this way, they gain also a feeling of mastery and pleasure from technology. In addition, introducing concepts and thinking in computer science presents an opportunity to ‘plant a seed’ of interest that can later develop into increased recruitment to computing.

Although, efforts like coding clubs and different kinds of science learning activities in Norwegian museums started to emerge slowly some years ago, in general, coding for children is still a new phenomenon in formal education. A revision of the national curriculum is currently underway, and the Ministry of Education has published a strategy that began in 2017, offering coding as an elective subject in lower secondary school (Ungdomsskole, Grades 8–10, ages 13–16), which will become a permanent elective subject beginning in 2019.

Among the various informal science learning spaces and practices, much attention has been given to experiences and activities traditionally associated with science museums and centers, zoos, exhibitions, competitions, etc. However, the increasing emergence and proliferation of practices emphasizing making-based-coding activities in a fun and creative way, representing informal learning, have not yet drawn enough attention, while appearing to be one of the new ‘big things’ in the field. Therefore, based on the goal of this PhD work, to investigate how making can help us design meaningful coding activities for young students, and implementing interventions with refined and improved designs than influence practice, I have selected the aforementioned Kodeløypa coding workshops
for the field studies of my research. Below, I describe all details of the design and implementation of the making-based coding workshops.

3.2.1 Description of the coding workshops
During the years of this PhD work, I have conducted three field studies which comprise the three cycles (iterations) as part of the DBR approach followed. For the purpose of this PhD thesis, I refer to all the workshops conducted using the name “Kodeløypa.” However, the first two cycles (iterations) of coding workshops took place over two years, with few differences in activity design but with differences in the research design, evidence descriptions, and results of the different data-collection instruments. The third cycle (iteration) was in collaboration with the local library in Trondheim.

The goal of the workshops for young students is to create an artifact, which in our case is a game using the Scratch programming tool. Teaching assistants, specifically trained as activity instructors, led the process and supported the students in achieving their goals. During the workshop, young students were working in teams to develop the artifact. The workshops were designed for children without (or with minimum) previous experience in coding. The design of the activities (interacting with robots and creating games), and the use of Scratch programming language (suitable for all ages) provided flexibility and allowed successful implementation of the workshop. Student participants’ ages ranged from 8 to 17 years. Each workshop had a specific age group that were carefully selected within a small age range.

The most influential aspect of our pedagogical approach was what Resnick calls the “kindergarten approach to learning,” with a spiral cycle of imagine, create, play, share, and reflect—a process that is repeated over and over (Resnick, 2007). Young students imagine what they want to do and then create a project based on their ideas, play/interact with their own creations, share their creations with others, and reflect on their experiences, leading to new ideas and projects. Adapting Resnick’s spiral, our workshops also started with “inspire” to characterize the warming-up and inspiring activities that kicked off the participants’ creativity. In addition, to describe the coding process, particularly the use of the Scratch tool, we focused on constant experimentation and iteration: the children developed their artifacts gradually by trying new elements, using different concepts, and revising them.

3.2.2 Cycle 1 and 2
We designed and implemented a coding activity in conjunction with an initiative organized at NTNU in Trondheim. The workshop activities are based on the constructionist approach, following the main principles of making. The workshop was
conducted in a largely informal setting, as an out-of-school activity, and lasted for four hours. Various student groups, ranging from 8 to 17 years old, were invited to NTNU’s specially designed rooms for creative purposes to interact with digital robots and create games using Scratch and the Arduino hardware platform. Specifically, Arduino was attached to the digital robots to connect them with the computer. At that point, an extension of Scratch, called Scratch for Arduino (S4A), provided the extra blocks needed to control the robots. The Scratch programming language uses colorful blocks grouped into categories (motion, looks, sound, pen, control, sensing, operators, and variables), with which children can develop stories, games, and any type of animation. In general, children who attended the workshop worked collaboratively in triads or dyads (depending on the number of children). The workshop was designed for children without (or with minimum) previous experience in coding. During the workshop, student assistants were the responsible supporting each team as needed. Approximately one assistant observed and helped one or two teams. Three researchers were also present throughout the intervention, focusing on observing, writing notes, keeping notes, and taking care of the overall conduct of the workshop. The workshop had two main sections (Figure 4).

**Interacting with the robots**: In the first section, the children interacted with digital robots made from an artist (using recycling materials). Each robot was placed next to a computer (one for each team) (Figure 7 left). When the children entered the room, one assistant welcomed them, told them to be seated, and briefly presented an overview of the workshop. The assistants then advised the children to pay attention to the paper tutorial.
and the worksheet placed on the desks (one for each student). First, the children filled in the worksheet to answer questions regarding the exact place and the number of sensors and lights on the robots. The tutorial contained instructions with examples and pictures (Figure 5), similar to the robots they were using. The examples had little text and more images, indicating exactly how the children could interact with the robots. The children accomplished a series of simple loops that controlled the robots and made them react to the environment with visual effects (such as turning on a light when sensors detected that the light was below a certain threshold). Children could touch and play with the robots but not change any parts of them. Although the duration of the session was different for each team, it lasted between 45 minutes and 90 minutes and ended with a break before the next session.

Creating games using Scratch: This session focused on the creative implementation of simple game-development concepts using Scratch (Figure 7 right). All children took another paper-based tutorial containing examples and visualizations to help them ideate their own game (Figure 6). The tutorial comprised simple text explanations, including basic computational thinking concepts and possible loops that the children were supposed to use in their own games. First, the assistants advised the children to concentrate on understanding the game’s idea, discuss it with their team members, and then create a draft storyboard. The children then developed their own game by collaboratively designing and coding using Scratch. To accelerate the children’s progress, they were given already existing game characters and easy loops. While the children worked on their projects, help was provided whenever they asked for it, and complex programming concepts were introduced on an individual level according to their relevance to the project. Children created their games, step-by-step, by iteratively coding and testing them (Figure 7 middle). After completing the games, all teams reflected and played each other’s games. This session lasted approximately three hours.
We designed and implemented a two-day workshop in conjunction with the local library in Trondheim, Norway. The workshop activities focused on coding, including artistic elements, and were based on the constructionist approach. The call for participation was made to middle-school girls of the Trondheim region during the autumn 2017 school break. Previous experience was not a prerequisite for participation. Each day’s activities were conducted in an informal setting and lasted for approximately five hours, including breaks. Female instructors, with previous experience in similar activities (also involved in Kodeløypa), facilitated the workshop and were responsible for supporting the girls during the process. During the workshop, the girls had to create storyboards based on solving particular environmental problems and then, based on their stories, create games using the Scratch programming language. To develop the storyboards, the girls could use different types of materials, like ribbons, colored cardboard, stickers, drawing pencils, etc., as provided by the library. The girls worked collaboratively in teams of two or three (depending on the number of participants). Two researchers were present for the duration of the workshop, assisting when needed for the smooth execution of the activities.
including the data collection. The workshop is described below, based on the two days of activities (Figure 8).

**First day of the workshop:** On the first day, we introduced basic coding skills and other non-technical aspects of game development, like storyboard creation. The workshop started with a story from a book, based on a woman with children and everyday problems, who was also a mentor and a superhero helping people succeed with their technology projects. The girls were inspired and informed that they had to think of their own characters who needed to save the world from environmental issues of their choosing. As an introduction to coding, the instructors presented an example of a functional game with Scratch on a relevant environmental topic (Figure 9 left). Then, the girls were asked to individually complete basic coding exercises using Scratch. At the end of the first day, the teams prepared and presented their storyboards with three different scenes on paper/cardboard, including the title, theme, character, plot, conflict, and solution.

**Second day of the workshop:** Starting the second day of the workshop, the girls had to update, if they wanted, their storyboards and finalize them (Figure 9 middle). The rest of the day was dedicated to their game creation using Scratch. The girls completed a paper-based tutorial, created by the instructors, with simple text explanations and examples of basic CT concepts and possible loops that the girls were supposed to use in their own games, all based on Scratch. During the creation of their games, the girls had to use their storyboards exactly and “transfer” their ideas into games using Scratch. At any time, the girls could ask for help from the instructors, who even introduced complicated
programming concepts, if necessary, for their games. The girls created their games, step-by-step, continuously testing and coding them. At the end of the day, all teams prepared presentations of their games and everyone played each other's games (Figure 9 right).

Figure 9: Girls participating in the workshop (left), creation of the storyboard (middle), game created using Scratch

3.3 Sampling
All the studies participants for the three iterations (cycles) were students from the Trondheim region whose teachers had applied to participate in our workshops as an out-of-school activity. Two of the field studies took place at the university campus in specially designed rooms and the last one in the local library. All data related to the studies were collected after permission from the National Centre for Research Data (NSD), following all the regulations and recommendations for research with children. Before the execution of the workshops, I contacted the teacher and/or the legal guardian of each child to get written consent for the data collection. The children were informed about the data-collection process and their participation in the study was completely voluntary. They could withdraw their consent for the data collection at any time without affecting their participation in the coding activity.

3.3.1 Participants cycle 1
Children from 3rd to 12th grade (aged 8–17 years old) participated in the coding activity. The activity took place during autumn 2016 with a sample of 12 girls (mean age: 12.64, SD: 2.838) and 32 boys (mean age: 12.35, SD: 2.773). Five workshops took place over two weeks, following the coding activity described in the previous section.

3.3.2 Participants cycle 2
In autumn 2017, children from 8th to 10th grade (aged 13–16 years old) participated in the coding activity. The sample consisted of 105 participants in total, 69 boys and 36 girls
3.3.3 Participants cycle 3
The sample of the third study consisted of eight girls from 6th to 10th grade (aged 10–14 years old) (mean age: 12.135, SD: 1.389). Girls participated in the two-day workshop during autumn 2017, following all the activities of the workshop described in the previous section at the local library.

3.4 Data collection
In this section, I describe the data-collection process for each study in respect of its cycle.

In all stages of the methodology a literature review was performed, and I collected data from different sources following a mixed-method methodology (e.g., questionnaires, interviews, gaze, observations, and field notes) using quantitative and qualitative methods. Mixed-method enables joint analysis and triangulation of quantitative and qualitative data (Creswell & Clark, 2017). In our case, all quantitative and qualitative data were triangulated and cross-referenced to warrant our interpretations during the three DBR cycles. Mixed methods provide benefits, such as a detailed and descriptive view of the situation and data interpretation with divergent views, and supports research conducted in authentic contexts (Creswell & Clark, 2017). “Combining or integration of qualitative and quantitative research and data in a research study (…) resided in the idea that all methods had bias and weaknesses, and the collection of both qualitative and quantitative data neutralized the weaknesses” (Creswell, 2014, 563).

Table 2 describes the main instruments used for gathering data during this thesis. In particular, we collected quantitative data in cycle 1. Combining different types of data provided us with a set of indicators for reflecting different mechanisms during the learning process. This allowed us to better understand young students’ learning experiences and get another insight into using objective methods, like eye-tracking, to investigate coding activities with young students. In Cycles 2 and 3, we applied a qualitative approach. We collected data from multiple sources, including post-workshop interviews, observational field notes, and participants’ Scratch games (artifacts), and performed content analysis.

Apart from data collection from each field study during the two years of the project, the researchers and instructors participated in focus groups after the end of each cycle, discussing and revealing all the growing ideas that emerged from the outcomes of the iteration. This was another data collection and analysis process, which on the one hand
helped us to reveal key findings that guided the decision to proceed to the next iteration, and on the other, to synthesize the ideas, conduct an overall evaluation of our coding workshops focusing on young students’ engagement from the learning experience with coding, and provide guidelines for designing similar activities.

Table 2 presents an overview of the field studies conducted for this PhD research, the data-collection instrument used, the aim, the cycle, and the relevant paper.

Table 2: Overview of the field studies, data collection, and aim

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field study</th>
<th>Data collection instrument</th>
<th>Aim</th>
<th>Cycle</th>
<th>Related paper</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Autumn 2016</td>
<td>- Eye tracking&lt;br&gt;- Attitudinal questionnaire&lt;br&gt;- Knowledge acquisition test (pre and post)&lt;br&gt;- Artifact collection&lt;br&gt;- Focus group with researchers and instructors</td>
<td>- Gain understanding on:&lt;br&gt;  • How young students code and investigate any potential association between their attitudes and their gaze.&lt;br&gt;  • Young student’s differences in their coding behavior.&lt;br&gt;  • Young students’ competences in coding&lt;br&gt;  - Identify:&lt;br&gt;    • Design elements for the next iteration&lt;br&gt;    • Prominent design principles&lt;br&gt;    • The most important theoretical aspects&lt;br&gt;  - Use the objective method of eye-tracking for new insights on how young students experience coding</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>- P2&lt;br&gt;- P3&lt;br&gt;- P4&lt;br&gt;- P5&lt;br&gt;- P6&lt;br&gt;- P7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autumn 2017</td>
<td>- Semi-structured interviews&lt;br&gt;- Field notes from observations&lt;br&gt;- Artifact collection</td>
<td>- Examine differences between boys and girls coding behavior&lt;br&gt;  - Investigate the emotional profile of young students and the quality of collaboration&lt;br&gt;  - Identify:</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>- P5&lt;br&gt;- P6&lt;br&gt;- P8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
- Focus group with researchers and instructors
- Video recordings

- Design elements for the next iteration
- Prominent design principles
- The most important theoretical aspects

| Autumn 2017 | - Semi-structured interviews  
| - Field notes from observations  
| - Artifact collection  
| - Focus group with researchers and instructors  
| - Investigate girls’ strategies and implemented practices during coding  
| - Identify:  
| - Design elements for the next iteration  
| - Prominent design principles | 3 | -P5 |

3.4.1 Cycle 1

**Attitudinal questionnaire:** Young students, as participants of the coding workshop, completed a paper-based attitudinal questionnaire. Participants were asked to rate their experience with the coding activity after the end of the workshop. Attitudes include their perceived learning, excitement, and intent to participate in a similar activity, among others. In all measures, a five-point Likert scale was applied using smiley faces (Figure 10).

![Figure 10: Example of the attitudinal questionnaire](image)

**Knowledge acquisition test:** The children completed pre- and post-knowledge acquisition tests. These consisted of nine questions of increasing difficulty, based on the workshop’s curricula. The questions were adopted from a previous study (Grover et al., 2014) and followed instructors’ suggestions for our workshop. The tests took approximately 10 minutes to finish at the start and end of the workshop. The tests were
paper-based and manually graded by the researcher. Figure 11 shows two sample questions from the test.

![Example of the knowledge acquisition test](image)

**Eye-tracking data:** During the whole activity, children were wearing eye-tracking glasses. Eye-tracking data were collected using four SMI RED 250 and one TOBII mobile eye-tracker working at 60Hz.

**Artifacts and instructors’ reflections:** Final artifacts from each of the teams were collected after the end of each workshop. In addition, one month after completing the workshops, I conducted a group interview and focus group with the assistants, reflecting on their experience and perspectives for the young students’ experience during the workshops.

### 3.4.2 Cycle 2 and 3

**Interviews:** Participants completed a demographics questionnaire. After the end of the activity, post-workshop semi-structured interviews were conducted individually with the young students. During the interviews, children were asked about their overall experience, the artifact constriction process, Scratch, collaboration with their team members and the assistants, as well as other subjects that emerged depending on the interviewee. The interviews were conducted in Norwegian, so all the participants could express themselves clearly. Each interview lasted approximately 10 to 15 mins and was audio recorded.

**Observations and Artifacts:** Artifacts from most teams were collected four times during the workshop session; we collected four versions of the games approximately every hour during the workshop. Some teams were also systematically observed during the process of creating the game. Independent assistants during the workshop kept field notes. Assistants were close to each team of young students and took notes on all tasks to identify what types of help participants were receiving from the instructors. For the systematic
observations, we collected field notes, using Franklin et al. (2013) ’s coding scheme, of what types of help the participants were receiving from the assistants (see table 3). Also, field notes included other incidents that occurred during the workshop concerning the process the participants followed to successfully complete the tasks, such as whether they had a team leader, if only one was mainly coding, if one member was not participating, and others.

Table 3: The coding scheme for the observations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Validation: Students want confirmation, not information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Where: Only needed help navigating the Scratch GUI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>What: Only needed a reminder of the name of the concept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>How: Given name of concept, still needed help to complete task</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Reteach: Had to reteach concept and execution</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Instructors’ reflections: To capture instructors’ perspectives and experiences, as described in the previous cycle, we conducted group interviews and focus groups.

3.5 Measurements and data analysis
A thorough description of measurements and data analysis is described in detail in each paper included in this thesis. Below, I present the most important aspects of the data analysis methods used. Table 4 presents a summary of the data analysis method applied, together with the paper, SQ and contribution.

Table 4: Overview of data collection and analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper and aim</th>
<th>Selected data</th>
<th>Cycle</th>
<th>Data Analysis</th>
<th>Research question</th>
<th>Contribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paper 1:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Systematic literature review</td>
<td>- 43 articles</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>- Categorization of their main elements</td>
<td>SQ1</td>
<td>C1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper 2:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Investigate the role of gaze in the learning gain and collaboration on the different age groups (teens and kids)</td>
<td>- 44 Knowledge acquisition test responses</td>
<td>- Gaze from 44 young students captured from mobile eye-trackers</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-Statistical analysis using ANOVA tests</td>
<td>SQ3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Gaze from 44 young students captured from mobile eye-trackers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Statistical analysis using Pearson’s correlation</td>
<td>SQ4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper 3:</td>
<td>- 44 Attitudinal questionnaire responses</td>
<td>- Gaze from 44 young students captured from mobile eye-trackers</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-Statistical analysis using ANOVA tests</td>
<td>SQ2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SQ4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper 4:</td>
<td>- This paper examines, young students’ competences in coding</td>
<td>- 9 Artifacts (final games)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-Statistical analysis using Pearson’s correlation</td>
<td>SQ4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper 5:</td>
<td>- Theoretical grounding of the results in constructionism</td>
<td>- Reflections as notes from the studies conducted derived from focus groups with instructors and researchers</td>
<td>1-2-3</td>
<td>- Qualitative content analysis</td>
<td>SQ2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Design principles to achieve higher engagement during the coding activity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SQ3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SQ4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper 6:</td>
<td>- Investigate differences between girls’ and boys’ gaze</td>
<td>- Gaze from 44 young students captured from</td>
<td>1-2</td>
<td></td>
<td>SQ3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SQ4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and learning gain during the coding activity
- Investigate differences between girls and boys in the strategies and implemented practices during coding, and in perceptions about those coding activities
  - mobile eye-trackers
  - 44 Knowledge acquisition test responses
  - 44 Interviews audio recorded
  - Observation field notes from 4 teams
  - Artifacts (games) from 4 teams

- Statistical analysis using ANOVA tests
- Qualitative content analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper 7:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Investigate if there is a significant moderating effect of collaboration (gaze similarity) and engagement (gaze uniformity) on children’s attitude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Gaze from 44 young students captured from mobile eye-tracker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 44 Attitudinal questionnaire responses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Statistical analysis using Pearson’s correlation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Statistical analysis using Moderation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQ2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQ4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper 8:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Define the emotional profile of a collaborating group of young students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Investigate the relationship between the emotional profile of a group and the quality of collaboration during coding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Identify the components of the emotional profile that affect the quality of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Videos from 50 young students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 50 Attitudinal questionnaire responses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Statistical analysis using Pearson’s correlation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Statistical analysis Linear Regression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQ2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQ4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 12 shows the variables used for the quantitative data collected from the different cycles. For the quantitative data analysis, after defining the measurements, we used the statistical analysis of variance (ANOVA) to identify the relationship between the variables, Pearson Correlation to identify any potential correlation between the variables, Moderation, and Regression. These methods are in respect to each paper’s research question. During the analysis, various different tests were performed. For example, we checked the assumptions for ANOVA, and if we found variables that did not satisfy the homoscedasticity condition, a version of ANOVA was used for which homoscedasticity is not assumed. This was done using the Welch correction for $F$-statistic. First, we used Levene’s test to examine the homogeneity of variance and the Shapiro–Wilk test to evaluate the normality criterion (Conover & Conover, 1980) (Shapiro & Wilk, 1965) in order to use ANOVA analysis. Afterwards, one-way independent ANOVA tests were conducted to examine our research question. For all tests, we did not assume equality of variance across groups. The p-values for the main and post-hoc tests are computed in accordance with the Bonferroni correction for repeated tests. Also, since we did not assume equal variance across groups, the F-values are adjusted according to the Welch correction for the partial degrees of freedom. In addition, to analyze the video recordings, we used computer vision for face detection and machine learning for face recognition.
Figure 12: Overview of data-collection instrument and variables

Qualitative data analysis involves Cycles 2 and 3 and the overall analysis of researchers and instructors notes from the focus groups and discussions during the two years of the studies. First, all interviews and focus groups were fully transcribed and translated into English, if needed. Qualitative analysis was manually conducted by the researchers using both inductive and deductive approaches, based on Saldaña (2015) and Mayring, Mayring (2014). In all cases, the inductive coding process was also enriched with theoretically driven deductive elements, based on the respective paper’s research question.

To analyze the transcribed interviews, two researchers followed the coding method proposed by Saldaña (2015) for qualitative inquiry. Saldaña's coding method describes a cyclical model that moves from codes to categories and themes. Analysis of the semistructured interviews focused on identifying categories, and then the overall themes
forming the codes emerged from participants' answers. Each transcript was first individually reviewed by two researchers and then, after a focus group and discussion, the two researchers agreed on the major themes that had emerged.

Similar processes were followed for all ideas that were connected to the results of the respective iteration (Cycles 1, 2 and 3), representing the codes for the qualitative analysis. During the two years of the project, after the end of each iteration (cycle), the researchers and instructors participated in focus groups, discussing and revealing all the growing ideas emerged from the iteration outcomes. To synthesize the ideas and formulate themes, we focused mainly on the students' engagement in the coding activities. Consequently, the most prominent themes emerged. It was an iterative process, with constant refinement and reflection on the ideas and themes during the three cycles. This helped us not only to see the connections and make decisions for the design, but also to identify the most important theoretical aspects in our studies. The final step of the analysis, after removing similar themes, involved categorization to identify the most important findings.

Each observation note (one set for each team) was reviewed by two researchers. Using content analysis, the main actions indicating a specific behavior were identified, and the frequencies of help levels were calculated. Finally, artifacts (games) developed by the teams were evaluated in terms of the learning opportunities related to computer science and computational thinking concepts offered by coding a game. The evaluation of the artifacts included loading and playing the game to ensure its functionality and playability. To analyze each version of the games, we analyzed the games based on computational thinking components (i.e., flow control, data representation, abstraction, user interactivity, parallelism, and logic), giving a score for each of them from 0 to 3 (a rubric in which 3 shows proficiency, and 0 means that the skill is not evident). Artifacts were used as an extra source to determine the main characteristics (such as the game's theme, aesthetics, and storytelling) of young students’ codes and their use of specific concepts related to the learning objectives of our workshop, as well as to discover any unexpected learning outcomes.

Figure 13 presents a mapping between the various data collections/measurements and the analyses employed.
Figure 13: Overview of the data analysis
4 Results
The research work, consisting of this thesis, has been published as five journal papers and three conference papers. Each of the eight papers has been peer-reviewed and, therefore, accepted by other researchers as providing a significant contribution to the body of knowledge. The papers are reprinted in full length in Part II of this thesis following publishing permissions from the editors. The paper summaries are ordered in publishing chronological order. This chapter summarizes the papers that contain the results for the conducted research. The papers presented in the following section include:

- Title
- Authors’ names
- Authors contributions in the paper
- Where the paper is published
- Abstract of the paper
- A short description of the main findings of each paper
- The paper’s relation to the research questions

4.1 Paper 1
Title: Empirical Studies on the Maker Movement, a Promising Approach to Learning: A Literature Review
Authors: Sofia Papavlasopoulou, Michail N. Giannakos, Letizia Jaccheri
Authors’ contributions: Papavlasopoulou led the paper writing and was the main author. Also, Papavlasopoulou collected and analyzed all the articles included in the literature review. Constant consensus meetings of Papavlasopoulou and Giannakos approved each step of the analysis of all studies conducted. Giannakos and Jaccheri provided general supervision of the research and the paper writing.

Abstract: The Maker Movement has gathered much attention recently and has been one of the fastest-growing topics, due to contemporary technical and infrastructural developments. The maker culture can be described as a philosophy in which individuals or groups of individuals create artifacts that are recreated and assembled using software and/or physical objects. Typical topics of interest in maker culture include engineering-oriented pursuits such as electronics, robotics, 3D printing, and computer numerical control tools, as well as more traditional activities such as sewing or arts and crafts. Scholars and educators have reported a variety of outcomes from the Maker Movement as an instructional process;
however, the lack of a summary of these empirical studies prevents stakeholders from having a clear view of the benefits and challenges of this instructional culture. The purpose of this article is to provide a review of the Maker Movement approach in order to summarize the current findings and guide future studies. Forty-three peer-reviewed articles were collected from a systematic literature search and analyzed based on a categorization of their main elements. The results of this survey show the direction of Maker Movement research during recent years and the most common technologies, subjects, evaluation methods, and pedagogical designs. Suggestions for future research include a further investigation into the benefits of using a specific technological tool and analysis of the Maker Movement approach, particularly in classrooms. These future research efforts will allow us to better indicate which aspects and ingredients of “making” work better for which circumstances and student groups. The findings will ultimately allow us to form best practices and a unified framework for guiding/assisting educators who want to adopt this teaching style.

Main findings presented in the paper: This paper is a systematic literature review consisting of 43 studies that implemented making. The most common subject areas using a making approach to learning are coding and STEM curricular areas. The results show that studies tend to use a qualitative methodology to assess their work. All the studies used some type of digital material to support making activities, which highlights the need to familiarize users with technology, expanding participants’ perspectives and interest in computer science in general. The goal is to achieve better understanding and enhance skills related to the subject areas through digital fabrication devices, producing objects, and modeling tools. Making sessions are promising approaches to engaging students in the design and fabrication process, in thinking and problem solving, as well as in coding. This provides evidence for the success of making in influencing learners’ behaviors. When their self-efficacy increases, workshop participants gain confidence, enjoyment, and interest in programming and technology. Furthermore, the studies evaluated reveal a variety of technology tools used in making. Given the large amount of different software available, and the possibility for it to be used for educational reasons, it is difficult to define the best choice for a specific activity.

Relation to the research questions: The paper addresses SQ1 in order to show the state of the art on how making types of instruction assist making-based coding activities.

4.2 Paper 2

Title: Using Eye-Tracking to Unveil Differences Between Kids and Teens in Coding Activities

Authors: Sofia Papavlasopoulou, Kshitij Sharma, Michail N. Giannakos, Letizia Jaccheri
Abstract: Computational thinking and coding is gradually becoming an important part of K-12 education. Most parents, policy makers, teachers, and industrial stakeholders want their children to attain computational thinking and coding competences, since learning how to code is emerging as an important skill for the 21st century. Currently, educators are leveraging a variety of technological tools and programming environments, which can provide challenging and dynamic coding experiences. Despite the growing research on the design of coding experiences for children, it is still difficult to say how children of different ages learn to code, and to cite differences in their task-based behavior. This study uses eye-tracking data from 44 children (here divided into “kids” [age 8–12] and “teens” [age 13–17]) to understand the learning process of coding in a deeper way, and the role of gaze in the learning gain and the different age groups. The results show that kids are more interested in the appearance of the characters, while teens exhibit more hypothesis-testing behavior in relation to the code. In terms of collaboration, teens spent more time overall performing the task than did kids (higher similarity gaze). Our results suggest that eye-tracking data can successfully reveal how children of different ages learn to code.

Main findings presented in the paper: The paper investigates the differences between kids’ and teens gaze during coding and how their gaze are associated with their learning. First, one interesting feature of the results is that the teens spent more time looking at the scripts, output, and command areas of interest (AOIs), while kids spent more time on the sprites AOIs. The sprites control the aesthetic part of the problem, for example, what the main animated character or the different costumes look like. Spending more time on the appearance of the output proved to be detrimental to the kids’ RLG. Our results showed that teens attained higher RLG. Second, the teens had a higher number of transitions among scripts and output/command/robot compared to the kids. The higher number of transitions between scripts and outputs indicates behavior that is either caused by a debugging activity or a desire to verify a hypothesis. Finally, there is a relation between the gaze and age groups, since the teens had higher gaze similarity than the kids did. This study successfully used eye-tracking data as a new means of analyzing children’s learning processes in coding and discover any differences in their task-based behavior according to their ages.
Title: How do you feel about learning to code? Investigating the effect of children’s attitudes towards coding using eye-tracking

Authors: Sofia Papavlasopoulou, Kshitij Sharma, Michail N. Giannakos


Authors’ contributions: Papavlasopoulou led the paper writing and was the main author. Papavlasopoulou, Sharma, and Giannakos designed and supervised the study and data collection. Sharma performed the data analysis and contributed to writing the paper. Giannakos provided general supervision of the research and the paper writing.

Abstract: Computational thinking and coding for children are attracting increasing attention. There are several efforts around the globe to implement coding frameworks for children, and there is a need to develop an empirical knowledge base of methods and tools. One major problem for integrating study results into a common body of knowledge is the relatively limited measurements applied, and the relation of the widely used self-reporting methods with more objective measurements, such as biophysical ones. In this study, eye-tracking activity was used to measure children’s learning and activity indicators. The goal of the study is to utilize eye-tracking to understand children’s activity while they learn how to code and to investigate any potential association between children’s attitudes and their gaze. In this contribution, we designed an experiment with 44 children (between 8 and 17 years old) who participated in a full-day construction-based coding activity. We recorded their gaze while they were working and captured their attitudes in relation to their learning, excitement and intention. The results showed a significant relation between children’s attitudes (what they think about coding) and their gaze patterns (how they behaved during coding). Eye-tracking data provide initial insights into the behavior of children, for example if children have difficulty in extracting information or fail to accomplish an expected task. Therefore, further studies need to be conducted to shed additional light on children’s experience and learning during coding.

Main findings presented in the paper: This paper investigates potential relations between children’s attitudes (excitement, intention to participate in a similar activity, perceived learning) and their gaze during coding activities. Regarding the gaze measures connected
to cognition used for this study, it worth noticing that: 1) high fixation duration depicts that the participant is having difficulty extracting information, 2) longer saccades show meaningful transitions in terms of attention, 3) for change in saccade direction: an angle between two lines that is greater than 90° reflects a change of plans, revision, or a failed expectation/hypothesis/anticipation. In particular, the children who reported higher excitement had lower fixation duration, lower saccade direction change, and higher saccade amplitude than those who reported lower excitement during the coding task. For gaze and perceived learning, a significant relation was observed between all the gaze variables and learning. The young students, who reported higher perceived learning, had lower fixation duration, lower saccade direction change, and higher saccade amplitude than those who reported lower perceived learning. For gaze and intention, young students who reported higher intention to code had lower fixation duration, lower saccade direction change, and higher saccade amplitude than those who reported lower intention. More specifically, young students, who indicated better management of cognitive load, expressed higher scores in their attitudes. Findings also suggest that young students with higher reported excitement and learning had the same characteristics. This study also demonstrates that eye-tracking provides information about children’s approaches to coding tasks.

Relation to the research questions: The paper investigates SQ2 and contributes to SQ4. It addresses the importance of positive attitudes and their relation to cognitive processes during young students’ coding learning experience.

### 4.4 Paper 4

**Title:** Discovering children’s competences in coding through the analysis of Scratch projects  

**Authors:** Sofia Papavlasopoulou, Michail N. Giannakos, Letizia Jaccheri  

**Paper published in:** Proceedings of Global Engineering Education Conference (EDUCON). Tenerife, Spain 2018:  

**Authors’ contributions:** Papavlasopoulou led the paper writing, performed the data analysis, and was the main author. Papavlasopoulou and Giannakos designed and supervised the study and data collection. Giannakos and Jaccheri provided general supervision of the research and the paper writing.  

**Abstract:** Computational thinking and coding has received considerable attention over the past several years. Considerable efforts worldwide suggest the need for more empirical studies providing evidence-based practices to introduce and engage children with coding activities. The main goal of this study is to examine which
programming concepts students use when they want to develop a game, and what is the interrelation among these concepts. To achieve our goal, a field study was designed, and data were collected from coding activities. In detail, during a two-week period, one-day workshops were organized almost every day on which 44 children participating in, with ages between 8 to 17. The workshops follow a constructionist approach and comprise of two parts. First the children interact with robots, and then develop a game using Scratch. The findings provide a deeper understanding on how children code by showing the use of specific programming concepts to develop their projects and their correlations. Hence, we improve our knowledge about children’s competences in coding.

**Main findings presented in the paper:** This paper examines young students’ competences in coding. Analysis of the young students’ artifacts revealed the prominent measures of programming concepts young students used, and which of them were related. The findings show that **event handling** is the basic programming concept and is present in all projects. It can be considered a prerequisite to having operational projects. On the other hand, **variables** are a complicated concept. Variables are present in four of the nine games, and the only concept correlated with three out of the six other concepts. **Variables** and **event handling** are strongly correlated. **Threads** and **iteration** are the higher correlated programming concepts. A surprising result is the fact that threads are not correlated with synchronization. In Scratch, synchronization helps to control timing between the sprites which run as parallel threads; therefore, using broadcast/receive blocks (synchronization) is essential for creating communication between them. However, in the analyzed projects, synchronization was very rarely used.

**Relation to the research questions:** The paper is not particularly related to one of the SQs; however, it contributes to SQ4, provided valuable information on young students’ use of specific programming concepts, and guided further research for this PhD research.

### 4.5 Paper 5

**Title:** Exploring children's learning experience in constructionism-based coding activities through design-based research

**Authors:** Sofia Papavlasopoulou, Michail N. Giannakos, Letizia Jaccheri

**Paper published in:** Computers in Human Behavior, volume 99, pages 415-427, 2019

**Authors’ contributions:** Papavlasopoulou was responsible for the paper writing, data analysis, and documentation. Giannakos and Jaccheri provided general supervision of the research and the paper writing.
Abstract: Over the last few years, the integration of coding activities for children in K-12 education has flourished. In addition, novel technological tools and programming environments have offered new opportunities and increased the need to design effective learning experiences. This paper presents a design-based research (DBR) approach conducted over two years, based on constructionism-based coding experiences for children, following the four stages of DBR. Three iterations (cycles) were designed and examined in total, with participants aged 8–17 years old, using mixed methods. Over the two years, we conducted workshops in which students used a block-based programming environment (i.e., Scratch) and collaboratively created a socially meaningful artifact (i.e., a game). The study identifies nine design principles that can help us to achieve higher engagement during the coding activity. Moreover, positive attitudes and high motivation were found to result in the better management of cognitive load. Our contribution lies in the theoretical grounding of the results in constructionism and the emerging design principles. In this way, we provide both theoretical and practical evidence of the value of constructionism-based coding activities.

Main findings presented in the paper: This paper presents the design-based research (DBR) effort, comprising all the three cycles (iterations) conducted over two years, in my PhD thesis. The prominent results of the studies, with regard to the effects of coding activities on children's learning experience, are grounded on Papert's constructionism. This includes the notion of “bricolage,” “learning to think articulately about thinking,” “the importance of social norms” “teaching the Turtle to act or to ‘think’” and the meaning of “powerful ideas.” In general, the young students indicated that they were cognitively engaged during the workshops; they managed to adopt deliberative thinking and to understand and imitate mechanical thinking while coding. Cognitive effort is also linked to young students' behavioral and emotional engagement because positive attitudes have an effect on their load management. Social engagement is important as young students work in front of the computer and reflect on their progress as a team, sharing the same goal to successfully create an artifact. At the end of the workshops, the young students felt competent and proud of their achievements with an increased sense of achievement, self-confidence, and self-efficacy. Lastly, the main principles to facilitate making-based coding activities that support children's learning experience should consider and/or promote the following: 1) Social interaction, 2) Appropriate design according to age, 3) Duration of the activity, 4) Relevance of the activity and meaningful content, 5) Physical and digital artifacts, 6) Young students' attitudes and motivation, 7) Cognitive overload, 8) Appropriate tasks, and 9) Meaningful framework for the involvement of the instructors.

Relation to the research questions: The paper investigates SQ2, SQ3 and addresses SQ4. It shows the role of engagement during young students’ coding learning experiences and, since it covers most of the research conducted for this thesis, provides guidelines and
lessons learned from our experience from making-based learning activities for young students.

4.6 Paper 6

Title: Coding activities for children: Coupling eye-tracking with qualitative data to investigate gender differences

Authors: Sofia Papavlasopoulou, Kshitij Sharma, Michail N. Giannakos

Paper published in: Computers in Human Behavior, in press 2019

Authors’ contributions: Papavlasopoulou led the paper writing and was the main author. Papavlasopoulou, Sharma, and Giannakos designed and supervised the first study included in the paper and the data collection. Sharma performed the data analysis and contributed to writing the paper, referring to the first study. Papavlasopoulou designed and supervised the second study included in the paper and performed the data collection and analysis. Giannakos provided general supervision of the research and the paper writing.

Abstract: Computational thinking and coding are becoming an integral part of K-12 education, with female students being underrepresented in such subjects. The proliferation of technological tools and programming environments offers the opportunity for creative coding activities for children and increases the need for appropriate instructional practices. In this study, we design and evaluate a coding workshop for children. Our goal is to examine differences between boys and girls using eye-tracking as an objective measure and triangulating the findings with qualitative data coming from children’s interviews. The results show no statistically significant difference between female and male gaze and learning gain during the coding activity; interestingly, the qualitative data show differences in the strategies and implemented practices during coding, and in perceptions about those coding activities. Our results highlight that further studies need to utilize objective measures and unveil necessary differences in the design and implementation of coding activities. Furthermore, our results provide objective evidence that female students do not lack in competences compared to boys, but simply that they have a different approach during coding activities and different perspectives about coding, an approach that needs to be cultivated and nurtured.

Main findings presented in the paper: This paper investigates gender differences in coding activities for young students using objective measures (gaze) and triangulates them with qualitative data (interviews and observations). First regarding the young students’ learning gain, the results showed no significant difference between boys and
girls. In addition, there was no significant difference in all the gaze measures used between girls and boys. From the qualitative analysis, it is evident that only girls reported that they did not know what they could do with Scratch or coding. All young students expressed improved confidence and self-efficacy in coding and that they managed to accomplish the tasks required. In mixed teams, when a boy knew about coding, girls stated that a boy had to be the leader, while in girls' teams they appeared to have had equal roles. In the interviews, all boys indicated that they contributed to their teams in terms of coding, whereas girls mentioned that not all of them coded but that they felt a valuable part of collaboration. Both girls and boys had similar difficulties, challenges, and frustrations during the creation of their game. Equally, girls and boys reported that they had fun during the workshop. In terms of help received from the assistants, all teams had approximately the same amount, between five and seven times. However, girls were more persistent than boys in trying on their own before asking for help. Children's games evaluation showed that girls' nature was present in their games, as was clear from their use of female characters and that boys and girls had a similar final performance.

Relation to the research questions: The paper investigates SQ3 and contributes to SQ4. It addresses how young students’ gender (girls vs. boys) influences their experience during making-based coding activities and gives a deeper understanding of their perspectives and practices.

4.7 Paper 7

Title: Coding games and robots to enhance computational thinking: How collaboration and engagement moderate children’s attitudes?

Authors: Kshitij Sharma, Sofia Papavlasopoulou, Michail N. Giannakos


Authors’ contributions: Sharma led the paper writing. Papavlasopoulou, Sharma, and Giannakos designed and supervised the study and did the data collection. Sharma performed the data analysis. Papavlasopoulou and Sharma contributed to writing the paper. Giannakos provided general supervision of the research and the paper writing.

Abstract: Collaboration and engagement while coding are vital elements for children, yet very little is known about how children’s engagement and collaboration impact their attitudes toward coding activities. The goal of the study is to investigate how collaboration and engagement moderate children’s attitudes about coding activities. To do so, we designed a study with 44 children (between 8 and 17 years old) who participated in a full-day coding activity. We measured their engagement and collaboration during the activity by recording their gaze,
and their attitudes in relation to their learning, enjoyment, team-work, and intention by post-activity survey instruments. Our analysis shows that there is a significant moderating effect of collaboration and engagement on children’s attitudes. In other words, highly engaging and collaborative coding activities significantly moderate children’s attitudes. Our findings highlight the importance of designing highly collaborative and engaging coding activities for children and quantifies how those two elements moderate children’s attitudes.

Main findings presented in the paper: This paper investigates how collaboration (gaze similarity) and engagement (gaze uniformity) moderate the relationship between children’s attitudes when coding (i.e., team-work, intention to participate, perceived learning, and enjoyment). There is a significant moderation effect of engagement and intent to participate on perceived learning. Intention to participate and perceived learning is stronger when the participants experience high engagement than in the case where participants experience low engagement. Thus, data provide strong evidence that children’s level of engagement during coding activities moderates the relationships between their intention to participate in the activity and learning. In addition, there is a significant moderating effect of engagement in the relationship between intention to participate and enjoyment. It can be observed that the relation between intention to participate and enjoyment is stronger for the highly engaged participants than for non-engaged ones. Therefore, there is strong evidence that children’s level of engagement during coding activities moderates the relationships between their intention to participate in the activity and enjoyment.

Relation to the research questions: The paper investigates SQ2 and contributes to SQ4. It addresses how collaboration (gaze similarity) and engagement (gaze uniformity) moderates the relationship between young students’ attitudes.

4.8 Paper 8
Title: Joint Emotional State of Children and Perceived Collaborative Experience in Coding Activities

Authors: Kshitij Sharma, Sofia Papavlasopoulou, Michail N. Giannakos


Authors’ contributions: Sharma led the paper writing. Papavlasopoulou designed and supervised the study included in the paper and the data collection. Sharma performed the data analysis. Papavlasopoulou and Sharma contributed to writing the paper. Giannakos provided general supervision of the research and the paper writing.
Abstract: This paper employs facial features to recognize emotions during a coding activity with 50 children. Extracting group-level emotional states via facial features, allows us to understand how emotions of a group affect collaboration. To do so, we captured joint emotional state using videos and collaborative experience using questionnaires, from collaborative coding sessions. We define groups’ emotional state using a method inspired from dynamic systems, utilizing a measure called cross-recurrence. We also define a collaborative emotional profile using the different measurements from facial features of children. The results show that the emotional cross-recurrence (coming from the videos) is positively related with the collaborative experience (coming from the surveys). We also show that the groups with better experience than the others showcase more positive and a consistent set of emotions during the coding activity. The results inform the design of an emotion-aware collaborative support system.

Main findings presented in the paper: This paper shows the relation between groups’ joint emotional profile (proportions of emotions, emotional entropy and consistency, and emotional togetherness) and their collaborative experience during the coding activity. Emotions such as happiness and contempt co-occur with high perceived effectiveness and high satisfaction from the collaborative coding experience. Negative emotions co-occur with low perceived effectiveness and low satisfaction from the collaboration. Correlations among collaborative experiences, emotional entropy, and emotional consistency show that the positive experiences are accompanied by a low range and consistent set of emotions. Finally, emotional togetherness is observed to be higher for the groups with high perceived effectiveness and high satisfaction than for the groups with low perceived effectiveness and low satisfaction. In terms of the most important components of the joint emotional profile to explain the collaborative experiences, we observe that the proportion of anger and emotional entropy appear in both the effectiveness and satisfaction models. Moreover, these two measurements have negative coefficients showing that high proportions of anger and having a wide range of emotions in a given time period has a detrimental effect on both the perceived effectiveness and satisfaction.

Relation to the research questions: The paper investigates SQ2 and contributes to SQ4. It addresses how young students’ emotional status influences their experience during making-based coding activities and gives a deeper understanding of their collaboration.
5 Discussion

This chapter discusses the research contributions, the implications and limitations of this PhD work.

5.1 Contributions

C1: Summarizes and conceptualizes the state of the art in making practices and their role in enhancing coding activities for children. The first contribution of this PhD thesis presents a systematic literature review (Paper 1) (Papavlasopoulou, Giannakos, et al., 2017), producing substantive findings regarding the making approach and its applications to making-based coding activities. The review aims to show the state of the art and identify potential research gaps.

Nowadays, students need to acquire skills and competences to be prepared for their future work and everyday life. Therefore, learning approaches need to be adjusted to teach 21st century skills successfully. The work is based on the emerging developments in the area of coding and learning technologies, creating momentum for adoption of making. We draw on the research literature to consider the trends and possibilities within this movement, investigating different types of making activities that are related to a successful learning experience in terms of learning, interest, and engagement. Furthermore, we consider how these practices could help students improve their performance in coding, computational skills, and problem solving. This has been achieved by evaluating empirical studies from the last five years.

In particular, making involves constructing activities and related ways to fabricate real and/or digital things using technological resources, including fabrication (Katterfeldt et al., 2015), physical computing, and coding. Making focuses on the process that occurs in an environment that is not always merely learning oriented, but promotes design thinking, computational concepts, collaborative work, and innovation, among other things. Using a systematic methodology (Kitchenham, 2004), 43 papers were reviewed. First, recognizing the most common subject areas for implementing making types of instructions, our literature review confirmed that a making approach to learning is being taken, most notably in coding, and also in STEM curricular areas. Almost all of the studies had as their main subject coding or a combination of coding and math (Garneli, Giannakos, Chorianopoulos, & Jaccheri, 2013).

Some type of digital material is important in making activities so the users can familiarize themselves with technology and broaden their perspectives and interest in computer science in general. The goal is to achieve better understanding and enhance skills related to the subject areas through digital fabrication devices, their ability to produce objects, and modeling tools. Students’ involvement in several computer science concepts enhances their ability to achieve goals (Franklin et al., 2013). A study by Franklin et al.
(2013) showed that it is possible for students to attain competence in event-driven programming, state initialization, and message passing after just a two-week interdisciplinary camp, which was not entirely focused on computer science. A class that used Lilypad Arduino successfully promoted computing concepts and practices, while perceptions of computing were extended (Kafai et al., 2013). Other studies using the same tool showed how craft materials support a more understandable approach to creating technology, and the results of this process can be more transparent and expressive. Using the same concept, workshop participants managed not only to think about, but also to create, interface designs using conductive fabrics and craft materials (Perner-Wilson, Buechley, & Satomi, 2011). When crafts and technology are tightly connected by conceiving and realizing different artifacts, people become more engaged and develop different skills compared to getting involved with traditional development or electronic toolkits (Mellis, Jacoby, Buechley, Perner-Wilson, & Qi, 2013).

Making activities are expected to be promising approaches to engaging students in coding and design, as well as in the fabrication process, in thinking, and in problem solving. In many studies, the combination of coding and physical fabrication resulted in engagement in complex programming concepts (e.g., loops, conditionals) and practices (e.g., remix, testing, and debugging) (Denner et al., 2012) (Searle, Fields, Lui, & Kafai, 2014). Furthermore, even young students aged 9–10 years have been engaged in Java programming by playing and making games (Esper et al., 2014). Another main core of learning, as reported by Katterfeldt et al. (2015), is self-efficacy. Some of the analyzed studies showed that, after the making activities, the participants’ self-efficacy was affected. This provides evidence for the success of making in influencing learners’ behaviors. When their self-efficacy increases, workshop participants gain confidence, enjoyment, and interest in programming and technology (Qiu, Buechley, Baafi, & Dubow, 2013). Moreover, when actions are motivated with enthusiasm and self-regulatory feedback, self-efficacy ratings are higher (Lane et al., 2013).

All of the studies report the positive effects of making activities on students’ perceptions and engagement. Students’ experiences with computer game coding could also change their attitudes toward computer science, preparing them for computer science courses and careers (Denner et al., 2012). In general, no matter what the age of the group and which tool was used, making proved to be a successful process in all the different areas of interest. One surprising outcome is the absence of negative results. Almost none of the studies reported negative effects in the research. Even though this is an obvious positive conclusion, it does not provide an in-depth understanding of how to prevent poor practices that hinder students’ engagement and performance.

Furthermore, the evaluated studies reveal a variety of technology tools used in making. Given the large amount of different software available, and the possibility for it to be used for educational reasons, it is difficult to define the best choice for a specific activity. It
was not surprising that the most-used tool was Scratch, as this is one of the popular visual programming languages, followed by Lilypad Arduino. In the remaining studies, other, less common technologies were used, identifying the need for further investigation in this area. Moreover, combining digital and tangible materials in the creating process has been proven to be valuable (Kafai et al., 2014).

Collaboration among the participants was present in the large majority of studies. We know how important collaboration is to motivating and promoting learning, which is why many efforts concentrated on testing different types of offline or even online collaborative methods (Y. Kafai & V. Vasudevan, 2015). Although collaboration appears to be an important aspect of making activities, we saw very few descriptions of collaborative strategies and how they contribute to individual learning. An interesting approach came from Fields et al. (2015), who proposed a collective design process for coders, deriving from participatory models. They illustrated that collaboration supported learning through the exchange of ideas and mentoring and led to deeper engagement. A surprising result from our review is that few studies focused on gender issues. We expected more studies to provide insights on how making activities benefit females specifically since the main subject areas applied are coding and STEM.

C2: Investigate new methods to evaluate making-based coding activities for young students. This includes using multimodal data in the field studies; combining data from various channels which are subjective (interviews, surveys) and objective physiological data (eye-tracking) to understand the learning process of coding in a deeper way. This contribution refers to using the eye-tracking method to pervasively track the gaze of children of young ages in a coding activity.

Collecting data from wearable eye-tracking glasses in a coding activity with young students is a first step toward using gaze to unveil their experience in the coding process. Several studies have successfully shown a clear relation between gaze patterns and performance, learning strategy, and other personality factors (Jermann & Nüssli, 2012). That makes our approach an important contribution in eye-tracking, child-computer interaction community. For instance, gaze provides information about young students’ cognitive loads, levels of attention, collaboration, engagement, and the main areas the children looked at, allowing instructional designers and technology developers to design activities and products tailoring to young students’ needs. Thus, applying such advanced sensing devices in learning settings may transform how young students learn and how we design activities and technologies to support teaching and learning.

In detail, in contributions C3, C4, and C5, we discuss the results from using young students’ gaze as an objective measurement to depict children’s processes while coding.
C3: Improved understanding of the learning process to support young students in making-based coding activities. This includes the design, evaluation, and refinement of coding workshops, in which the field studies of this thesis took place, focusing on enhancing young students’ engagement and attitudes during their experience. This contribution provides insights on the elements of engagement existing in making-based coding activities for young students, as presented in Paper 5 (Papavlasopoulou, Giannakos, & Jaccheri, 2019) included in this thesis, the importance of positive attitudes investigated in Paper 3, (Papavlasopoulou, Sharma, & Giannakos, 2018) Paper 6 (Papavlasopoulou, Sharma, & Giannakos, 2019), and Paper 7 (Sharma, Papavlasopoulou, & Giannakos, 2019a), and the importance of emotions in collaboration among the students and their attitudes in Paper 8 (Sharma, Papavlasopoulou, & Giannakos, 2019b).

The students indicated that they were cognitively engaged during the workshops; they managed to adopt deliberative thinking and to understand and imitate mechanical thinking while coding. In order to achieve this, they had to use an appropriate cognitive strategy (e.g., a “hypothesis-testing” gaze pattern, as shown by the eye-tracking data) to approach the task and achieve some level of self-regulation. There are different ways to approach a problem, and it takes time to learn the necessary skills. In our workshops, we used a visual programming tool (Scratch); one of the strengths of such tools is that computational practices become less cognitively challenging (Kelleher & Pausch, 2005), so students can focus on problem solving and creative thinking (Lin & Liu, 2012). Even with the use of such tools, the cognitive load during the coding process can be critical as students use the “bricolage” style by constantly experimenting and trying different patterns. Instructors can help students manage their learning and thinking to adopt an effective approach to coding. This is not a new practice, as previous studies with Logo have used precise instructions for computational practices, such as testing and debugging (Fay & Mayer, 1994) (Carver & Mayer, 1988).

Cognitive effort, as shown in our studies, is also linked with students' behavioral and emotional engagement because positive attitudes have an effect on their load management. Students should be persistent, make efforts, and deal with difficulties; therefore, having positive attitudes and keeping themselves motivated result in better management of their cognitive load. In particular, our findings suggest that gaze patterns and attitudes can be correlated (Paper 3 and 7) (Papavlasopoulou et al., 2018) (Sharma et al., 2019a). The three different gaze measures used represent children’s difficulties in extracting information during a coding activity (fixation duration), the number of trials needed to learn something during coding (saccade direction change), and children’s goals and expectations during coding (saccade amplitude). As was expected, children who had fewer difficulties and could handle the cognitive load better had higher scores in their attitudes (i.e., perceived learning, excitement, and intention to participate in a similar activity). In the same vein, Robertson and Howells (2008) argue that the game design experience is a powerful learning environment that supports motivation, engagement, and
enthusiasm. Using a visual programming environment, students can be introduced to programming concepts in a fun and useful way through a design activity, making them highly motivated and positive toward coding (Giannakos & Jaccheri, 2018) (Sáez-López et al., 2016).

Social engagement is important as students work in front of the computer and reflect on their progress as a team, sharing the same goal to successfully create an artifact. In our workshops, the students, working as a team, built a group identity and, at the same time, engaged in social comparison with their peers. Students, especially novices to coding, usually have difficulties with simple coding actions, from relating different commands together to completing more advanced actions, like debugging; collaboration helped the students in this study to confront those difficulties. In a similar study with girls creating games, good collaboration in debugging resulted in the girls being more persistent when coding on their own, without help from the instructors (Denner, 2007). Helping each other and sharing their challenges and successes were critical for our students, nurturing social engagement, and avoiding a sense of isolation. Collaboration and reflection lead to better learning and powerful thinking. Reflection relates to their own learning experience or reflecting on their peers’ code and actions. Positive experiences in the coding workshops are accompanied by a low range and consistent set of emotions among the young students who collaborated as a team. Previous studies have shown that students performed better when they were working in pair programming (Lye & Koh, 2014) (Werner, Denner, Campe, & Kawamoto, 2012); in a game-making study, when taking into account peers' recommendations and spending time applying these changes, girls produced higher-quality games (Robertson, 2012). Over time, the students in our workshops were able to understand more about coding and became more behaviorally and emotionally engaged. They were able to reflect on the more complex aspects of their own thinking accordingly by making decisions and controlling the outcomes. Students who are actively part of game-making activities strengthen their problem-solving, critical thinking, and CT skills (Grover & Pea, 2013). During construction, students have to investigate different strategies, negotiate, make decisions about possible solutions, confront problems, and organize their thoughts and actions (Bers et al., 2014).

One of the core aspects of a learning activity is the fact that the problem should be meaningful to the learners. In our case, they constructed shared artifacts that mattered to them. Different studies have used problems like designing games (Denner & Werner, 2007) or stories (Burke, 2012). A “powerful idea” must be both personally and epistemologically useful to ensure engagement. The students in our workshops saw themselves gaining a powerful quality by organizing a new way of thinking, building on their previous knowledge and skills. Nowadays, significant value is placed on transferable skills related to digital technology since they are vital for children's roles in the digital world and should be enhanced through activities that are connected to their lives (Iversen, Smith, & Dindler, 2018). In making, students deal with difficulties, learn step-by-step to
solve problems, develop belief in their skills, and share ideas with peers (Çakır et al., 2017) (Chu, Schlegel, et al., 2017). In our study, this was confirmed: the students increased their sense of achievement, self-confidence, and self-efficacy. At the end of the workshops, the students felt competent and proud of their achievements. After the workshop, compared to the boys, the girls expressed lower self-efficacy (a belief in one’s capacity to succeed in tasks), possibly because most of them did not have any previous coding experience. A sense of self-efficacy is important and should be enhanced, as it is related to cognitive strategies, effort, and persistence in learning environments (Bandura, 1997).

**C4: Investigate the needs of different population of young students to support their learning experience.** The fourth contribution of this PhD work investigates the potential differences that exist in how young students of different ages and genders handle the learning process during coding activities. More specifically, in Paper 2 (Papavlasopoulou, Sharma, Giannakos, & Jaccheri, 2017) we discuss the results from our study in which children (8–17 years old) performed certain coding tasks in groups (dyads and triads) while their gaze was recorded and their RLG measured (using knowledge acquisition tests). We divided the sample into kids (8–12 years) and teens (13–17 years) to analyze the difference in gaze patterns and RLG across age groups. In addition, in Paper 6, (Papavlasopoulou, Sharma, et al., 2019) we investigated gender issues in the coding activities, using their gaze as an objective measure and qualitative data (i.e., semi-structured interviews, and observations) to get a deeper understanding of children's experiences during the workshop.

**Differences between teens and kids**

The key motivation behind our contribution was to establish the relations between gaze, different RLGs, and different age groups. The teens outperformed the kids in terms of RLG. We established certain key differences in the gaze patterns of kids and teens to investigate the reasons why/effects of the fact that teens outperformed kids in the RLG from the coding tasks. First, one interesting feature of the results is that the teens spent more time looking at the scripts, output, and command AOIs, while kids spent more time on the sprites AOIs. The sprites control the aesthetic part of the problem at hand, such as what the main animated character or the different costumes look like. Spending more time on the appearance of the output proved to be detrimental to the kids’ RLG. On the other hand, the scripts, output, and commands control the actual functionality of the coding environment and the main areas of attention in the coding process. These are the areas in which the coder must choose the appropriate command, then add it to the scripts area, and see the outcome of the executed code. Our results showed that teens, who were spending more time on these areas, attained higher RLG. In addition, we found positive and significant correlations between the RLG and the proportion of time spent on the scripts, output, and commands AOIs and the negative and significant correlation between the RLG and the proportion of time spent on the sprites. In a study by Lee, Kafai, Vasudevan,
and Davis (2014), all participants aged 10–12 spent significant time on aesthetics; however, the authors identified differences in the time spent on aesthetics in terms of gender. Girls spent more time on aesthetics and also tried harder to balance technical functionality.

Second, the teens had a higher number of transitions among scripts and output/command/robot compared to the kids. The higher number of transitions between scripts and outputs indicates behavior that is either caused by a debugging activity or a desire to verify a hypothesis. In addition, a higher number of transitions between script and output shows similar behavior. For example, moving back and forth between script and output might result from frequent changes in the code and a need to check the output. Thus, if the output matches the student’s hypothesis after executing the desired code, the student moves on to the next step to continue with a new task. If the output does not match the hypothesis, he or she refines the code and rechecks the output. This is a typical hypothesis verification cycle, often associated with the novice coding style (Sharma, Caballero, Verma, Jermann, & Dillenbourg, 2015). Novices who tend to use this style often perform better. Since the teens used this style in coding, it might explain why they outperformed the kids. Young students who are novices usually do not try to debug their code, and thus face the difficult task of solving a poorly executed block of code, or successfully joining pieces of code (Denner et al., 2012). The finding of a positive correlation between the RLG and the number of transitions between script and output supports this explanation as well. Moreover, the higher number of transitions between script and command areas shows the process of choosing the appropriate command to follow the current script. The teens spent more time finding the correct command, and trying different ones, than did the kids. Thus, the teens learned more than the kids; again, a significant and positive correlation between the RLG and the number of transitions between the script and command AOIs support our explanation. A study involving kids as young as 5–6 showed they can plan their actions and think two or three commands ahead; those who do so concentrate hard on the screen, do not pay much attention on other’s comments, and have more confidence in their actions and knowledge (Fessakis et al., 2013).

Finally, regarding the differences between teens and kids, we found a relation between the gaze and age groups since the teens had higher gaze similarity than the kids did. One plausible explanation for this could be that groups with high gaze similarities were able to reflect together on their progress and deal with the coding tasks by making decisions together. This might have helped them create a shared understanding of the problem at hand. Having a higher level of shared understanding helped them attain a higher average RLG (Sharma et al., 2015). This can also be verified based on observations and assistants’ comments during the activity that the teen teams helped each other more, while the children quarreled more about who would take the lead role in coding. On the other hand, the groups with low levels of gaze similarity mostly focused on the different parts of the
program within the given time frame, and this might have had a detrimental impact on their level of shared understanding, and in turn, their average RLG. The significantly positive correlation between the gaze similarity and the groups’ average RLG further strengthens this explanation. This result is in line with several other studies showing high levels of cross-recurrence or gaze similarity being correlated with task-based performance (Ericson & McKlin, 2012) and/or learning gains.

**Differences between boys and girls**

Our research findings reveal that gender issues in coding activities for children are a multifaceted phenomenon. According to the quantitative findings, there are no gender differences concerning RLG and gaze behavior in boys and girls. On the other hand, qualitative results from interviews, observations, and the created games showed that some gender differences exist in children’s approaches, as revealed by their behavior during the workshop and their perceptions.

There was no difference in the RLG between girls and boys. Therefore, children in our study showed no differences in their performances, which supports previous studies on children using other evaluation methods (Owston et al., 2009) (Vos et al., 2011). Therefore, our findings provide more evidence that girls are not less competent than boys. Although more girls than boys in our interviews said that they had not known about coding before, or that they were afraid of it, they managed to be equally good as the boys. Moreover, the activities offered in our workshop were appropriate independently from the participants’ gender and their previous knowledge. Furthermore, in the interviews, young students reported they had fun during the workshop, even though some of them had prior knowledge of coding. This can be attributed to the fact that Scratch is not limited: it provides many possibilities for making more advanced creations, so users can find it interesting and learn more, whatever their existing knowledge level. In addition, the collaborative notion of the workshop enabled students to learn from each other and not to have their own individual performance as their main goal. As shown in other studies, students perform better when working in pair programming than when working alone (Lye & Koh, 2014) (Werner et al., 2012).

A noticeable result is that there is no difference in the gaze behavior of girls and boys. We used the objective measure of eye-tracking data and, by examining different measures, we found no difference in any of them. This indicates that, regarding the actual micro-level experiences of boys and girls during coding with Scratch, there is no difference in their approach based on their gaze, and hence no difference in their cognitive processes (Eckstein et al., 2016). From measures of time spent on different AOI, gaze uniformity, and transitions among the different AOI, results showed that both male and female participants were able to navigate the Scratch interface, had a meaningful thinking process, and were engaged. Similarly, from the other measures used, results show that both genders had equivalent difficulties in extracting information (fixation duration),
challenges in learning something (saccade direction change), and goals and expectations in coding (saccade amplitude). Cazzato, Basso, Cutini, and Bisiacchi (2010) found weak gender differences in the gaze behavior of participants when trying to solve visuo-spatial problems, but that women used more cognitive resources. Other studies have found that girls face difficulties in coding when they had a lot of elements (Denner et al., 2012) or when they put more effort into having good functionality (Lee et al., 2014).

Although the results of young students’ gaze behavior and performance show that there are no important gender differences, the qualitative results of our study reveal that gender differences exist in the practices used by boys and girls and in their perceptions. In general, girls approached the coding activity in a different way from boys. For example, girls were more organized in terms of collaboration, splitting the responsibilities and focusing on a more systematic approach in the tasks, and they also paid more attention to the tutorials. In addition, girls seemed to like more collaboration with others and to share the social part of the activity. Previous studies have shown that female students have a more trusting and sociable approach compared to male students, who are more independent and focused on themselves (Rosenberg-Kima, Plant, Doerr, & Baylor, 2010). In the computer-supported collaborative learning environment, Bruckman et al. (2002) found that girls spent more time than boys in communicating. Girls’ games were richer in aesthetics and graphical representation, and they also had a more “girly” approach. This is similar to other findings that show girls spend more time on dialogs (Robertson, 2012) and aesthetics. Similar to the finding of Denner and Werner (2007), our study shows that girls’ teams were more persistent in attempting the tasks on their own before asking for help. Whereas girls’ games had simpler tasks (like catching falling objects), boys' games had more competitive characteristics. This observation is similar to the finding of Owston et al. (2009) study, in which teachers reported that boys enjoyed playing games more competitively against others. Our observation notes confirm this finding, as boys were also asking the assistants about how interesting their games were.

One of the goals of our workshops was to build children’s belief that coding is something that they can do, and that it is not something that only boys would be interested in. After their participation, boys and girls reported they felt competent to code. Another interesting result from our qualitative study is that, even though both girls and boys reporting improved confidence and self-achievement, we find that girls have less self-efficacy. One example is that when girls were among boys in the teams, they chose a boy to be the leader, indicating less confidence. They also expressed that they did not know what coding was before, that they had not tried it, that they did not know whether they could do it, and that they thought it was only for geeks. The stereotype of boys being better than girls at robotics and coding exists from the young age of six-years-old (Master, Cheryan, Moscatelli, & Meltzoff, 2017). A possible reason why they split the roles during their collaboration is that the girls were less confident; in addition, none of the girls was trying to take control. In solo programming, men have been found to be more confident.
than women (McDowell, Werner, Bullock, & Fernald, 2006). In the study of Beckwith et al. (2005), females' self-efficacy was lower than men's, and women did not easily accept new debugging features.

5.2 Design guidelines and implications for practice

The research contributions presented have potential implications for scholars, educators, and practitioners in the fields of CCI, TEL, and K-12 Computing Education.

C5: Guidelines for designing making-based coding workshops for young students. This presents the principles emerged showing the knowledge gained from the two years of interventions and the comparative and retrospective analysis of the outcomes based also on the literature. All papers included in this thesis contributed.

Below, I present the practical implications for the design and execution of effective coding activities for young students.

From the DBR study conducted for this PhD work, nine guidelines to facilitate making-based learning environments that support young students learning experience emerged. Those shed light on best practices in the design of coding activities for young students. The following guidelines represent the knowledge gained from the interventions and the comparative and retrospective analysis of the outcomes, also based on the literature:

1) Social interaction: Collaboration between team members is a vital part of coding activities. It is essential to enhance this and to ensure that there is a sense of equality of effort, involvement, and participation between team members and among teams.

2) Appropriate design according to age: Different age groups (teens and kids) need different approaches and designs in order to engage with a coding activity. The instruction should consider the characteristics of each age group. One example is to promote a focus on functionality, rather than graphics, from the beginning of the activity to aid younger participants. Instructors should ensure that children receive guidelines on where to focus their attention when they code (such as commands and output in Scratch).

3) Duration of the activity: According to constructionism (Papert, 1980), when having children use technological tools, duration is key for them to become personally, intellectually, and emotionally involved. Workshops with longer hours can enable children to learn strategies, gain technological skills, make connections with their own practices, and engage with coding, helping to increase their knowledge.

4) Relevance of the activity and meaningful content: Offering a supportive theme for the artifact creation process, in which participants can meaningfully participate in real-life settings, is a key factor supporting the psychological and sociocultural elements for
effective learning. Children become engaged and actively involved in the artifact creation process when it is meaningful for them and related to a real-life context.

5) Physical and digital artifacts: The results of the present study showed that including physical tasks was engaging and enabled the participants to enhance their skills. The initial task of designing and drawing in the traditional way (using pen and paper, as well as other tangible materials) immediately put players into action and created a physical and emotional peak in the process.

6) Children's attitudes and motivation: The learning process should be supported by providing tasks that encourage children to reflect, motivate them to collaborate, and give them meaningful reasons to complete their artifacts. In this vein, Papert (1980, p. 42) highlighted a resemblance to juggling: “in a learning environment with the proper emotional and intellectual support, the 'uncoordinated' can learn circus arts like juggling and those with 'no head for figures' learn not only that they can do mathematics but that they can enjoy it as well.”

7) Cognitive overload: Coding activities for children can have a high cognitive load, which affects their performance and overall experience with the tasks. Proper organization and integration of the learning materials, with a coherent representation and instruction of the related digital tools, tasks, and activities, are required to avoid unnecessary streams of information and cognitive overload.

8) Appropriate tasks: To effectively implement a coding workshop, the tasks should make the children both interested and able to learn. The process should afford participants the opportunity to apply aspects of problem solving, coding, debugging, collaborating, planning, communicating, and reflecting on their work. The tasks should support children's and instructors' abilities to work through the process of creating an artifact and benefit from an appropriate sequence of tasks that allows the maximum use of their abilities. The proposed tasks are: 1) a warm-up activity and an inspiring introduction, 2) explore/design, 3) construct/create the digital artifact, and 4) evaluate/get feedback from peers, all alongside collaborating with team members and receiving support from assistants/instructors.

9) Meaningful framework for the involvement of the instructors: In the construction of an artifact, children are not alone: practitioners (e.g., teachers and assistants) and anyone else who is responsible for the learning task are also involved. Therefore, they should strive to create more articulate and honest teaching relationships. Working with digital tools allows the teacher and the learner to share a common goal by trying to get the computer to do what they want and trying to understand what it does. As they create the artifact and encounter “bugs,” children engage in conversations and develop the appropriate language to ask for help when they need it. As each artifact process is unique, new situations might occur that neither the teacher nor the learner has faced before. So, the teacher should be
dynamically involved in the creation and the discussions that occur. In that way, there is an opportunity to find new ways to explain and show in real time the concepts needed to the children.

Other general implications based on our studies' findings demonstrate recommendations on how making-based coding activities for young students can become attractive and effective. Instruction should align with human cognitive architecture (Sweller et al., 1998) as well as enhance the learners’ motivation (Paas, Tuovinen, Van Merrienboer, & Darabi, 2005). Motivation and positive consequences are related, and young students with the feeling of excitement when performing a task may be more likely to repeat the task in the future. Supportive instructive methods should provide guidance to help children distinguish the relevant factors to complete the task, preventing them from becoming overwhelmed by irrelevant information and actions. For example, they should help them focus on specific parts of the screen to find the respective code segments, split the code into meaningful chunks, and trace the coding process in an effective way. In parallel, during learning activities, instructors should foster students’ self-confidence in their abilities to complete the task successfully and ensure a pleasant and motivated environment. Moreover, there is a need for properly designed tools to help reduce cognitive overload and facilitate a more intuitive experience. The design of the aesthetics of the visual coding tool is important to give a pleasant sense for children’s use, but it should also help them indicate, in a clear way, the input and output values while coding. One example could be the clear representation of code segments and less complexity in scripting (e.g., fewer sprites and stacks of code). Another thought might be the design of dynamic coding tools that could be further developed according to children’s progress in the coding task, such as starting with fewer code segments and gradually providing more advanced coding possibilities in relation to progress. In short, during coding activities for children, it is important to take the motivational and cognitive effects equally into consideration in order to support effective and efficient learning environments.

One of the aspects that this PhD work has focused on is the gender differences. Findings indicate that there are no gender differences in children's actual performance and gaze behavior while coding, and that the main differences are in their practices. This suggests that practitioners should focus on characteristics that will influence girls and change their limited participation in computer science. Our results show that educators should foster girls' self-efficacy (i.e., the belief in one's capacity to succeed in tasks (Bandura, 1997) and make them believe that they do not lack in competences; therefore, educators should be careful to avoid discriminating behaviors. Qiu et al. (2013), found that participants' confidence, enjoyment, and interest in coding and technology increase when self-efficacy grows. According to Bandura (1997), self-efficacy is important in problem solving since it affects the individual's cognitive strategies, effort, persistence, and, consequently, the learning outcome. Coding activities should take into consideration special gender characteristics and facilitate appropriate workshops. Activities focused on collaboration
can also be a method to narrow the gender gap in coding activities and to view partnership as a key factor for fostering both learning and positive attitudes in students.

5.3 Implications for theory

Having discussed the main findings focusing on the contributions of this PhD work, this section follows to discuss the derived theoretical implications. This supports the fifth in line contribution, mainly supported from papers 3 (Papavlasopoulou et al., 2018) and paper 5 (Papavlasopoulou, Giannakos, & Jaccheri, 2019) (C6: includes contributions to theories that the research was based). First, the contribution on Papert’s constructionism is extensively discussed since it represents the main theory in which this PhD work is grounded. To facilitate understanding and repetition, five themes are created according to the most important links to constructionism. Second, implications on CLT and SDT are also presented and discussed.

Themes for constructionism:

Learning to learn (different coding approaches result in different learning gain): According to Papert (1980), in a constructionist learning environment, the child is able to construct their own knowledge and build on what they already know. Findings showed that depending on their ages, the young students used different gaze patterns in the coding process, had different approaches to coding, and had different learning gain from the activity. Eventually, “by deliberately learning to imitate mechanical thinking, the learner becomes able to articulate what mechanical thinking is and what it is not. The exercise can lead to greater confidence about the ability to choose a cognitive style that suits the problem” and “what is most important in this is that through these experiences these children would be serving their apprenticeships as epistemologists, that is to say learning to think articulately about thinking” (Papert, 1980). Young students’ coding processes represent their way of “thinking mechanically” and adopting the educational advantage of this way of deliberately thinking. Using a simple description of the process, trying to make a game is a way to combine appropriate orders and create programs to tell the computer what to do, step-by-step. This process includes logic, math, problem-solving, and critical thinking skills. In order for children to achieve their goals in such environments, they should find the appropriate cognitive style that will support them in the coding process of creating a shared artifact. This shows the importance of having appropriate tools and instructions for each age group. Different age groups differently organize their thinking and consequently their coding, so the way they approach the process of creating an artifact can be instrumental to their learning and successful completion of the artifact. This notion is in accordance with Papert, as he presents a resemblance with juggling: “It always takes time to learn necessary component skills. What can be eliminated are wasteful and in-efficient methods. Learning enough juggling skill to keep three balls going takes many hours when the learner follows a poor learning
strategy. When a good one is adopted the time is greatly reduced, often to as little as twenty or thirty minutes” (Papert, 1980). Finding the appropriate methods to help children of different age groups will result in efficient and effective learning processes.

Cognitive effort and affective engagement: Positive attitudes and motivation are important to cognitive learning. There is a relation between children's attitudes and their cognitive processes while coding. Highly motivated children with positive attitudes can handle cognitive load and better manage construction of their artifacts. This idea appeared in our findings from the measures used to examine cognition through the eye-tracking data and the relation with attitudes of perceived learning (seen as confidence, the degree that children indicate their performance), intention to perform coding again, and excitement. The children who were highly engaged and motivated during the construction of the artifact exhibited gaze behavior that showed lower cognitive overload. Papert (1980) describes the notion of “bricolage,” which represents a qualitative way of organizing and planning when problem solving by constantly experimenting until finalizing the artifact. Effort and difficulty are prominent during the whole coding process and require motivational goals and determination from a child to commit themselves to the learning. This is an expected notion, as “You can’t learn bread-and-butter (basic) skills if you come to them with fear and the anticipation of hating them” (Papert, 1980).

The design of the coding activity for our workshop had an overall cognitive load that could become overwhelming for children, especially those who were novices to coding. From the complexity of the task, children might reach a point of feeling overloaded, which can lead to a critical condition where, without the proper pleasant and motivating environment, the learning experience can fail. It is not a surprising result that the children with more difficulties and cognitive load had lower scores in their attitudes.

Social aspect of creating an artifact: The “social” dimension refers to the role of collaboration in the coding activity. Collaboration and social interaction for a common goal have many benefits, including interacting with others, examining different perspectives, expressing understandings, and interpreting things differently. During the coding activity, young students were encouraged to work collaboratively and create a shared artifact that was meaningful for their peers, too. The results showed that, most of the time, collaboration was efficient. An important aspect of the good collaboration was the fact that the team members knew each other from before and/or had done other projects together. Nevertheless, there were some indications of bad collaboration that caused frustration. Papert's (1980) notion of the importance of social norms and interaction in learning is reflected in his research on samba schools: “These are not schools as we know them; they are social clubs with memberships that may range from a few hundred to many thousands.” The construction of games and other artifacts is not an isolated action but happens in a social context. This resonates with Papert's (Papert, 1980) notion of social interaction: “Although the work at the computer is usually private it increases the children's desire for interaction. These children want to get together with
others engaged in similar activities because they have a lot to talk about. And what they have to say to one another is not limited to talking about their products: Logo is designed to make it easy to tell about the process of making them."

_Powerful thinking (or learning about thinking):_ Papert (1980) argues that children are able to recognize different procedures in code, understand when the code does not run as expected, use debugging strategies, and act intentionally to improve the code. To construct their artifacts during the coding activity, the children worked with programming concepts and practices to successfully complete their task. Making a game requires deep engagement and strategy use to successfully manage the completion of the task. The children iteratively organized and documented their code. As described by Papert (1980, p. 28) regarding the Logo environment: ‘teaching the Turtle to act or to ‘think’ can lead one to reflect on one’s own actions and thinking. And as children move on, they program the computer to make more complex decisions and find themselves engaged in reflecting on more complex aspects of their own thinking.’ To construct the artifacts, young students had the opportunity to plan, solve problems, code, debug, collaborate, communicate, and reflect on their coding experience using Scratch. The participants realized that this was an iterative process, and for some it appeared to be difficult and challenging. Some found it fun to try out the different blocks, discovering the different functionalities. Whatever they made seemed to be suitable for their code; at the same time, the need to add a new function changed everything and triggered a new thinking and debugging process. Coding in Scratch enables young students to articulate their thoughts and watch the outcomes of their own decisions. After the initial trials with coding, by being more and more engaged in the process, the children had the opportunity to clarify their thinking and interpret the immediate feedback, acting accordingly.

_Use of powerful ideas:_ “Powerful ideas,” as described by Papert (1980), are central concepts of learning and should be a necessary part of constructionist activities. A “powerful idea” must be both personally and epistemologically useful, giving the opportunity to organize a way of thinking, appropriate time for each specific task, and build on previously gained skills and knowledge. Learners need to be highly explorative before they gain expertise; therefore, the task they are required to do needs to be engaging enough for them to commit to the learning process. In his book _Mindstorms_, Papert shows the importance of powerfulness and the powerful nature of children’s use of computers as tools and the Logo programming language, as well all the powerful ideas that emerge from children’s engagement with computer-based activities. It is important to make a powerful idea part of intuitive thinking (Papert, 1980). “Powerful” was a quality gained from the girls, as they were allowed to engage closely with the creation of the artifacts in multiple stages, using Scratch. This process brought the learners in touch with some powerful general ideas, such as planning an exciting project, using programming instructions, debugging, and designing, to mention a few. The participants had an experience outside of the classroom, collaborating with students of similar ages but with
varied interests and background knowledge, which was in contrast with a single classroom experience. The workshops’ durations were critical, not only for learning purposes but also because they allowed participants to bond and exchange interests, giving them the proper amount of time to interact, negotiate, learn from each other, and finally achieve the goal of creating the artifact. Young students gradually discovered the Scratch tool and how they could use it. Becoming more engaged in the process and seeing their artifact become a reality enhanced their feelings of self-achievement and self-confidence. This highlights the importance of finding themselves confronting difficulties and learning things that they did not know about game design. Using Scratch, created new possibilities and made the users “walk it through” and relate their personal knowledge to thinking, effectively and happily, to achieve the artifact construction.

**Implications for SDT and CLT**

Based on previous research and the theoretical grounding, as presented in Chapter 2 regarding Cognitive load theory (CLT) and Self-Determination Theory (SDT), we assume that cognitive load is related to young student’s attitudes and motivation in creative coding activities. Our findings demonstrate that the way children perceive the cognitive load from the learning process is related to their attitudes. According to CLT’s relation to learning, instruction should align with human cognitive architecture (Sweller et al., 1998) as well as enhance the motivation of learners (Paas et al., 2005). Motivation and positive consequences are related (Ryan & Deci, 2000a), so self-determined children who are excited when performing a task may have a higher possibility of repeating the task in the future.

Our studies also verify and extend the work of (Abeysekera & Dawson, 2015), who suggest combining CLT and SDT to create a theoretical model for the flipped classroom, which investigates increasing motivation to better manage cognitive load. We confirm the fact that motivated young students with positive attitudes have better management of cognitive load, as was represented by their eye movements. Indeed, we examine the two theories in the different context of children’s coding activity, providing empirical support. Moreover, including eye-tracking data in our study design expands the scope of the theories, providing evidence from the use of an objective data-collection method. In addition, other studies using eye-tracking have mainly focused on multimedia learning theories directly related to vision (Mayer, 2010) but from our perspective, including SDT shows evidence that goes deeper into users’ behavior.

Measuring cognitive load is widely used in the intersection of eye-tracking and learning. It is often associated with learning and is an important proxy of learning progress. This is an indication of the importance of relaxation of mental effort during learning and is grounded on the importance of the learning process. For meaningful learning to occur, the cognitive process/load of the activity should be moderate; or, as Csikszenmihalyi (1997) demonstrated, achieving the optimal or flow experience that neither frustrates nor
demurs the learner. This can be achieved by selecting relevant information, organizing it into coherent mental representations, integrating it with prior knowledge, and also helping children to relax while designing the activity in a way that mixes mentally heavy with playful and social elements.

5.4 Limitations

This thesis has some limitations. First, our workshops were designed for young students who had no previous experience of coding. The participants were randomly selected; therefore, the sample was not consistent in terms of the students’ prior knowledge and interaction with coding. Even though we had an indication in our data collection to measure the young students’ previous knowledge, we could have used other methods to be more accurate. Second, the workshops of cycles one and two varied in duration because of time constraints related to whether the participants had been recruited from schools or local coding clubs. In all workshops, the participants completed activities successfully. Third, the factors that might affect children's self-perceptions are much more complex than we might assume. Fourth, although the participants of the third cycle were committed for the two days' workshop and gave us high quality data, the sample is not large; this is due to unexpected matters from the participants' side prior to the scheduled dates of the workshop. In addition, the age range of the students in the studies conducted during this PhD work is wide (8–17); focusing on a smaller range may have given a different perspective. Demographic variables and other characteristics (cognitive and motivational) that distinguish them from the rest of the population could have confounded the findings. More precisely, the participants in our study were randomly selected volunteers from our region in Norway; other sampling methods and demographic variables might have a different effect on students’ experience. In addition, one specific aspect of the Norwegian reality is that the Ministry of Education has an ongoing process of integrating coding as an elective subject at schools; this started as a pilot program in 2017. Seventh, artifacts like games might be imperfect examples of what children learn, especially when they receive help during the process. Despite the fact that we observed the teams and made notes on the help they received, we might have underestimated or overestimated their understanding of programming concepts.

In addition, limitations due to the types of data-collection methods and instruments used apply in our case. One limitation is related to the eye-tracking: the young age of the participants, their enthusiasm during the activities, and the fact that eye-trackers are designed for adults made it difficult to gather very good quality data. Moreover, in the coding activities, we used Scratch as a programming environment to develop the artifact: another technological tool might have had a different impact on the children's experience. In general, the specific design and context of the activity (i.e., the use of the Scratch tool, the coding tasks, the duration, and the other characteristics), as well as the sampling
method used, limit the generalization of our findings. Although we tried to apply all aspects of the DBR methodology in our study, showing the relationship between theory and practice, there were still some limitations. The data were extensive and comprehensive, requiring extended time for collection and analysis; consequently, because time and resources were limited, some data might have been discarded or received less attention. Also, thinking that all methods have bias and weaknesses, using mixed methods, we tried to neutralize those weaknesses. Lastly, we defined in detail the setting of our study and how theory was linked with the context; by default, this has a bias, as it presents our own understanding of contextualizing the theory.

5.5 Evaluating the research

5.5.1 Internal validity of the experiments

Internal validity is considered the degree to which an experimental design controls extraneous variables (Gall, 1993). An extraneous variable would influence and weaken the internal validity inferring the causal relationships of the variables examined in a study. During experiments, researchers should be aware of aspects that may threaten the validity of their study and control them. Below, I discuss how actions taken in the studies conducted in this PhD research preserved their internal validity depending on the threats relevant in my case.

History threat: This threat is present when events other than the treatments that occur during the experimental period can influence results. All young students, as the participants in our making-based coding workshops - following the basic requirements of the study - received the exact same treatment. Participants were randomly assigned, and the instructors had the exact same attitude, using the same materials. However, in some of the studies, deviation from the usual duration of the coding workshop was necessary due to issues like the time constraints or the young ages of the participants.

Maturation threat: It is more relevant to long-term studies since it refers to physical or psychological changes taking place within the subjects as they age. For our short-term studies, the maturation threat is reflected on whether the young students would have had the exact same outcome even if they had never experienced our coding workshops. For the purpose of the studies, we ensured that the variables used were referring to the experience the young students had and were clearly measuring outcomes deriving from young students’ learning experiences during their participation in our coding workshops.

Testing and instrumentation threat: Those threats refer to variables measured from a pre-post assessment, and inconsistent use of testing instruments, i.e., if a pre-test influences post-test performance and if there was inconsistent use of testing instruments or testing conditions during the experiment. In my case, the instruments and testing used were
Construct validity questions whether the methods measure what they are intended to measure (Robson & McCartan, 2016). More particularly, researchers first essentially try to understand, based on theory, how constructs and measures behave and relate to each other. Then, the challenge is to provide evidence, through observation, that the programs or measures actually behave that way in reality.

When designing and conducting the studies in this PhD work, other researchers, HCI, TEL experts and instructors were consulted in the development of the research design and have also evaluated the data collected from the studies, finding them representative of real-life situations. In our case, we collected data using multiple sources (e.g., interviews, questionnaires, observations, artifacts created) including objective measures (e.g., eye-tracking). The data collection increased construct validity and guarded against researcher bias. Statements in the questionnaires and the interviews were inspected and agreed upon by at least two researchers. Peer reviews were conducted to ensure that data about relevant concepts would be collected, and that words were unambiguous, specific, and objective. Both qualitative and quantitative data were analyzed and cross checked for triangulation.

There were more than 250 participants in the coding workshops, and even more during the previous years in which the researchers and instructors have been experimenting with the specific concept. Our aim was to avoid subjective judgments during the periods of research design and data collection. During the design and implementation of the studies, the researchers were in close and personal contact with the instructors and the participants

5.5.2 Construct validity

Mortality threat: This threat refers to the loss of subjects from one or more treatments during the period of the study, which would bias the results. In our studies, to prevent possible dropouts, we took care informing the subjects of the studies about the data-collection process. This was an action taken also, as we had to collect the consent forms from the children and the guardians. After the data collection, particularly for the pre-post-test measures, we checked for any not-filled in tests. There was no major dropout, only very few cases in which either the pre- or post-test was not completed. Those cases were just removed from the data analysis process and didn’t affect the study results.
involved. This helped establish construct validity by 1) having a set of constructs with the meaning we had chosen, 2) having control of the operationalization of a construct and that it looks the way it should theoretically look, and 3) supporting our theoretical view of the relations among constructs.

### 5.5.3 External validity

External validity is related to generalizing. In simple words, external validity is the degree to with the conclusions from a study would hold for other people in other places at other times.

In order to improve external validity in our studies, we followed several actions. First, we used a random selection of our sample. The young students who participated in our workshops were randomly selected and volunteered, coming from Trondheim region in Norway. Once the participants were selected, we tried and managed to have almost zero dropouts. The studies were conducted with different students at different places (occasionally) and times; in that way external validity became stronger the more we replicated our study. However, the fact that the study took place in Norway has some limitations as demographic variables (i.e., educational level, family status) might have an effect on young students’ behavior. Also, our coding activity is designed for students who have no previous experience in coding, so everyone can attend. Nevertheless, we cannot know the actual level of children’s coding skills and exactly how much they had been exposed to coding before at school and/or in-home activities. We followed a very detailed description of the sample at each study; this allowed us to collect as much data as possible for specific characteristics of the participants (if any) that we took under consideration in the data analysis process and report them in the results.

During the data-collection process, our efforts helped us increase external validity. The participants in our studies were not aware of anticipated outcomes. The young ages of our participants made them react very honestly. Our activity was not a part of school assessment process and that made it easy for the young students to relax and forget about the data-collection process and the presence of the researchers. To assure that they were allowed to speak and answer frankly when needed, the researchers repeatedly reminded them that they could express anything they thought of without fearing any consequences. When conducting the questionnaires and interviews, we collected raw data, but the credibility of said data depended on the participants. However, the age gap between the participants and the researchers and instructors was not that evident, possibly contributing to a strengthened trust between them.
5.5.4 Reliability
Reliability in a research study is about the trustworthiness of the procedures. In simple words, reliability is the “consistency” and “repeatability” of the process. It refers to how consistent the results of a study would be if other researchers reconstructed the research process under similar conditions (B. Johnson & Christensen, 2008). In order to secure reliability, we need to have transparency about the research process.

To overcome researcher bias, two or more researchers were involved in the data collection and analysis process. Multiple researchers were continually communicating about methodological decisions. For example, in the qualitative data, researchers were verifying how much agreement there is about findings and analysis. In addition, we had intensive engagement with the data. This action helped us to link the data with our interpretation and then move backward and forward, if needed, as well as conduct retrospective analysis. Also, we kept detailed notes on the decisions made throughout the process, explaining and justifying our choices. Furthermore, transcriptions, artifacts, field notes, audio, and video have been kept and secured to confirm the findings of this study (in accordance with the permissions of the Norwegian Research Council).

Data in real-life events, like the ones collected in our studies, can raise some problems as subjectivity exists. Even if there is a precise guide for the steps followed, data collected by different researchers may not converge into one consistent picture.

5.5.5 Ecological validity
Ecological validity refers to whether the research is representative of a situation in real-life situations.

Our studies have high ecological validity as all happened in real-life settings. The making-based coding workshops were designed and conducted having as a main goal to offer a fruitful learning experience to participants who were young students from Trondheim region in Norway. The research design in the studies was carefully decided, having, as much as possible, a non-invasive process and collecting as much data as possible without affecting the real experience children had during their participation. It is worth mentioning that regarding the collection of young students’ gaze during the coding activity, we used eye-tracking glasses, which are non-invasive and allow us to track children’s on-screen and off-screen gaze. To automatically extract the necessary features from our data, we also put QR codes in the main Areas of Interest (AOIs). This data-collection method was the one that possibly affected the realism of a real-life situation.
6 Conclusions and future work

6.1 Concluding remarks

The overall research aim of this PhD thesis was to investigate how making can help us
design meaningful coding learning experiences for young students. This was conducted
over a four-year research process, using a DBR research approach, with three cycles.
Based on literature review and theories, we designed and evaluated coding activities for
young students through field studies. Those happened in real-world contexts of coding
workshops organized for students in the Trondheim region. The studies, held between
Autumn 2016 and Autumn 2017, involved data from 157 young students from 3rd to 12th
grade (8–17 years old). Quantitative and qualitative data were gathered from instructors,
young students, and researchers to obtain information about the learning experience
provided from our workshops. We used qualitative sources such as observations, semi-
structured interviews and focus groups, students’ artifacts, and quantitative sources such
as questionnaires and gaze from eye-tracking, among others. Data were respectively
analyzed, and cross checked for triangulation. We focused on how our making-based
coding activities enhanced participants’ knowledge of basic programming concepts, their
coding behavior, their social interaction and collaboration, and how they perceived their
coding experience as a whole when introduced to coding.

Throughout the PhD work, the aim was to answer the main research question: How can
making help us design meaningful coding learning experiences for young students? and
the following research sub-questions. In the previous chapter, the contributions of this
PhD thesis were discussed while, in this section, the main conclusions related to the
research questions are presented.

SQ1. What is the state-of-the art of making activities related to coding?

Through a systematic literature review methodology, we selected and finally analyzed
papers from searches over the past five years. An increasing number of papers showed
that making is gaining momentum in covering a wide range of approaches in the area of
learning in both formal and informal education settings. More specifically, we focused on
the areas that include, among others, the types of technologies used to support making
types of instructions, sample size, ages of the participants, types of methodology, and
areas of interest in each study.

A clear finding of the review is that many of the studies that have integrated making
sessions are mainly in the area of coding and other STEM subjects. In addition, we
regarded making only in a positive way, as almost none of the studies reported negative
effects, but also, there is a highlighted need for a more in-depth analysis. In addition, we
showed that the effects of making are examined in various aspects as they have been
approached in the different studies, like engagement, self-efficacy, performance, and
collaboration. The findings showed that there is a direction in which different types of making activities could have an impact on educational approaches and lead to a more effective way of teaching and learning.

SQ2. What is the role of young students’ attitudes and engagement on their learning experience during making-based coding activities?

The studies conducted helped us to explore the roles of attitudes and engagement in our coding workshops with young students. The results demonstrate a significant relation between attitudes and children’s gaze patterns during the coding activity. More specific, children who indicated better management of cognitive load expressed higher scores in their attitudes. Findings also suggest that children with higher reported excitement and perceived learning had the same characteristics. Also, we demonstrated that using eye-tracking provides information about children’s approaches to handling coding tasks. Appropriate teaching methods and tools should focus on providing support, avoiding unnecessary disruptions that can become overwhelming.

It is important to have appropriate educational designs aiming to promote active learning with the support of making activities. Including components like a balance of individual and social involvement, and the use of a visual programming language, all employed under the common goal of creating an artifact, fosters young students’ deeper transferable CT skills, which are vital for our society’s information revolution. Behavioral, emotional, and cognitive engagement are interrelated within the individual and are important elements in the interaction with the instructor, the learning tool and interaction with other students in the creation of an artifact. Engaging young students in a learning environment that embraces creative design, problem solving, collaboration, and communication strengthens their sense of competence and confidence. Together with achieving a significant improvement in students’ understanding of computational knowledge, like programming concepts and practices, it is essential to create high levels of motivation, fun, and commitment as part of an efficient pedagogical design, as reflected in our studies.

SQ3. What is the role of student’s age and gender on how they experience making-based coding activities?

Recording young students’ gaze and measuring their learning gain, we analyzed young students’ learning processes in coding and discover any differences in their task-based behavior according to their ages. The teens (13–17 years old) in our sample had higher RLG compared to the kids and tackled coding in a different way. The kids (8–12 years old) focused more on the appearance of the characters, while teens followed more structured behavior, comprised of basic programming practices such as debugging and testing. In addition, the gaze showed that the teen teams collaborated better during the activity, a fact that might have led to their higher learning gain. Moreover, we introduced new means and measures by which to understand how children learn coding.
The work presented in this thesis suggests several streams for future research. Future plans could include conducting our coding workshops in school settings to explore their effects under a traditional teaching approach. Among other aspects, researchers could explore the correlations with students' performance in the form of grades. Another extension of this contribution can be to look into the dynamics of the gaze behavior to observe how engagement and collaboration evolve for different groups of children with different characteristics (e.g., competence in coding, experience, age groups etc.). One possibility would be to investigate, in more detail, specific gaze patterns of boys and girls; another would be to examine collaborative eye-tracking measures and group dynamics in both mixed and non-mixed teams of boys and girls. An interesting approach is to compare the effects of different learning environments on gender. Furthermore, other objective measures could be used to gain a deep understanding of the relationship between coding behavior and gender, ages, or other characteristics.

6.2 Directions for future work
The work presented in this thesis suggests several streams for future research. Future plans could include conducting our coding workshops in school settings to explore their effects under a traditional teaching approach. Among other aspects, researchers could explore the correlations with students' performance in the form of grades. Another extension of this contribution can be to look into the dynamics of the gaze behavior to observe how engagement and collaboration evolve for different groups of children with different characteristics (e.g., competence in coding, experience, age groups etc.). One possibility would be to investigate, in more detail, specific gaze patterns of boys and girls; another would be to examine collaborative eye-tracking measures and group dynamics in both mixed and non-mixed teams of boys and girls. An interesting approach is to compare the effects of different learning environments on gender. Furthermore, other objective measures could be used to gain a deep understanding of the relationship between coding behavior and gender, ages, or other characteristics.
In terms of learning-specific computer science concepts and how they are related to young students’ engagement, attitudes, and different gaze patterns. In addition, the study could be extended to compare the results from children’s gaze patterns in other attitudes as well as comparing alternative coding learning environments. In addition, regarding theory, it would be interesting to see more studies in the area that ground their findings in constructionism or/and the theories used in this PhD work. This would bring researchers in the same area together to build a common ground regarding outcomes.

Learning with technology is a complex process that is associated with many aspects of interaction (e.g., cognitive load, attention, etc.). The complexity of this process means that it is likely that no single data modality can paint a complete picture of the learning experience, requiring multiple data streams to complement each other. Therefore, future research should focus more on the great potential of multimodal data—and in particular physiological data—to understand users’ cognition, emotion, attention, information acquisition, and more.
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ABSTRACT

The Maker Movement has gathered much attention recently, and has been one of the fastest-growing topics, due to contemporary technical and infrastructural developments. The maker culture can be described as a philosophy in which individuals or groups of individuals create artifacts that are recreated and assembled using software and/or physical objects. Typical topics of interest in maker culture include engineering-oriented pursuits such as electronics, robotics, 3D printing, and computer numerical control tools, as well as more traditional activities such as sewing or arts and crafts. Scholars and educators have reported a variety of outcomes from the Maker Movement as an instructional process; however, the lack of a summary of these empirical studies prevents stakeholders from having a clear view of the benefits and challenges of this instructional culture. The purpose of this article is to provide a review of the Maker Movement approach in order to summarize the current findings and guide future studies. Forty-three peer-reviewed articles were collected from a systematic literature search and analyzed based on a categorization of their main elements. The results of this survey show the direction of Maker Movement research during recent years and the most common technologies, subjects, evaluation methods, and pedagogical designs. Suggestions for future research include a further investigation into the benefits of using a specific technological tool and analysis of the Maker Movement approach, particularly in classrooms. These future research efforts will allow us to better indicate which aspects and ingredients of “making” work better for which circumstances and student groups. The findings will ultimately allow us to form best practices and a unified framework for guiding/assisting educators who want to adopt this teaching style.

1. Introduction

During the last few years, the Maker Movement has appeared as a new trend that derives from the general maker culture, which is also described as a philosophy or phenomenon. The definition of the Maker Movement is very broad and builds on an individual’s ability to be a creator of things, a “maker.” There is a growing community of hobbyists and professionals with diverse skills and interests who make their own functional devices, from technological gadgets to home decorating. The rapid growth of this movement derives from advances in technology and new digital fabrication technologies that allowed the appearance of tools such as wearable computing e-textiles, robotics, 3D printing, microprocessors, and programming languages. Moreover, online communities permit the sharing of tools and ideas that enhance collaboration and the globalization of problem-solvers.

The rise of the Maker Movement and the increase of various maker culture-based initiatives (e.g., Makerspaces, Fablabs, Techshops) have evolved in the sense that the Maker Movement is a technological and creative evolution that has limitless implications for the world of education. In addition, prominent funding agencies support research efforts related to the Maker Movement. The role of making in education in particular has been studied for many decades. First, Papert’s constructionism demonstrated the need to learn through creative making processes, as well as discovering knowledge rather than receiving it passively [27]. Making provides
a different perspective in the learning process, as it gives learners the opportunity to have control over their own knowledge, instead of being passive recipients. Martinez and Stager [48] presented three ways of learning, based on the constructionist approach: making, tinkering, and engineering. Their approach distinguishes making from tinkering. Making has very wide context, characterized as “a stance” that is more like an attitude toward learning that sets the learner in the center of the educational process and creates opportunities that students may never have encountered themselves. On the other hand, tinkering appears more specific, as it is characterized as a problem-solving process through discovery. Honey and Kanter [30] include making as one of the main components of learning, in accordance with designing and playing. Making is defined as “building or adapting objects by hand for the simple personal pleasure of figuring out how things work.”

The interest in making is mainly focused in educational settings centered around science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) concepts. In addition, many studies, starting from Papert’s Logo programming language [52] and Lego Mindstorms [58], showed the connection between making and the learning principles of engineering, design, and computer programming [57,55,32].

In this study, we assess the recent research concerning the Maker Movement and its emerging role in formal and informal education. For the purpose of this review, we define what we consider as making in order to determine our approach to the Maker Movement. In particular, making involves constructing activities and related ways to fabricate real and/or digital things using technological resources, including fabrication [39], physical computing, and programming. Making focuses on the process that occurs in an environment that is not always merely learning oriented, but promotes design thinking, computational concepts, collaborative work, and innovation, among other things.

Our motivation for this work is based on emerging developments in the area of manufacturing, coding, and learning technologies, creating momentum for adoption of the making approach. We draw on the research literature to consider the trends and possibilities within this movement for teaching and learning. The aim of this literature review is to provide a review of research on the Maker Movement approach in order to summarize the findings, and understand how different types of making activities are related to a successful learning experience in terms of learning, interest, and engagement. Furthermore, we consider how these practices could help students to improve their performance in coding, computational skills, and problem solving. This has been achieved by evaluating empirical studies from the last five years.

Key areas covered in the current review include the types of technology used, previous literature reviews, benefits and challenges of the Maker Movement, methodological concerns, and suggestions for future research. In line with the scope of this review and the fact that it is a maturing field, defining Berlin Model [29] areas is important. Despite using making types of instructions in teaching and learning is not novel, there has been a lack of evidence to identify which are the most commonly used subject areas (“contents” in the Berlin Model) that could be applied. Investigating technologies (“media” in the Berlin Model) to support making activities so far, will provide an overview of the already widely used tools, as well as the promising potential existence of new ones. Also, evaluation is an important aspect since evidence of learning laid the foundation of learning science and decision-makers as well as practitioners and researchers rely on their future decisions on it. To guide our research, we used two of the main categories of the Berlin Model (i.e. content and media) and also assessment because it is critical for policy makers in order to adopt making. Consequently, we posed the following initial research questions:

1. What are the most common technologies used in making approaches?
2. Which are the most common subject areas in which to implement a making type of instruction?
3. What are the main measures used to evaluate making types of instruction?

In addition to producing substantive findings regarding the making instructional approach, the review aims to identify potential research gaps as well as make suggestions for future research. Future research efforts will allow us to better identify which aspects and ingredients of making-type instructions achieve better results in learning, and for which circumstances and student groups.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section we present the related work; the third section describes the methodology used for our literature review and how we analyzed the studies selected. The fourth section presents the research findings derived from the data analysis based on our specific areas of focus. The last section discusses the results and identifies gaps, while making suggestions for future research.

2. Background: related work

The Maker Movement depicts the appearance of spaces that enable all kind of users, including hobbyists, engineers, hackers, artists, and students, to express themselves creatively by designing and building digital or tangible objects [46]. Furthermore, these spaces offer the possibility of being used to support different classes, away from the traditional classroom environment. The establishment of Maker magazine and the first Maker Faire in 2006 led to the name and the idea of the Maker Movement, which can be characterized as an iteration of the do-it-yourself culture. It is clear that making activities and their importance in learning are not novel. Making, playing, building, and interacting with the real world have been argued to be valuable ways of learning [54,67].

The promising use of maker spaces for educational purposes is reflected in their appearance in libraries and universities. Barrett et al. [1] reviewed existing maker spaces in universities in the United States in terms of their use, the equipment they have, their location in the university, who has access, and so on. The most frequently used tools are 3D printers, and the location is usually the library. However, the influence of these maker spaces is an issue that is open for further investigation. Blikstein [3] presented and analyzed old and new physical computing platforms that support educational concepts. Various tools, such as Cricket, Braitenberg Blocks, and Arduino technologies, can be further developed and used in multiple ways to support fruitful learning experiences [3]. Vossoughi and Bevan [60], in their review of making and tinkering, sorted the current published literature into three categories: “making as entrepreneurship and/or community creativity, making as STEM pipeline and workforce development, and making as inquiry-based educative practice” page 5. Most of the studies they examined were linked to the third category. In addition, they mainly focused on investigating: (1) the effect of making and tinkering, particularly in STEM activities for school-aged students; (2) the characteristics of making and tinkering programs according to their organization; (3) the emerging design principles and pedagogies that characterize tinkering and making programs; and (4) how this movement could influence equity-oriented teaching and learning. In addition, a framework for the theoretical roots of the Maker Movement and its relevance to formal or informal educational practices has been provided by Halverson and Sheridan [26]. Their work introduced the need to rethink what could be considered as the learning environment, learning in general, and under
which circumstances learning is effective. Furthermore, as they presumed that maker spaces will use twenty-first-century technologies, particular attention should be paid to the product and its development. Martin [46] stressed the need for K-12 engineering instruction to be developed through design activities that provide knowledge and playful experiences. The Maker Movement could play a helpful role in achieving this. In recognition of that fact, Martin [46] described three crucial ways in which the Maker Movement could likely be connected to education: (1) tools that could be involved in making projects; (2) any kind of events, online or not, that occurred in the area of learning through design; and (3) values, beliefs, and the making culture in general, which has to be associated with research recommendations for learning environments. Despite the interest in the Maker Movement and its connection to formal or informal education, there has been little research concerning the direction it is taking, the opportunities it could present for education, and why. A special issue on digital fabrication in education in the International Journal of Child–Computer Interaction [31] identifies the need for new types of curricula, facilitation, tools, and social protocols to empower making in education. In addition, the authors within this issue showed that digital fabrication technologies can be a great opportunity not only for gaining valuable skills, but also for providing Bildung (i.e. deep and sustained learning). Furthermore, they distinguished making activities in public fablabs, hackerspaces, and makerspaces from digital fabrication in formal education in terms of using the latter as a teaching and learning resource. This review builds on the results of a number of studies that have been carried out in the area of learning through making types of instructions, since it gives a deeper understanding of their ingredients. Previous reviews have mainly focused on more theoretical approaches to the Maker Movement [66,26,46], while some have focused on the description and potential use of technological tools for educational purposes [3]. The current review aims to analyze the 43 relevant studies from 2011 to 2015, offering a systematic comprehensive analysis of their main elements concerning the common technologies used for educational purposes, subjects, evaluation methods, and pedagogical designs. A wide-ranging approach is adopted to better explore the opportunities to improve future research by providing knowledge on the learning outcomes from the making approach within or outside the classroom.

3. Methodology

To carry out our literature review, we followed several steps based on Kitchenham [43]. The entire literature review strategy was accomplished under continual consultation with computer science education specialists. We defined a review protocol that helped us to indicate the research questions, data collection, inclusion, exclusion, and quality criteria, and, finally, data analysis. The procedures concerning the remainder of this section will describe the method used for each of the actions taken.

3.1. Data collection

With the aim of collecting high-quality data, we conducted a search in the following international online bibliographic databases: Association for Computing Machinery Digital Library (ACM), Science Direct, and EBSCO Education Source including ERIC. Moreover, we independently searched key educational journals and conferences including Computers and Education (Elsevier), International Journal of Child–Computer Interaction (Elsevier), Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems (SIGCHI), ACM Conference on Innovation and Technology in Computer Science Education (ITiCSE), ACM Conference on Creativity & Cognition (C&C), ACM technical symposium on Computer Science Education (SIGCSE), and Interaction Design and Children (IDC). In order to find other relevant publications and collect as many studies as possible, we used the reference section of articles as well as Google Scholar. The period examined was from 2011 to 2015 (November). The key search terms were “maker AND movement,” “maker AND movement AND education,” “school AND makerspaces,” “makerspaces AND education,” “hackerspaces AND education,” “informal AND education AND making,” and “informal science education AND making,” as well as derivatives of these terms. That was the first stage of the review process, and provided search results of 2930 articles in total.

3.2. Inclusion and exclusion criteria

The next step of the review process was to exclude short papers, posters, workshops, work-in-progress studies, and any non-peer-reviewed papers. This step decreased the number of papers in order to yield a manageable amount for detailed analysis. In this stage, papers with irrelevant topics were excluded, mainly based on their titles. We took into consideration only studies that showed empirical evidence. Both qualitative and quantitative studies were included. Furthermore, we excluded studies that did not have a learning/teaching purpose or did not involve children or students in their sample. In addition, we focused only on studies that described any kind of making experience or testing process from users. It should be noted that we included studies referring to both formal and informal teaching environments, such as schools, museums, and summer camps. In particular, at this stage we focused on titles and abstracts to indicate whether a paper was inside or outside the scope of this review. Finally, we ended up with 223 studies (Fig. 1).

3.3. Quality criteria

To assess each of the remaining 223 studies, we defined criteria proposed for the Critical Appraisal Skills Programme, and more particularly those for assessing qualitative research [25]. The criteria were adjusted to our review context. In general, the studies had to meet the following three criteria; they had to be (1) rigorous; (2) credible; and (3) relevant. “Rigorous” refers to the appropriate
research method applied to the study, “credible” points to the presentation and validity of the findings, and “relevant” indicates whether the findings of each study were suitable for education science, as well as computer science education research communities. Specifically, we adopted nine criteria to evaluate the quality of the studies. The scope of this evaluation was to ensure that only high-level studies would contribute to our literature review. All studies were assessed as to whether they met the following criteria [13]:

1. They comprised empirical research.
2. The aims and objectives were clearly reported.
3. The research design was appropriate to address the aims of the research.
4. There was an adequate description of the context in which the research was carried out.
5. The research design was appropriate to address the aims of the research.
6. Data were collected in a way that addressed the research issue.
7. Data analysis was sufficiently rigorous.
8. There was a clear statement of the findings.
9. They added value for research or practice.

Finally, 43 studies met the inclusion–exclusion, as well as the quality, criteria. Then, we coded these studies according to specific areas of focus. These areas allow the description of the main focus of the studies. With regard to our critical examination of the papers, it was useful to define categories that represent their content. These categories derived from the consideration of different types of organizing making activities and workshops, as well as their evaluation process. This categorization enabled us to record all the details needed from the papers of our literature review and use them to address our research questions.

3.4. Data analysis

An analysis of the studies collected was conducted based on the following areas of focus: location (e.g., school, university lab, museum), materials used (e.g., Arduino, recycled materials), subject/area of study (e.g., programming, mathematics), duration of the workshops or the testing process in each study, age of participants, sample size, type of methodology (qualitative, quantitative), how data analysis was conducted, instruments used (e.g., surveys, interviews, observations), areas of interest (i.e., the main fields that each study wanted to investigate), whether there was collaboration among the participants, the main findings of the studies, research design, and finally experimental design. The authors extracted several attributes of the selected studies and the final areas of focus were resolved by discussion. Constant consensus meetings of all three researchers approved each step of the analysis of all studies conducted mainly from the first author. All 43 studies were analyzed in detail according to the coding scheme and data were extracted to better answer our research questions. Details on the paper coding are shown in Appendices A and B.

4. Research findings

4.1. Type of research

Regarding the “type of methodology,” we refer to whether qualitative, quantitative, or mixed methods were used. According to this categorization, the majority of studies were qualitative (22), fewer studies were mixed (11), and even fewer studies were quantitative (6) (Fig. 2, Table 1). It is worth mentioning that four of the studies had no methodology, of which one study was describing 25 different workshops (8 qualitative, 9 quantitative, and 8 mixed), and one study was a pilot test. Moreover, concerning the “experimental design,” we refer to the distinction among the following: between groups, within groups [8], and only a post-test measuring the participants’ performance after treatment. Concerning the experimental design described above, most of the studies used a within-groups design (10) and very few used a between-groups design (3). None of the studies used a combination of within-and between-groups designs. Only four studies had no design, one had participatory action research design, and one had a pilot usability test. The studies that remained (24) measured only the results of the treatment by conducting a post-test. When it comes to the “research design,” all studies used a “true experiment.” In a true experiment, participants are randomly assigned to either the treatment or the control group; in a quasi-experiment they are not assigned randomly.

![Fig. 2. Breakdown of the types of methodologies present in our review.](image)
measured exam performance, skills, and created. In this literature, a total of 18 different digital tools had maker philosophy, via which software and/or physical objects are and 11 surveys (7), 17 code of the games/projects/artifacts, 3 focus groups different instruments, usually in combination. Specifically, 20 studies on ages over 18 years. In order to capture informa-
ticipants were in general over six years old. Finally, there were also old, with one study, which took place at a museum, in which par-
ber consisted of more than 50 people (7), and even fewer (four) had more than 100. Looking at the age of the participants, a wide range of ages emerged. The majority of the studies involved ages up to 14 years (22) and a smaller number (12) were conducted with ages over 14 years. Only seven studies included university students at undergraduate, graduate, or master’s and PhD level. Five work-
shops had participants of mixed ages ranging from six to 19 years old, with one study, which took place at a museum, in which par-
ticipants were in general over six years old. Finally, there were also seven studies on ages over 18 years. In order to capture informa-
tion to assess the outcome of the workshops, researchers used dif-
fferent instruments, usually in combination. Specifically, 20 studies used interviews, 18 observations, 11 field notes, 13 videos, 6 pho-
tographs, 17 code of the games/projects/artifacts, 3 focus groups and 11 surveys (Table 3).

4.2. Subject area, students, and instruments used

In order to understand the role of making in learning and teaching, it is very important to identify the scope of each study. Thus, we defined the subject on which the studies focused. The largest number of papers (32) aimed to enhance programming skills and computational thinking (Table 2). Specifically, they used programming tools in the sense of making as part of computer science courses at a school, university, or even an independent lab or museum. Other studies suggested that the current trends of learning through making in art, design, and technology practice can provide fertile ground for developing STEM learning [6]. Sample size refers to the number of participants in each workshop. Apart from a few cases, the sample size was fewer than 50 participants (34); some workshops (17) had fewer than 20 participants, a small number consisted of more than 50 people (7), and even fewer (four) had more than 100. Looking at the age of the participants, a wide range of ages emerged. The majority of the studies involved ages up to 14 years (22) and a smaller number (12) were conducted with ages over 14 years. Only seven studies included university students at undergraduate, graduate, or master’s and PhD level. Five work-
shops had participants of mixed ages ranging from six to 19 years old, with one study, which took place at a museum, in which par-
ticipants were in general over six years old. Finally, there were also seven studies on ages over 18 years. In order to capture informa-
tion to assess the outcome of the workshops, researchers used dif-
fferent instruments, usually in combination. Specifically, 20 studies used interviews, 18 observations, 11 field notes, 13 videos, 6 pho-
tographs, 17 code of the games/projects/artifacts, 3 focus groups and 11 surveys (Table 3).

4.3. Materials for making activities

Various types of technologies and objects have been used in the maker philosophy, via which software and/or physical objects are created. In this literature, a total of 18 different digital tools had been used, including diverse software environments. Some of these are quite new and attractive due to their programmable possibili-ties, and others are more traditional, but can be easily used in a more innovative and creative way. The most frequently used ele-
ment was Scratch (10), and almost equally popular was Lilypad Arduino (9), followed by Arduino (6) (Table 2). Other tools were employed to almost the same extent, such as 3D printers (2), Raspberry Pi (2), Makey Makey (4), Minecraft (2), CodeSpells (3), Modkit (1), Circuits (2), and game makers (i.e., yoyogames.com) (1). How-
ever, certain technologies appeared only once each; these were Crickets, mobile apps, storytelling kit, software creators, and Tiny programmer. In addition, many tangible objects were offered as supportive material in making activities using technology. Several projects included sewing and conductive materials, Play-Doh, LEDs, batteries, paper, copper tape, recycled materials, and even lemons and potatoes.

5. Discussion and conclusion

After identifying a large number of papers (2930) using our search terms, we can agree on the fact that there has been wide interest in the Maker Movement approach. The current review focused on the outcomes of the Maker Movement for instruction and the benefits of applying the making culture in different envi-
rónments, including the classroom. Our quality and inclusion and exclusion criteria led us to determine the most relevant and highest-quality papers according to our research questions. Finally, 43 peer-reviewed articles were selected, which were diverse in terms of the making culture for educational or non-educational reasons, including different types of approaches referring to differ-
ent ages of participants. The number of papers has significantly increased during the last few years, with a peak in 2013 (Fig. 3).

The results show that studies of the Maker Movement applied to instruction tend to use a qualitative methodology to assess their work. Qualitative measures are more suitable for that type of research, as it has special value for investigating complex issues, such as children’s attitudes to computer science, mathematics, and engineering [28,63,34], topics such as self-efficacy [41], and general impressions about the process of making activities [55]. In significantly fewer studies a quantitative methodology was mainly used, when an objective view was needed. One example of a quantitative study is Doran et al. [12], who measured students’ improvement in school grades. The same method was also used when Esper et al. [16] measured exam performance, skills, and knowledge of computer science and programming intelligence. Studies based on quantitative methodologies were fewer and were mainly adopted for concepts related to school activities. This find-
ing emphasizes that inside the school environment it is easy to col-
lect quantitative data; for example, standardized tests used by default by teachers. On the other hand, one potential difficulty for qualitative studies with young children is the need for special permission to execute long interviews. In addition, in a school environment it is easier to measure students’ performance and progress, as the duration of the study lasts for a longer period than only a few days. Qualitative methodology takes precedence over the mixed and quantitative methodologies.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject/area of study</th>
<th>Programming</th>
<th>STEM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of studies</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital tools</td>
<td>Scratch</td>
<td>Lilypad Arduino</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of studies</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>INT</th>
<th>OBS</th>
<th>FNO</th>
<th>VID</th>
<th>PHOT</th>
<th>PROJ</th>
<th>FG</th>
<th>SUR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of studies</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

INT: interviews; OBS: observations; FNO: field notes; VID: videos; PHOT: photos; PROJ: final projects; FG: focus groups; SUR: surveys.
After reviewing 43 studies, we recognized the most common subject areas for implementing making types of instructions. Our literature review confirmed that a making approach to learning is being taken most notably in programming, as well as in STEM curricular areas. This result was expected, because these are the most prominent subjects to which technological resources are applied. It is a challenge to see which other subject areas could benefit from incorporating a making approach. Two potential subject areas could be biology and medicine. One example is the study of Khalili et al. [40], which combined video game development with a focus on neurology, where students could understand molecular processes. Also, nowadays, students need to acquire skills and competences to be prepared for their future work and everyday life. Therefore, learning approaches need to be adjusted to successfully teach the 21st century skills. Making activities could support learning processes that will not only be focused on a specific subject like Maths but also involve the 21st century skills acquisition. Interestingly, an opportunity of incorporating making in other subject areas are design-based activities that teach digital literacy and design thinking as described in the special issue on digital fabrication in education [31]. A surprising result from our review is that few studies focused on gender issues. We expected more studies to provide insights on how making activities benefit females specifically, as the main subject areas applied are STEM and programming.

All the studies used some type of digital material to support making activities, which highlights the need to familiarize users with technology and broaden participants’ perspectives and interest in computer science in general. The goal is to achieve better understanding and enhance skills related to the subject areas through digital fabrication devices, ability to produce objects, and modeling tools. Students’ involvement in several computer science concepts enhances their ability to achieve goals [59]. In general, making sessions grow participants’ competence [9]. A study by Franklin et al. [20] showed that it is possible for students to attain competence in event-driven programming, initialization of state, and message passing after just a two-week interdisciplinary camp, which was not entirely focused on computer science. A class that used Lilypad Arduino successfully promoted computing concepts and practices, while perceptions of computing were extended [36]. Other studies using the same tool showed how craft materials support a more understandable approach to creating technology and that the results of this process can be more transparent and expressive. Using the same concept, participants in workshops managed not only to think about but also to create interface designs using conductive fabrics and craft materials [53]. When crafts and technology are tightly connected by conceiving and realizing different artifacts, people become more engaged and develop different skills compared to getting involved with traditional development or electronic toolkits [50].

We expect making sessions to be promising approaches to engaging students in the design and fabrication process, in thinking and problem solving, as well as in programming. In many studies, the combination of programming and physical fabrication resulted in engagement in complex programming concepts (e.g., loops, conditionals) and practices (e.g., remix, testing, and debugging) [11,63,37]. Furthermore, even young students aged 9–10 years have been engaged in Java programming by playing and making games [16]. Chu et al. [9] examined children’s overall general engagement with the experience of using the Maker Theater kit for storytelling, showing that sometimes, apart from fun and excitement, frustration and boredom may arise due to usability problems.

Another main core of learning, as reported by Katterfeldt et al. [39], is self-efficacy. Some of the analyzed studies showed that following the making activities the self-efficacy of the participants was affected. This provides evidence for the success of making in influencing learners’ behaviors. When their self-efficacy increases, workshop participants gain confidence, enjoyment, and interest in programming and technology [56]. Moreover, when actions are motivated with enthusiasm and self-regulatory feedback, self-efficacy ratings are higher [43].

All of the above studies report the positive effects of making activities on students’ perceptions and engagement. Students’ experience with computer game programming could also change their attitude toward computer science and prepare them for computer science courses and careers [11]. In general, no matter what the age of the group and which tool was used, making proved to be a successful process in all the different areas of interest. One surprising outcome is the absence of negative results. Almost none of the studies reported negative effects in the research. Even though this is an obvious positive conclusion, it does not provide an in-depth understanding of how to prevent poor practices that hinder students’ engagement and performance.

Furthermore, the studies evaluated reveal a variety of technology tools used in making. Given the large amount of different soft-
ware available and the possibility for it to be used for educational reasons, it is difficult to define the best choice for a specific activity. It was not surprising that the most-used tool was Scratch, as this is one of the popular visual programming languages, followed by Lilypad Arduino. In the remaining studies, other, less common technologies were used, identifying the need for further investigation in this area. Moreover, combining digital and tangible materials in the creating process has been proven to be valuable [33,34].

The Maker Movement has begun to play a role both inside and outside the classroom, showing that it could be part of the classroom in offering a pattern of simulation [2,64,37,21], and part of outside activities, such as summer camps and libraries [65,68], demonstrating that learning is feasible in any environment as long as it is organized under suitable conditions.

All the studies that took place in schools, except for that of Basawapatna et al. [2], integrated their making sessions into a whole-semester curriculum [63,36] or at least for a few weeks [64]. Longer periods of study offer opportunities for observing the effect over time. Almost all of the studies had as their main subject programming or a combination of programming and math [21]. The scope of the studies was to introduce programming to students and/or examine the learning outcome regarding the enhancement of computational thinking skills [38] or the ability to code [7,59].

Collaboration among the participants was present in the large majority of studies. We know how important collaboration is to motivating and promoting learning, which is why many efforts have been concentrated on testing different types of offline or even online collaborative methods [18,38]. Although collaboration appears to be an important aspect of making activities, we saw very few descriptions of collaborative strategies and how they contribute to individual learning. An interesting approach came from Fields et al. [19], who proposed a collective design process for programmers, deriving from participatory models. They illustrated that collaboration supported learning through the exchange of ideas and mentoring, and led to deeper engagement. Another aspect of collaboration and its value is between parent and child [51].

5.1. Limitations and further work

The current review has a number of limitations. First, one of the common limitations in every review study is the potential of the limited research terms used, the journals included, and the specific time period covered by the papers published. However, the papers discussed in this literature review provide a snapshot of empirical research on outcomes and impacts of the Maker Movement approach to instruction that is representative of the state of the art at the time. While many aspects of engagement and learning have been discussed, there are other aspects that could be further analyzed. In addition, we analyzed a wide diversity of studies in terms of the age of the participants, duration of different workshops, and scope of the study, and as a consequence face limitations in combining and reflecting more on their results. In the current review, we coded each study with respect to their main outcome or impact, in order to better indicate which aspects and ingredients of making work better and under which circumstances.

If the maker approach contains self-driven discovery, it increases the learning gains [60]. Given the rapid growth of the Maker Movement, there is a need to understand how students can best utilize its strategies to achieve better learning. From the review of prior and ongoing work on the Maker Movement, we can provide recommendations for further research. One recommendation is to focus on technologies and tools that have been used in a limited number of studies but have promising potential; for instance, Raspberry Pi. Another area of investigation could be the analysis of maker instruction as part of the classroom, since most of the studies focused on the extracurricular context. Future work should also focus on collecting relevant studies on participants of a particular age. For example, we did not examine many studies focusing on ages earlier than 11 years. One of the countries that has integrated computer science in its school curriculum is the United Kingdom, in which pupils start from the age of six. We can therefore expect to see more results here. Related to the lack of understanding regarding collaboration and its benefits to participants at a team or individual level, we suggest that future studies investigate how collaborative work supports a successful making learning experience. Lastly, future research would benefit from exploring even more elements of the Maker Movement approach by using another classification.

5.2. Conclusion

In the current review, we analyze 43 peer-reviewed articles, selected from searches of the literature over the past five years, covering a wide range of approaches in the area of learning through making. The aim of this review is to investigate the emerging role of Making in formal and informal education. Therefore, we analyze the studies based on specific areas of focus that could better describe the direction of the Maker Movement research during the recent years. These areas include among other, the types technologies used to support making types of instructions, sample size, age of the participants, type of methodology and areas of interest in each study.

A clear finding of the review is that many of the studies have intergraded making sessions in the classroom, mainly in the area of programming and other STEM areas. We regarded making only in a positive way, as almost none of the studies reported negative effects, but also we highlight the need for a more in-depth analysis. In addition, we define and discuss the effects of making as they have been approached in the different studies, like engagement, self-efficacy, performance, collaboration. Our goal with this article is to summarize the findings and show a direction in which different types of making activities could have an impact on educational approaches and lead to a more effective way of teaching and learning. However, much research on this field is needed for this direction.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Authors, year of publication</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Materials: digital</th>
<th>Materials: tangible</th>
<th>Subject/area of study</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Age of the participants</th>
<th>Sample size</th>
<th>Type of methodology</th>
<th>Instruments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Denner et al. [11]</td>
<td>An after-school class</td>
<td>Stagecast Creator software</td>
<td>Arduino, Raspberry Pi</td>
<td>Programming</td>
<td>4-6 weeks (1-2 h/week)</td>
<td>Middle school</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>Qualitative (case study)</td>
<td>Games made</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Harnett et al. [28]</td>
<td>University of Louisville, Kentucky hackerspace</td>
<td>Hackerspace</td>
<td>Hackerspace</td>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>1 semester</td>
<td>Undergraduate students</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Ethnographic (qualitative approach)</td>
<td>Interviews and observations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Schwartz et al. [61]</td>
<td>El Pueblo Mágico (BM), a social design experiment</td>
<td>Minecraft</td>
<td>Sewing materials, Play-Doh, LED 2. Solar cars; e.g., batteries, wheels, Chain, wires, tape, cardboard, bottle of salt water, aluminum foil, wires, adhesive tape, paper tape, stuffed animal, battery and motor, plastic cups, Play-Doh, LEDs</td>
<td>STEM</td>
<td>1: 6 days over weeks, 2: 1 semester</td>
<td>Undergraduate students</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>Cognitive ethnographies (qualitative approach)</td>
<td>Video data, field notes, student paper, blogs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Moriwaki et al. [51]</td>
<td>Informal education, outside the classroom</td>
<td>Noisemaker circuit: speaker, headphones, digital/analog circuits</td>
<td>Chain, wires, tape, cardboard, bottle of salt water, aluminum foil, wires, adhesive tape, paper tape, stuffed animal, battery and motor, plastic cups, Play-Doh, LEDs</td>
<td>STEAMD</td>
<td>2: 1 semester</td>
<td>Children 4-11 and their parents (adults)</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>Qualitative</td>
<td>Observations, interviews, informal discussions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Lane et al. [43]</td>
<td>Cahner’s Computer Place at the Museum of Science (MOS), Boston, Robot Park</td>
<td>iRobot CreateTM robot, Coach Mike: LEGO Mindstorms</td>
<td>Chain, wires, tape, cardboard, bottle of salt water, aluminum foil, wires, adhesive tape, paper tape, stuffed animal, battery and motor, plastic cups, Play-Doh, LEDs</td>
<td>Programming</td>
<td>3-4 min</td>
<td>6+</td>
<td>805 used it but study 1: 269 observations, 223 interviews, 75 questions; study 2: 238 observations</td>
<td>Mixed Interview questions, observations, questionnaires</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Khalili et al. [40]</td>
<td>Summer program</td>
<td>Game Maker</td>
<td>Chain, wires, tape, cardboard, bottle of salt water, aluminum foil, wires, adhesive tape, paper tape, stuffed animal, battery and motor, plastic cups, Play-Doh, LEDs</td>
<td>Programming</td>
<td>2-3 h, every day for 4 weeks</td>
<td>High school students</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Qualitative</td>
<td>Observations, game code, field notes, interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Kolko et al. [41]</td>
<td>Semi-formal learning group</td>
<td>Engineering literacy</td>
<td>University students</td>
<td>University students</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>Qualitative</td>
<td>Autoethnographies (self-report), blog posts, and reflection focus group notes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Bruce et al. [5]</td>
<td>University computing curricula in the classroom</td>
<td>Raspberry Pi</td>
<td>Chain, wires, tape, cardboard, bottle of salt water, aluminum foil, wires, adhesive tape, paper tape, stuffed animal, battery and motor, plastic cups, Play-Doh, LEDs</td>
<td>Programming (CS courses)</td>
<td>1-2 weeks</td>
<td>University students</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>Qualitative</td>
<td>Observations, game code, field notes, interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Kafai et al. [34]</td>
<td>E-textile class part of an elective computer science class (high school).</td>
<td>LilyPad Arduino</td>
<td>E.g., LEDs, conductive thread, alligator clips, battery, switch</td>
<td>Programming</td>
<td>10 weeks, 19 meetings, twice a week for 65 min per session</td>
<td>16–18 years</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Qualitative</td>
<td>Analysis of E-Textile Projects: collected their hand-drawn blueprints of their designs, photographs, Arduino code, interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Katterfeldt et al. [39]</td>
<td>Workshops that took place at a university were offered as spare-time activities during holidays or as project work for diverse school classes, under the name of TechKreativ</td>
<td>Lego RCX, Crickets, Arduino, LilyPad Arduino</td>
<td>E.g., fabrics, balloons, paper, cartons</td>
<td>Programming</td>
<td>3-5 days full time</td>
<td>9–15 years</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8 workshops qualitative, 9 quantitative, 8 mixed</td>
<td>Semi-structured interviews and/or observation or contextual inquiry, questionnaires</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Chu et al. [9]</td>
<td>Workshops that took place in a large reconfigurable lab space</td>
<td>Storytelling making kit called the Maker Theater</td>
<td>E.g., paperclips</td>
<td>Storytelling</td>
<td>2 days for half a day (approximately 4 h)</td>
<td>Grades 3–5, 8–11 years</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Qualitative</td>
<td>Interviews, survey (part of the interview), video/audio recordings, post-reports of the parents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>Schwartz et al. [62]</td>
<td>Pueblo Mágico (PIM) (social design experiment) after-school program</td>
<td>Minecraft, Makey Makey, robot picaxe</td>
<td>Play-Doh, batteries, LEDs, recycled materials, lemons, potatoes, sewing materials, copper tape, paper, conductive materials</td>
<td>STEM</td>
<td>1 day per week for 1 semester, 2 days per week for 3 weeks, 2 days per week for 3 weeks</td>
<td>Undergraduates, grades 2–5, grades 6–8</td>
<td>131 children, 48 students</td>
<td>Qualitative + cognitive ethnographies</td>
<td>Interviews, video, field notes, observations, artifacts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>Leduc-Mills and Eisenberg [44]</td>
<td>Ucube (3D printing and fabrication devices)</td>
<td>Spatial cognition</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12–14 years</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>“Usability test” initial (and informal) pilot test</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Authors, year of publication</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Materials: digital</th>
<th>Materials: tangible</th>
<th>Subject/area of study</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Age of the participants</th>
<th>Sample size</th>
<th>Type of methodology</th>
<th>Instruments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Fields et al. [19]</td>
<td>High school programming workshop (part of enrichment of curricula in partnership with a local museum)</td>
<td>Scratch</td>
<td>Programming</td>
<td>8 × 2 h weekly sessions in winter</td>
<td>14–15 years and 15–16 years</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>Qualitative</td>
<td>Field notes and video logs, and post hoc interviews</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Lee et al. [45]</td>
<td>K-8 neighborhood school (elective courses throughout the year)</td>
<td>Makey-Makey, Scratch</td>
<td>Programming</td>
<td>9 times, 50 min each</td>
<td>6–8th grades (11–12 years)</td>
<td>Qualitative</td>
<td>Observation notes, photographs and video recordings, code of the games, interviews</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Kafai et al. [33]</td>
<td>Over the course of a school year, as part of a partnership between the high school and a local science museum (in the museum space)</td>
<td>LilyPad Arduino</td>
<td>Paper and pencil, textile materials, LED lights</td>
<td>Programming</td>
<td>4–6 weeks/once a week for 2 h sessions, 1 school year</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>Qualitative</td>
<td>Video recordings, photographs, daily field notes, interviews, participant observations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Searle and Kafai [64]</td>
<td>At school, introductory computing activities as the culminating project in an elective class</td>
<td>LilyPad Arduino</td>
<td>Sewable sensors (e.g., temperature sensor, accelerometer) and actuators (e.g., LED lights, sound buzzers)</td>
<td>Programming</td>
<td>3 weeks, meeting daily for about 1 h</td>
<td>12–14 years (8th grade)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Qualitative</td>
<td>Daily field notes, video, interviews, code screenshots, circuitry blueprints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Kafai and Vasudevan [37]</td>
<td>K-8 public school</td>
<td>Makey-Makey, Scratch</td>
<td>Programming</td>
<td>Twice a week for 50 min each (over 3 years)</td>
<td>11–14 years (middle school students)</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>Qualitative</td>
<td>Field notes, video recordings, final physical artifacts and final code, interviews</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study</td>
<td>Participants</td>
<td>Activity</td>
<td>Programming Time</td>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Sample Size</td>
<td>Data Collection Methods</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. Searle et al. [63]</td>
<td>All participants were enrolled in an elective computer science course</td>
<td>LilyPad Arduino LEDs, conductive fabric patches</td>
<td>Programming 10 weeks</td>
<td>16–18 years (high school students)</td>
<td>27 (24 interviewed)</td>
<td>Qualitative Interviews (semi-structured)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. Kafai et al. [36]</td>
<td>Pre-AP high school class as part of their elective computer science class</td>
<td>Lilypad Arduino E.g., LEDs, conductive and non-conductive fabric</td>
<td>Programming 10 weeks (19 meetings) twice a week for 65 min per session</td>
<td>16–18 years</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Qualitative Interviews (semi-structured), photographs, code</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22. Telhan et al. [65]</td>
<td>Free library locations</td>
<td>Website that displayed a virtual representation of the mural and allowed the LEDs to be controlled, Electric Imp hardware module, a 16 x 8 LED matrix controller, and a 4G modem</td>
<td>Programming</td>
<td>6–10 years</td>
<td>1036</td>
<td>Qualitative Observations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23. Schneider et al. [60]</td>
<td>As a requirement of a psychology class</td>
<td>Tabletop interface, camera, ear canal, several ear bones, cochlea and 4 neurons</td>
<td>Functioning of the human hearing system</td>
<td>4 consecutive days, ~20 h</td>
<td>College-level students</td>
<td>Mixed Observations, pre-mid-post tests (last question open-ended), log files, informal questions (comments)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24. Qiu et al. [56]</td>
<td>Students invited through a mailing list and through a Learn2Teach, Teach2Learn program</td>
<td>Modkit, LilyPad Arduino Fabric, switches, conductive thread, LEDs</td>
<td>Programming (computer science and engineering education)</td>
<td>Course of a weekend, lasting for 6 h on both Saturday and Sunday</td>
<td>13–16 years and 12–17 years</td>
<td>Quantitative Survey</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25. Delle Monache et al. [10]</td>
<td>SaMPL7 lab in collaboration with the university</td>
<td>Sound Design Toolkit, Arduino Paper, sensors</td>
<td>Engineering techniques</td>
<td>3 days</td>
<td>MA and PhD</td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Authors, year of publication</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Materials: digital</th>
<th>Materials: tangible</th>
<th>Subject/area of study</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Age of the participants</th>
<th>Sample size</th>
<th>Type of methodology</th>
<th>Instruments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Perner-Wilson et al. [53]</td>
<td>Independent workshops</td>
<td>LilyPad Arduino</td>
<td>Cheap toy pianos and T-shirts, sensors, LEDs, fabric, conductive fabric, shawl, beads</td>
<td>Programming, electronics</td>
<td>From a few hours to a few days</td>
<td>20–57 years (those who answered the questionnaire)</td>
<td>Between 5 and 20 participants each (30 answers to the questionnaires)</td>
<td>Quantitative</td>
<td>Questionnaire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Mellis et al. [50]</td>
<td>Independent workshops</td>
<td>TinyProgrammer, TinyUploader software, Arduino, microcontrollers</td>
<td>Conductive ink, paper, LEDs, capacitive electrodes, microphones and light sensors, batteries</td>
<td>Programming</td>
<td>23–60 years</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>Surveys, group discussions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Mellis and Buechley [49]</td>
<td>Independent workshops</td>
<td>Speakers, computer mouse, 3D printers, circuit board Laser cutting and 3D printing, circuit board Codeable Objects software (a programming environment that was developed as a Java-based library for processing)</td>
<td>Fabrication technologies</td>
<td>~6.5 h + 24 h</td>
<td>25–35 years + 21–31 years</td>
<td>7 + 8</td>
<td>Mixed (case studies that included 2 workshops)</td>
<td>Pre-post questionnaires, surveys</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Jacobs and Buechley [32]</td>
<td>Independent workshops</td>
<td>Paper, circuit components, foil tape and electronic elements, LEDs</td>
<td>Building electronics</td>
<td>Once a week/5 weeks, 2 days</td>
<td>Undergraduates 18–26, 18–37, 19–21, 15–50 years (15–50 years)</td>
<td>11 + 8 + 19 + 16 + 19 (73)</td>
<td>Qualitative</td>
<td>Observations, projects, open-ended questions (written responses)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Qi and Buechley [55]</td>
<td>Independent workshops</td>
<td>App Inventor Java, App Inventor block language</td>
<td>Programming</td>
<td>3 weeks, for Java; 35 h over 5 days</td>
<td>Grades 9–12</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Qualitative</td>
<td>Observations of student work and artifact assessment of student projects, projects</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Wagner et al. [68]</td>
<td>Summer camp for high school students</td>
<td>Scratch</td>
<td>Programming</td>
<td>2 weeks</td>
<td>Middle school students 6th grade</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>Field notes, projects</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Franklin et al. [20]</td>
<td>Non-academic summer camp</td>
<td>Simulation Creation Toolkit</td>
<td>Programming</td>
<td>3 days</td>
<td>Middle school students 6th grade</td>
<td>18 + 21 (39) (students from 5th + 6th period)</td>
<td>Quantitative (initial study)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>Basawapatna et al. [2]</td>
<td>At a middle school</td>
<td>Simulation Creation Toolkit</td>
<td>Programming (Computational Thinking Patterns [CTPs] to create simulations)</td>
<td>2 weeks</td>
<td>Middle school students 6th grade</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>Field notes, projects</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study Reference</td>
<td>Activities</td>
<td>Participants</td>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>Methodology</td>
<td>Data Collection</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burge et al. [6]</td>
<td>Summer camp for HS-age girls</td>
<td>iPhone mockup tool, mobile app tool</td>
<td>1 week</td>
<td>High school students (14–16 years)</td>
<td>Quantitative Survey</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kafai and Vasudevan [38]</td>
<td>Partnership between high school and local science center</td>
<td>Makey-Makey, Scratch, digital extensions (e.g., digital dice)</td>
<td>8 weeks, once a week</td>
<td>High school students, 13–15 years + 14–15 years</td>
<td>Qualitative + case study with a team of students</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esper et al. [16]</td>
<td>At schools</td>
<td>CodeSpells (3D immersive video game using Java)</td>
<td>8 weeks</td>
<td>4th grade (9–10 years)</td>
<td>Quantitative</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esper et al. [15]</td>
<td></td>
<td>CodeSpells API (Java)</td>
<td>45-min session</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mixed (exploratory study)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esper et al. [17]</td>
<td>Summer program</td>
<td>CodeSpells API (Java)</td>
<td>7-day summer program, 7 sessions, ~10 h in total</td>
<td>8–12 years</td>
<td>Qualitative</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giannakos and Jaccheri [23]</td>
<td>Workshop that took place in the Norwegian Deaf Museum</td>
<td>Scratch</td>
<td>Programming</td>
<td>12 years</td>
<td>Mixed (exploratory evaluation)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giannakos and Jaccheri [22]</td>
<td>ReMida centers (creative places) and in a university's creative room</td>
<td>Scratch, Arduino</td>
<td>Recycled materials</td>
<td>2 days, 1 day</td>
<td>Mixed (exploratory-qualitative and then quantitative)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garneli et al. [21]</td>
<td>At school as part of the normal teaching procedure</td>
<td>Scratch</td>
<td>Programming and math</td>
<td>12–13 years</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giannakos et al. [24]</td>
<td>Creative centers of university and ReMida centers</td>
<td>Scratch, Arduino</td>
<td>Programming</td>
<td>2 days, 1 day</td>
<td>Quantitative Survey</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rode et al. [59]</td>
<td>In a computer club in a primary school</td>
<td>LilyPad Arduino, LEDs, sensors, speaker, conductive fabric</td>
<td>Programming (computational thinking)</td>
<td>8–10 years</td>
<td>Qualitative Observations, field notes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Appendix B

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of paper</th>
<th>Areas of interest</th>
<th>Journal/conference</th>
<th>Included team work/collaboration</th>
<th>Data analysis</th>
<th>Main findings</th>
<th>Experimental design</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>(1) Programming, (2) documenting (3) understanding software, (4) designing for usability</td>
<td>Computers &amp; Education, Elsevier</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Coding scheme (based on ISTE National Education Technology Standards for Students and Martin et al. [47])</td>
<td>Computer game programming is a promising approach to engage underrepresented students in the concepts and capabilities that will prepare them for computer science courses and careers</td>
<td>Post test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>The Makerspace culture itself, the attitudes and beliefs of the co-op student participants, effect of the experience on their attitudes toward engineering</td>
<td>Frontiers in Education Conference (FIE), 2014 IEEE</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Ethnographic norms</td>
<td>Increased confidence in their problem-solving and project-planning abilities</td>
<td>Within groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>(1) Types of strategic assistance, (2) distributed expertise and roles emerging in activity, and (3) use of key theoretical concepts for mediated praxis</td>
<td>Conference: International Conference of the Learning Sciences (ICLS)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Overall analysis, coding, ranking scheme and notation (+ descriptive statistics for some)</td>
<td>Positive outcomes regarding the remediation of participation in STEM activities for youth from non-dominant communities when undergraduates allowed children to dive into activity, and when their strategic questioning and assistance distributed thinking to children</td>
<td>Post test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Gauging interest level, collaborative practice, completion of workshop activities, and scientific understanding</td>
<td>Integrated STEM Education Conference (ISEC), 2012 IEEE</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>T-test, regression analysis (multiple regression model) + descriptive statistics</td>
<td>More time spent programming, increased likelihood of accepting challenges, and less misuse of the exhibit. Findings do not demonstrate the need for an embodied and animated pedagogical agent. No differences in visitor behaviors between conditions. Modest, but significant increase in visitors’ self-reported self-efficacy ratings detected when Coach Mike configured to be enthusiastic and to deliver self-regulatory feedback</td>
<td>Between groups (study 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Self-efficacy</td>
<td>Artificial Intelligence in Education, 16th International Conference, AIED 2013</td>
<td>Yes (group visits)</td>
<td>Participatory analysis of the data (review and interpretation of data, patterns discovered, memos written, and then interpretation again)</td>
<td>Despite having no prior knowledge of these neurological concepts, students were able to design reasonably accurate visual representations of the constructs and verbally describe the concepts</td>
<td>Post test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Insights on student learning</td>
<td>Computers in the Schools, Taylor &amp; Francis Group</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thematic analysis
Self-efficacy and identity as drivers of technical skill acquisition, connecting outside the academy, experience of blogging cultivates reflection, constraint and scoping, high expectations require significant scaffolding, shared vocabulary


Yes

9. Computational concepts and practices, computational perceptions, how their project had changed from their early ideas to completion, what they were most proud of and what was most challenging, what they felt they had learned about computer science in the process, whether their ideas about computer science had changed, and whether the project had influenced their future goals focusing on three aspects: personal relevancy of computing, potential study and career path in computing, and expanded understanding of computing at large

ACM Transactions on Computing Education, 2014

Projects coded based on Brennan and Resnick's [4] 2012 framework for computational thinking, identification, and classification of approaches based on observations, interviews were logged (a very close but not word-for-word transcription) and then analyzed, focusing on three aspects

Students employed computational concepts in writing code for their e-textiles. Students learned about circuitry by remixing the design template to meet the needs of their particular projects. In this way, their aesthetic motivations promoted learning by remixing circuit designs. Reusing and remixing code were key practices. They developed more realistic, personally relevant, and expansive perspectives of computing in the process of making their e-textile artifacts

10. Slightly altering perspectives (e.g., gender issues), attitude toward technology, subject formation

International Journal of Child–Computer Interaction

Yes

Interview tablet surveys also extracted into a spreadsheet and analyzed, video/audio recording; three-level coding process (also inscribed software was used for transcription), post reports: open, focused, and axial/thematic analysis

Children wanted to engage in the Making session. Evidence of interest episodes generally occurred. The notion that ‘I can Make’ was borne out in video coding analysis through a number of recurrent themes

11. Self-efficacy, motivation, interest, self-identity/self-concept

International Journal of Child–Computer Interaction

Yes

Interview tablet surveys also extracted into a spreadsheet and analyzed, video/audio recording; three-level coding process (also inscribed software was used for transcription), post reports: open, focused, and axial/thematic analysis

Children wanted to engage in the Making session. Evidence of interest episodes generally occurred. The notion that ‘I can Make’ was borne out in video coding analysis through a number of recurrent themes

12. (1) Types of strategic assistance, (2) distributed expertise and roles emerging in activity, (3) use of key theoretical concepts for mediated praxis

IJREE–International Journal for Research on Extended Education

Yes

Close-up analysis of design discourse. Text analysis, discourse analysis, and analysis of joint problem articulation

Analysis revealed that successful strategies for reorganizing roles and responsibilities, or what is termed distributing expertise in a community of learners and jointly articulating problems, involved the development of design discourse through strategic questioning

(continued on next page)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of paper</th>
<th>Areas of interest</th>
<th>Journal/conference</th>
<th>Included team work/collaboration</th>
<th>Data analysis</th>
<th>Main findings</th>
<th>Experimental design</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Proceedings of the Sixth International Conference on Tangible, Embedded and Embodied Interaction (IDC) ACM, 2012</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td>Majority of participants were able to take a 2-dimensional representation on the screen and model its 3-dimensional equivalent using the UCube</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>Peers’ contribution to individual learning, support from leadership (mentors, interns, and teachers), challenges in coordinating with teams, and usefulness of online feedback to projects</td>
<td>Interactive Learning Environments</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Coding scheme (to identify themes)</td>
<td>How the nested nature of the collectives and the structure of the programming task influenced students’ designs, gave opportunities for learning and feedback, and resulted in individual students and the collectives overall successfully employing a range of initialization and synchronization strategies to produce cohesive music videos</td>
<td>Post test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>To analyze the complexity of computational concepts, design practices</td>
<td>Playful User Interfaces, Springer Singapore, 2014</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Interviews coded using a two-step process to identify themes. Scratch programs Brennan and Resnick’s [4]: framework for computational thinking, photos: analysis in respect to functionality and esthetics</td>
<td>Tangible interface designs replicated common controller designs. The functional variations in the controller designs were minor, what did vary was the attention to esthetics, striking differences in how youth mapped out their physical designs as controllers ranged from unformed heaps of Play-Doh to meticulously designed sculptures that mapped tightly to on-screen elements</td>
<td>Post test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>Themes of transparency, aesthetics, and gender</td>
<td>Harvard Educational Review</td>
<td>Initial, two-step, and analytical coding scheme</td>
<td></td>
<td>It is important to involve students in creating in two distinct modalities of learning: the digital and the material</td>
<td>Post test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>What students were learning and what they were struggling with in designing and crafting</td>
<td>International Conference on International Computing Education Research, ACM</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Field notes and interview transcripts were initially coded using a two-step open coding process, allowing themes to emerge</td>
<td>Highlight the importance of connecting to larger community value systems as a context for doing computing, the importance of allowing space for youth to make decisions within the constraints of the design task, and the value of tangible e-textiles artifacts in providing linkages between home and school spaces</td>
<td>Post test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Journal/Citation</td>
<td>Design</td>
<td>Methodology</td>
<td>Findings</td>
<td>Analysis/Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>Approaches to computing and crafting, computational concepts and practices</td>
<td>WIPSCE’15</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Descriptive statistics, Brennan and Resnick’s framework, used two-step open coding for interviews</td>
<td>Great deal of personal and creative expression that the novice designers brought to bear not only on the screen but also in their tangible game design.</td>
<td>Post test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td>Engagement with e-textiles on students’ attitudes toward and perceptions of computing</td>
<td>ICEF’14</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Thematic analysis using a grounded theory approach</td>
<td>Students learning with e-textiles created a link between coding and making that opened up their views of computer science</td>
<td>Within groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
<td>Understand students’ learning of concepts, practices, and perceptions of computing</td>
<td>SIGCSE’13</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Observations: identified different approaches to computing evident, interviews: analyzed focusing on three aspects</td>
<td>The class was successful in promoting a rich array of computing concepts and practices while at the same time broadening perceptions of computing.</td>
<td>Within groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.</td>
<td>Learn CS concepts and the wider connection between programming and writing as interrelated processes of composition</td>
<td>SIGCSE’12 (ACM technical symposium on Computer Science Education)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Interviews – field notes: coded thematically, scratch projects: Scrape technology, video: capturing a moment-by-moment understanding</td>
<td>Students learned the fundamentals of both programming and storytelling, and this is charted in terms of the products (digital stories) they programmed, the processes (debugging and revising) they utilized, and their overall perceptions of the workshop at its close.</td>
<td>Within groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.</td>
<td>Isolate the effect of self-driven discovery versus guided exploration on learning, compute learning gains</td>
<td>IDC’14</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>ANOVA + descriptive statistics</td>
<td>Students who built the human hearing system with EarExplorer without guidance improved their learning gain from pre to post test by ~25% compared to students who followed the step-by-step instructions given by a teacher. Additionally, students in this condition were more likely to take advantage of additional resources that provide relevant information to the task. Followers who are less competent than their peers were less likely to involve themselves in the activity, because it might seem that they did not believe that they could make a significant contribution, or because they were put in a clearly passive observer role.</td>
<td>Between groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.</td>
<td>Students’ technological self-efficacy</td>
<td>IDC’13</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued on next page)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of paper</th>
<th>Areas of interest</th>
<th>Journal/conference</th>
<th>Included team work/collaboration</th>
<th>Data analysis</th>
<th>Main findings</th>
<th>Experimental design</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>26.</td>
<td>Areas of programming, electronics, sewing, design, and making things</td>
<td>International Conference on Tangible, Embedded, and Embodied Interaction TEI'11</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Descriptive statistics (representation with graphs)</td>
<td>How craft materials support a more understandable approach to creating technology and that the results of this process can be more transparent and expressive. Participants in workshops were able to conceive of and realize original interface designs from the palette of conductive fabrics and craft materials</td>
<td>Post test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.</td>
<td>Accessibility and appeal of the techniques, affordances of craft processes in making technology, participants' relationship with programming, and relationship between toolkits and off-the-shelf electronic components</td>
<td>International Conference on Tangible, Embedded and Embodied Interaction TEI'13 ACM 2013</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td>These techniques demonstrate a tight integration of craft and technology, generating different artifacts and engaging different skills and people than traditional embedded development or electronic toolkits</td>
<td>Within groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.</td>
<td>Participants' background, experience, and opinions of electronics and laser cutting</td>
<td>Proceedings of the Designing Interactive Systems Conference. ACM 2012</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td>Engaging diverse activities, skills, and people. Combining education and production adds more value to both. The feasibility of collaboration between an engineer and a designer in a lightweight and ad hoc fashion. In collaboration with an engineer, skill in 3D modeling allows for the production of functional electronic devices</td>
<td>Within groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.</td>
<td>Feelings, engagement in programming, attitudes toward programming</td>
<td>Proceedings of the SIGCHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems. ACM 2013</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Analyzed to determine if the essential qualities outlined were achieved (theme analysis)</td>
<td>Sustained engagement in programming, combination of computational design and fabrication can actively support the expression of personal identity in a positive setting and foster feelings of confidence in programming and support aesthetic and technological literacy. Workshops also promoted a deep understanding of computation as evidenced by critiques of the participants as well as demonstrating the importance of physical prototypes in the design process</td>
<td>Within groups</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
30. General impression about the process of workshops (e.g., enjoyment, easiness, freedom, and fluency to use the techniques, use of sketchbooks for circuit prototyping)  

Theme analysis

Participants found electronics surprisingly easy to build, a wide range of physical projects people could create. Those who were technically advanced were given the freedom to explore their craft from a new perspective. Participants did not use the sketchbooks as a place for prototyping circuits, they did flip through their examples many times in the process of brainstorming ideas and ways to implement their final projects.

31. 1. Writing Android apps; 2. objects; 3. programming environments; 4. events; 5. decision statements; 6. loops; 7. method calls; 8. method creation; 9. being able to interpret documentation; 10. creating a GUI and coding the components of the GUI; 11. using phone sensor components and services  
**SIGCSE’13**

Project review (whether they met the learning objectives, 23 projects)

Mobile computing provides a powerful new context for motivating computational thinking.

32. Computer science competence  
**SIGCSE’13**

Projects: scored manually, then Scratch static analysis tool scored them, field notes: coded according to the level of help of the staff + descriptive statistics

Students attained competence with several computer science concepts.

33. Program to correctly create the Predator/Prey simulation using the Simulation Creation Toolkit  
**SIGCSE’13**

Descriptive statistics

Programming at the Computational Thinking Pattern level is an important avenue for investigation into simulation creation in the classroom.

34. Attitudes toward CS, understanding of what computer scientists do, if computer science is relevant to real world issues  
**SIGCSE’13**

T-test

Campers were provided with a positive mini-college experience and showed significant improvement in attitudes about mathematics, computer science, and computing.

35. Computational thinking, engagement with computational concepts  
**IDC’15**

Yes

Within groups

One cannot design a board game and craft interactive screen elements without thinking what and how to code and vice versa. Game making appeared to be closely intertwined with game playing as the design of the board games progressed. Boundaries between constructionist and obstructionist gaming are more academic in nature.

(continued on next page)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of paper</th>
<th>Areas of interest</th>
<th>Journal/conference</th>
<th>Included team work/collaboration</th>
<th>Data analysis</th>
<th>Main findings</th>
<th>Experimental design</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>Skills and knowledge of computer science, fixedness of math and programming intelligence</td>
<td>Koli Calling International Conference on Computing Education Research ACM, 2014</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Descriptive statistics</td>
<td>Students are not only able to engage within groups with Java, they are able to understand and write basic Java code after only 8 h of playing the game and working with the online materials</td>
<td>Post test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>Ability to read, execute, understand, modify, and create spells (programs)</td>
<td>ACM Conference on Innovation and Technology in Computer Science Education ITiCSE'13</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Coding the spells made and theme analysis to the interviews</td>
<td>Subjects became immersed in their programming</td>
<td>Post test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>Understand and modify basic programming</td>
<td>Journal of Computing Sciences in Colleges</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Analysis of game edits, review of video data, theme analysis</td>
<td>Students were fully engaged with their code, they were approaching quests knowing that changing and understanding spells is the expectation</td>
<td>Post test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>Enjoyment, control, and easiness with respect to the programming workshop</td>
<td>Entertainment Computing–ICEC 2014</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Content analysis, focus group</td>
<td>Need for improving DHH children’s programming experiences</td>
<td>Post test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>Exploring children’s attitudes to software and hardware-intensive activities</td>
<td>ACM Conference on Creativity &amp; Cognition, C&amp;C’13</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Content analysis, ANOVA</td>
<td>(a) Software and hardware-intensive activities raise awareness of technology, intensify the experience, and invite students to explore boundaries and increase collaboration and the exchange of views and ideas, and (b) the activity’s easiness and usefulness significantly affect children’s intention to participate</td>
<td>Post test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>Students’ performance, attitudes</td>
<td>Serious Games Development and Applications, Springer, Berlin Heidelberg, 2013</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>ANOVA, content analysis</td>
<td>Intention to learn programming in the future was increased. Students who changed the game code did not improve their performance in the math post-test. Use of a serious game seems to be useful for boys who do not really like the usual instruction processes. Low-performance girls improved more by the traditional way than by playing the game in any way. Most important dependent variable in serious game context seems to be attitude of students</td>
<td>Between groups</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Abstract

Computational thinking and coding for children are attracting increasing attention. There are several efforts around the globe to implement coding frameworks for children, and there is a need to develop an empirical knowledge base of methods and tools. One major problem for integrating study results into a common body of knowledge is the relatively limited measurements applied, and the relation of the widely used self-reporting methods with more objective measurements, such as biophysical ones. In this study, eye-tracking activity was used to measure children’s learning and activity indicators. The goal of the study is to utilize eye-tracking to understand children’s activity while they learn how to code and to investigate any potential association between children’s attitudes and their gaze. In this contribution, we designed an experiment with 44 children (between 8 and 17 years old) who participated in a full-day construction-based coding activity. We recorded their gaze while they were working and captured their attitudes in relation to their learning, excitement and intention. The results showed a significant relation between children’s attitudes (what they think about coding) and their gaze patterns (how they behaved during coding). Eye-tracking data provide initial insights into the behaviour of children, for example if children have difficulty in extracting information or fail to accomplish an expected task. Therefore, further studies need to be conducted to shed additional light on children’s experience and learning during coding.

1. Introduction

Computational thinking and coding have become an integral part of the K-12 curriculum, as the Common Core Standards, the Computer Science Teachers Association and the International Society for Technology in Education standards have been widely applied. Coding is considered as a new literacy skill, and is integrated into the school curriculum in many countries, such as Estonia, Finland, Israel, Korea and the United Kingdom, to mention a few. Nowadays, governments seek to teach coding to all and to support young students in creative and problem-solving tasks [1]. Although there is a growing body of research in the area, there is still limited evidence on how to design successful coding experiences for children.

Given the large amount of software available and children-friendly programming environments such as Alice, Scratch, Greenfoot and Kodu, teaching coding has become a more intuitive and engaging experience for young students [2]. In addition, organizations such as “codecademy.com” and “code.org” have strengthened their offerings for children’s coding experiences. Thus, while new technologies, innovative pedagogies, guidelines and resources in computing education exist, the challenging question arises of how to choose, design and implement the appropriate learning activity for children. Previous studies grounded in constructionist learning [3] have been successfully utilized both inside and outside the classroom. The results have shown increased interest in coding as well as in understanding the fundamental concepts of problem-solving [4,5].

Combining computers with meaningful programmable objects, such as interactive robots, can provide a valuable learning experience of coding in a fun and playful manner [6]. Previous research described practices to motivate and engage children in coding through making and construction [7]. Robertson and Howells [8] argued that making a game was an authentic learning activity; their exploratory research based on qualitative data from sixth-grade students in Scotland showed that this activity provided motivation, engagement and enthusiasm for learning. Especially when making was combined with block-based programming environments such as Scratch, there was intensive use and improved understanding among the children of concepts including loops and variables [9]. Several studies indicated that coding tasks related
to making, construction, game design and development have been found beneficial for children’s attitudes towards coding and skills [10]. The current body of knowledge provides several insights into how to design and implement construction-based coding experiences for children; the existing studies have, however, focused on the experience, fun, enjoyment and engagement of the children (e.g., [4,11]) as extracted from qualitative measures such as observations and interviews and/or quantitative measures including surveys (e.g., [12,13]). Focusing on the use of other measures will help to better understand the way children learn how to code and give insights for the design of coding experiences.

Based on recent studies regarding coding and learning [14,15], one important tool that has been used successfully to unveil the cognitive mechanisms underlying coding by adult programmers is eye-tracking. There are studies explaining expertise [16], collaboration quality [15], learning outcome [14] and task-based performance [17] using eye-tracking data. With children, the use of objective measures such as physiological (eye-tracking) data is important because they are generalizable (more than qualitative and subjective measures), real time and provide more reliable monitoring of users’ actions. In contrast to other subjective measures, objective measures are independent of perceptual abilities. In addition, during data collection there is no need to interrupt the activity and ask for ratings. To the best of our knowledge, eye-tracking has not yet been used to investigate how children learn to code and any potential relation between children’s attitudes and their gaze patterns.

In this contribution, we designed an experiment where children participated in a full-day construction-based coding activity. We recorded their gaze while they were coding and at the end of the day we captured their attitudes in relation to their perceived learning, excitement and intention during the coding activity. Thus, in this contribution we investigate the relation between children’s attitudes and gaze in coding tasks.

The rest of paper is structured as follows: in the next section, the related work and background theories are outlined; the third section presents the methodology of the study employed in this article; and the fourth section documents the empirical results. The fifth section discusses the results derived, outlining the limitations and recommendations for future research, while the last section concludes the paper.

2. Related work and background theory

2.1. Learning to code through construction

Papert’s [3] constructionism states that each child learns more deeply by actively building knowledge through experience. Children should discover knowledge rather than receiving it passively [18]. In the area of computing education, this is also endorsed by the ACM/IEEE Task Force on Computing Curricula [19]. The ACM/IEEE Task Force emphasizes the importance of the development and mastery of problem-solving skills integrated with real-world, group-based construction-learning activities. Motivated by Papert’s constructionist approach, today’s educational activities are embedding technology tools that provide learning experiences in educational contexts, which occur in environments that are not always learning oriented. In these types of dynamic learning activities, students are at the centre, taking control and engaging at their own will with a subject. Learning-by-doing, project-based learning, problem-based learning, inquiry-based learning and challenge-based learning are a few such instructional methods, occurring both inside and outside the classroom [20] and focused on learning tasks that promote computing education, computational thinking, design thinking, collaborative work and innovation.

Computer game design and development, modding and computational textiles/fabrication are among the most successfully applied practices which help students to develop coding skills and structure their own learning and thinking by getting involved in the process of coding [5,21]. During such learning tasks, successful construction involves a complex process that fosters skills such as problem-solving, confronting “failures”, and strategies to explore and decide possible solutions, as well as structure thoughts and actions [6]. Many tools, such as Cricket, Braintenbug Blocks and Arduino technologies, can provide opportunities to support fruitful learning experiences [22], while digital fabrication can provide fabrication (i.e. deep and sustained learning) [23]. Adams and Webster [24] reported the results from nine years of coding summer camps for middle and high school students. By analysing Scratch programs, they investigated the type of blocks students used and how aspects such as project types were related to the choice of these blocks. The literature suggests that children can successfully complete and learn by simple robot-based coding projects [25]. Robots have the capacity to enhance coding activities and allow children to engage in computational thinking using various programming concepts [26].

In a nutshell, construction-based activities create contextual and meaningful learning environments. As such, after designing a creative coding activity for children, we evaluate its effectiveness, with the primary goal being to understand how children learn coding and design those activities accordingly.

2.2. Students’ attitudes and motivations towards coding and self-determination theory

Motivation appears as an important key in learning settings, not only for its positive results but also for its aspects of activation, intention [27] and promoting active learning [28]. Many studies throughout the years have shown that students’ motivations have an influence on their performance, satisfaction and well-being [27,29]. In general, the aim is to have positive attitudes towards something that is interesting and, consequently, interest and motivation relate to the individual’s actions [30]. Concerning computing and computer science, students’ attitudes and motivation are positive and high when projects and visual programming are involved, highlighting fun, commitment, enthusiasm and usefulness [4]. Katterfeldt et al. [31] conducted a EduWear/TechKreativ workshop, where the students used a smart construction kit that revealed a feeling of empowerment and attitudes that increased students’ ability to code. Giannakos and Jackson [32] found that children’s positive attitudes regarding an activity’s easiness and usefulness significantly affect engagement and their intention to participate. In particular, game-programming activities for children are motivating, support self-esteem and foster computational thinking [6]. According to Vos et al. [33], game programming reveals enthusiasm and motivation for learning and determination to accomplish a task.

Motivation is an important aspect of human behaviour. Self-determination theory (SDT) has been widely used to understand motivation within educational contexts [29] and is centred on the belief that people have needs that are the basis of self-motivation. There are three basic psychological needs that SDT supports: competence, autonomy and relatedness. According to SDT, opportunities to satisfy any of these three needs contribute to people being motivated. The type of motivation is related to one’s goals and attitudes, leading to actions. In addition, SDT includes two different types of motivation: intrinsic and extrinsic. When someone is intrinsically motivated, he/she is engaged in an activity per se, for pleasure and satisfaction from its performance. On the other hand, extrinsic motivation refers to actions from outside sources leading to separable outcomes [27,24].
In our approach, SDT presents a useful theoretical lens to represent children's experience with creative coding activities for learning. In line with the theory, our coding activity is designed to have active participants and to satisfy their needs for autonomy (with occasional support from the instructors), competence and relatedness, facilitating higher motivation in the children. We argue that this activity provides intrinsic motivation, a tendency towards learning and creativity leading to performance, as suggested by Vos et al. [33]. In our study, we provide a creative coding activity that encourages children to make decisions, act independently and work collaboratively with their peers. Hence, autonomy and competence are reinforced. Relatedness involves the development of satisfaction in the social context; therefore, we focus on a pleasurable attitude: excitement, in our case.

Based on the theory and the importance of positive attitudes and motivations in coding activities for children, we hypothesize that our coding activity supports the aforementioned three basic psychological needs [29] so children show high intention, performance expectancy and excitement during and after the coding sessions. On a given learning activity, motives are important to cognitive learning; the level of motivation influences focus and level of effort. More specifically, it could be argued that by having the required motivations, children gain the ability and energy required to sustain positive attitudes towards coding. Positive attitudes facilitate cognitive processing and improve cognitive and affective outcomes. Therefore, this study investigates the impact of our coding activity on students' attitudes (i.e. perceived learning, excitement and intention to participate in a similar activity) and examines the connection with objectively measured variables illustrating cognition (in our study, eye-tracking data).

2.3. Eye movements in cognitive process of coding

One of the objective technologies for studying cognitive processes in a deep and subjective way is eye-tracking. Eye movements are strongly related to cognition [35,36] and have been used to investigate learning [37], reading [38] and problem-solving [39]. In addition, several studies use eye-movement data to examine adult programmers’ visual attention and explore coding, program comprehension [40,41] and debugging [42]. The use of different visual attention measures, such as fixations, saccades or time spent on parts of the screen called Areas of Interest (AOI), can give insights to understand complex cognition activities. Romero et al. [43] compared the use of different program representation modalities (propositional and diagrammatic) in expert versus novice debugging study, where experts had a more balanced shift of focus among the different modalities than did the novices. Shari et al. [44] emphasized the importance of code scan time in a debugging task and concluded that experts perform better and have a shorter code scan time. Hejmady and Narayanan [45], comparing the gaze shift between different AOIs in a debugging integrated development environment (IDE), showed that good debuggers were switching between code, expression evaluation and the variable window, rather than code, control structure and the data structure window. In another study, Aschwanden and Crosby [40] defined each line of the code as an AOI and detected how these lines were perceived. Pietinen et al. [46] assessed the quality of collaboration by measuring joint visual attention in a colocated pair programming setup, using the number of overlapping fixations. Bednarik and Tukiainen [41] examined the coordination of different program representations in a program-understanding task. Experts concentrated more on the source code rather than looking at the other representations.

Though many studies have used cognitive neuroscience techniques such as eye tracking [47] to examine the role of eye movements in adults’ coding cognition and behaviour, there is a lack of studies using them to assist our understanding of children’s cognitive processes in coding activities [48]. Hence, we used eye-tracking to capture children’s allocated attention to different sources of information during our creative coding experience.

2.4. Cognitive load theory

Cognitive load theory (CLT) implies that people have a limited working memory and that the amount of information they can process cannot therefore exceed the limit at which they are overwhelmed [49]. There are three types of cognitive load: intrinsic, extraneous and germane. Intrinsic load refers to the task and its core characteristics that must be processed. Extraneous load is based on the form of representation and the techniques used in the instructional design. Germane load involves information consolidation and refers to schema production for permanent knowledge.

The intrinsic load effect in our case of a designed coding activity is represented by the performance of the task and its own load due to complexity. The use of the Scratch programming environment for the completion of the activity and the instructional details relate to the extraneous load. Finally, the germane load consists in the effort and processes from the task which are directed to the relevant learning [50].

Cognitive load can have an influence on visual attention and behaviour. The eye's different fixations show the distribution of attention [51], while the cognitive process from graphic and textual visual materials is connected with fixation behaviour (focus, duration and sequence) [52]. In particular, eye-movement measures such as number of fixations, fixation duration, duration time and different scanning paths can reveal important aspects of the learners’ cognitive process [36]. High fixation duration depicts high cognitive activity [53] and fewer saccades can be related to less cognitive effort in terms of task performance [47]. In a study about maths and physics problems, participants had longer fixations in the more complicated parts of the problem [54].

In this study, in line with CLT, the designed coding activity has an overall cognitive load that subsequently influences children’s cognitive process and can become overwhelming. We assume that the working memory of children, and especially of novices in coding, can quickly be overloaded by task complexity, and that this will lead to an inefficient learning environment. Thus, we attempt to use an eye-tracking technique as a proxy for cognition [47] to investigate children’s cognitive processes in learning [55] during our creative coding activity. The eye measures will show the cognitive overload and we examine their relationship to children’s attitudes regarding the activity.

2.5. Goal of the study

Cognitive activities based on constructionist learning enhance learners’ motivations and help them to incorporate knowledge, attitudes and behaviour to achieve effective learning and performance [56]. In addition, there is a need to have the proper instructions and guidance to support self-efficacy for learning [57]. Nevertheless, the cognitive load of these activities can be high and the increased task complexity can become overwhelming. Therefore, to create an effective and efficient learning environment, motivational effects should be considered [57,58].

Based on previous research and the theoretical grounding, we assume that cognitive load is related to children’s attitudes and motivation in creative coding activities. In particular, we predict that more highly motivated children with more positive attitudes have better management and a lower cognitive load. The present study fills the gap of using eye movements as an objective measurement to depict children’s cognitive processes while coding and examine how they are related to their attitudes.
The aim of this study is summarized by the following research question:

- What is the relation between children’s attitudes and gaze in coding activities?

3. Methodology

3.1. The coding activity

Based on the constructionist approach and its main principle, learning by doing [59], as well as previous efforts [32], we conducted a coding workshop at the Norwegian University of Science and Technology, in Trondheim, Norway. Our coding workshops are out-of-school activities, in which children from 8 to 17 years old interact with digital robots, using Scratch for Arduino (S4A), and then code their own game using the Scratch programming language. At each workshop the children work in pairs or triads and the activity lasts for approximately four hours. Five assistants with previous experience in similar activities are responsible for instruction and the procedure for the workshops.

The workshop consists of two main parts, interaction with the robots and creating games with Scratch; Fig. 1 depicts the flow of these two parts.

**Interaction with the robots:** During the first part of the coding activity, the children interact with digital robots built by an artist using recycled materials, mainly from computer parts. First, as the children enter the room and are welcomed by the assistants, they sit in teams next to one robot. The assistants give a brief presentation of the workshop’s activities and ask each of the children to pay attention to a worksheet placed on the desk next to them. The goal is to familiarize themselves with the robots by filling in simple questions regarding the exact place and number of the sensors and lights on the robots. Then, the children use a paper tutorial with instructions (Fig. 2) for how to make the robots react to the physical environment with visual effects using simple loops of Scratch for Arduino (e.g. to make the tongue of the snake robot move when there is less light at a sensor). The teams work collaboratively and independently to complete this task (Fig. 3 left). The duration of the first part varies from 45 to 90 min. When all the teams have finished, the children have a break before the next section begins. This part of the workshop offers a smooth start to coding, including tangible objects. The interaction with digital robots provides a better understanding of STEM subjects by showing the connection with the physical world, helping the children to cope with difficult problems [60]. The children are introduced to coding by playfully interacting with the robots while they get motivation and inspiration.

![Fig. 1. Description of the two activities in the workshop.](image1)

![Fig. 2. Example of the robots' tutorial on how children interact with robots.](image2)
Creating games with scratch: This section is the main activity of the workshop and lasts approximately three hours, without the presence of the robots. The goal is to successfully develop a simple game, coding in Scratch. To achieve this goal, the assistants give another paper tutorial with examples of all the basic Computer Science (CS) concepts and possible loops they should use to complete their own game. The assistants advise the children how to manage the process of game development, working collaboratively. First, they should think about and decide the story for their game and then create a draft storyboard. When they finish that, they start coding using Scratch. The children can ask for support from the assistants whenever they need it throughout the activity. The assistants offer their guidance to the teams, helping them to complete their games and introducing even more complex CS concepts when needed. Finally, after the completion of the games, the children reflect and play each other's games (Fig. 3).

3.2. Sampling

We conducted the study at a dedicated lab space at the Norwegian University of Science and Technology, in Trondheim, Norway. Specifically, the study lasted two weeks during Autumn 2016, with 44 children from the eighth to twelfth grades (aged 8–17 years old), 12 girls (mean age: 12.64, standard deviation (SD): 2.838) and 32 boys (mean age: 12.35, SD: 2.773). Five workshops were held in total, all following the same process for the coding activity, addressed to novices in coding. Some of the participants in the sample (13–17 years old) were recruited from the local schools who had applied to take part in our activity (called Kodeløypa in Norwegian, meaning the path to coding). The other set of participants (8–12 years old) were youngsters who attend local coding clubs (Kodeklubben: https://trondheim.kodeklubben.no/) as an after-school activity. The children volunteered their participation in the eye-tracking study and the legal guardians provided a written informed consent form for their child, giving permission for the data collection. In our sample of 44 children in total, 27 children had attended 0–1 workshops about coding before, 15 children 2–5 workshops, and only 2 children more than 5 workshops. In addition, among the children aged 13–17 years, 18 out of 29 participants had chosen less than 3 (mean: 3.06, SD: 1.404) on a seven-point Likert scale measuring their own experience in coding, and only 4 chose more than 5, while none of them chose more than 6.

3.3. Measures

As mentioned before, this study is one of the few so far utilizing children's gaze. We recorded children's gaze while they were coding using the Scratch environment during both parts of the activity. The eye-tracking data was collected using four SMI and one Tobii eye-tracking glasses. The sampling rate for all the eye-tracking glasses was set to be 30 Hz for the binocular eye-tracking. The average accuracy for both SMI and Tobii glasses was 0.5° at a distance of 40 cm.

Many measures have been used to examine cognition. Fixations calculate the time spent on a specific location, reflecting attention and processing time, while saccades represent the shifts between fixations [47].

Based on the literature and prior studies [61], we selected the following gaze measures:

1. Fixation duration: High fixation duration depicts that the participant is having difficulty in extracting information [52]. The authors used a mental rotation task, with 0, 120 and 180°, to study the relation between problem difficulty and gaze patterns. The results showed that with an increase in the rotation angle (increasing difficulty), the fixation duration at the centre of the figure and the arms of the structures increased [52].

2. Saccade amplitude: longer saccades show meaningful transitions in terms of attention [62]. In a web search task, the authors used a set of different tasks on a webpage, so that the participants had to look for particular information to complete the tasks. The results showed that pre-planned eye movements were accompanied by longer saccades [62].

3. Change in saccade direction: the angle between two lines, if more than 90°, reflects a change of plans, revision or a failed expectation/hypothesis/anticipation [63]. In a usability study, the authors found that the change in saccade direction often depicted the behaviour of not finding something which the participants anticipated to find at certain places [63]. This can be translated, in terms of programming behaviour, as having a certain hypothesis and a failed verification.

At the end of the activity, the children completed a paper-based survey. The surveys gathered feedback on the children’s attitudes regarding the coding activity. In Table 1, we summarize the operational definitions of these factors, the items and their respective bibliographical sources. The children were asked to rate their experience with the coding activity regarding their learning, excitement and intention. In all measures, a five-point Likert scale was applied using smiley faces [64](Fig. 4). Table 1 clearly exhibits the questions put to the children.

3.4. Data analysis

As mentioned above, 44 children were involved in this study. To test our research question the data were separated into three
groups, each for one of the three attitudinal factors: learning, intention and excitement. The first group consisted of children who rated the respective attitude 3 or less (relatively low), the second of children who rated it 4 (relatively medium) and the third of children who rated it 5 (relatively high). First, we used Levene's test to examine the homogeneity of variance and the Shapiro–Wilk test to evaluate the normality criterion in order to use ANOVA (without assuming equal variances across groups) are included. As can be seen from the outcome data in Table 3, children's learning, excitement and intention exhibited a highly significant relation with their gaze patterns, supporting our research assumption. The results of the 9 separate one-way independent ANOVAs (without assuming equal variances across groups) are summarized in Table 3.

We observe the following relations between the attitudes (learning, intention and excitement) and the gaze variables (fixation duration, saccade direction change, saccade amplitude) were included. As can be seen from the outcome data in Table 3, children's learning, excitement and intention exhibited a highly significant relation with their gaze patterns, supporting our research assumption. The results of the 9 separate one-way independent ANOVAs (without assuming equal variances across groups) are summarized in Table 3.

4. Research findings

Children expressed high learning and excitement (4.7/5 and 4.6/5, respectively) for the coding activity. Additionally, they expressed slightly lower intention (4.5/5). High levels of these attitudes indicate positive views concerning their learning performance and beliefs regarding their future engagement with coding activities. The descriptive statistics about children's attitudes and eye-tracking measures are summarized in Table 2.

As mentioned before, to examine our research question one-way ANOVA was used, and the three independent variables (learning, excitement, intention) and the three dependent variables (fixation duration, saccade direction change, saccade amplitude) were included. As can be seen from the outcome data in Table 3, children's learning, excitement and intention exhibited a highly significant relation with their gaze patterns, supporting our research assumption. The results of the 9 separate one-way independent ANOVAs (without assuming equal variances across groups) are summarized in Table 3.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Learning (scale 1-5)</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intention (scale 1-5)</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excitement (scale 1-5)</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saccade direction change (milliseconds)</td>
<td>36.70</td>
<td>38.76</td>
<td>16.06</td>
<td>12.06</td>
<td>92.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saccade amplitude (degrees)</td>
<td>177.24</td>
<td>186.78</td>
<td>61.07</td>
<td>92.81</td>
<td>559.58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3

Testing the effect of children's attitudes in their eye-tracking patterns during coding.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Learning</th>
<th>Intention</th>
<th>Excitement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fixation duration</td>
<td>17.6 (6.5)</td>
<td>17.6 (6.5)</td>
<td>17.6 (6.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saccade direction change</td>
<td>5.2 (1.5)</td>
<td>5.2 (1.5)</td>
<td>5.2 (1.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saccade amplitude</td>
<td>115 (4.8)</td>
<td>115 (4.8)</td>
<td>115 (4.8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4. Example of emoticons used in the survey to measure children's attitudes. Source: Adopted from Hall et al. [64].
saccadic amplitude, it does not differ significantly from the 3 to 4 rating ($F[1, 5.45] = 2.16, p = .19$), but it is significantly higher for 5 than for the other two ratings ($3 vs. 5$ $F[1, 10.71] = 41.70, p = .0005$; $4$ vs. $5$ $F[1, 7.60] = 6.97, p = .02$).

For gaze and intention, we observe a significant relation between all the gaze variables and the intention to program (Fig. 6). In particular, the children who reported higher intention to code had lower fixation duration ($F[2, 10.40] = 14.41, p = .001$), lower saccade direction change ($F[2, 8.81] = 6.94, p = .01$) and higher saccade amplitude ($F[2, 18.09] = 16.46, p = .00008$) than those who reported lower intention. Pairwise comparisons show that the fixation durations do not differ significantly between levels 4 and 5 ($F[1, 11.11] = 1.65, p = .22$), but do decrease significantly for levels 4 ($F[1, 12.97] = 4.88, p = .04$) and 5 ($F[1, 6.47] = 30.46, p = .001$) as compared to level 3. When we conducted the pairwise comparisons for the saccade direction change, we did not observe any difference between levels 3 and 4 ($F[1, 9.19] = 1.82, p = .20$), but there is a significant decrease in the direction change for level 5 when compared against levels 3 ($F[1, 4.75] = 11.72, p = .02$) and 4 ($F[1, 11.61] = 4.54, p = .05$). Finally, considering the pairwise comparisons for saccadic amplitude, it increases significantly between levels 3 and 4 ($F[1, 11.60] = 6.94, p = .02$) and 3 and 5 ($F[1, 22.85] = 32.89, p = .0001$); however, we did not observe any significant differences between levels 4 and 5 ($F[1, 15.68] = 1.12, p = .30$).

For gaze and excitement, we observe a significant relation between all the gaze variables and excitement during the coding task (Fig. 7). In particular, the children who reported higher excitement had lower fixation duration ($F[2, 6.48] = 4.83, p = .05$), lower saccade direction change ($F[2, 6.50] = 5.13, p = .04$) and higher saccade amplitude ($F[2, 11.39] = 5.32, p = .02$) than those who reported lower excitement during the coding task. Pairwise comparisons show that the fixation durations are not different for levels 3 and 4 ($F[1, 5.28] = 4.40, p = .08$) and 4 and 5 ($F[1, 9.92] = 1.35, p = .27$), but fixation durations are significantly lower for level 5 than those for level 3 ($F[1, 3.25] = 9.73, p = .04$). The saccadic direction change is significantly lower for level 5 than for level 4 ($F[1, 10.62] = 5.18, p = .04$) and we do not observe any other differences between levels 3 and 4 ($F[1, 4.32] = 1.95, p = .22$) or levels 3 and 5 ($F[1, 3.20] = 6.86, p = .07$). Finally, the saccade amplitudes are not significantly different between levels 3 and 4 ($F[1, 10.96] = 1.36, p = .25$) and levels 4 and 5 ($F[1, 13.52] = 1.62, p = .22$); however, saccade amplitudes are significantly higher for level 5 than those for level 3 ($F[1, 8.67] = 11.02, p = .009$).

5. Discussion and conclusions

This study is the first attempt to investigate potential relations between children’s attitudes and their gaze during coding activities. For that purpose, in addition to the attitudinal survey (learning, excitement and intention), we collected eye-tracking data from children aged 8 to 17 years during our construction-
based coding activity. The results showed a significant relation between children’s attitudes and their gaze patterns. There are many studies [31,69] focusing on how children interact with digital fabrication and construct games using a programming environment. In our study, we used robots and the Scratch tool.

Change in children’s attitudes through game making and engagement with digital media is as important as motivation to learning, since it represents a long-term profit and can be expressed as a later career interest [70]. Our study suggests that gaze patterns and attitudes can be correlated. The three different gaze measures used represent children’s difficulties in extracting information during a coding activity (fixation duration), the number of trials needed to learn something during coding (saccade direction change) and children’s goals and expectations during coding (saccade amplitude). As was expected, children who had fewer difficulties and could handle the cognitive load better had higher scores in their attitudes. When the instructional conditions enhance their motivations, offer the proper way to manage the tasks’ overwhelming conditions and maintain children’s focus, there are positive results from their experience. This finding also highlights the importance of proper assistance from the instructor and the materials/tools in coding activities.

In particular, high fixation duration corresponds to children’s difficulty in extracting the information needed to accomplish a task. Lower fixation duration depicts the fact that the user (the child in our case) is experiencing less difficulty in extracting information from the stimulus [52]. We found that children who report lower learning have higher fixation duration. That can be attributed to the fact that they possibly put a lot of effort into understanding and choosing the appropriate tools and/or commands in accomplishing the task of creating their game and controlling the robots, resulting in a higher cognitive load. On the contrary, children who believe that they learn more have lower fixation duration, so less of a cognitive load, assuming that they were frequently checking different commands until they found the preferred one and also taking quicker decisions while coding [71]. High saccade amplitude or long saccades show that the transitions in attention are more meaningful than transitions with shorter saccades [63]. In other words, longer saccades depict more of a hypothesis–verification kind of gaze behaviour, and are also indicative of multiple trials to learn a particular topic. This is in accordance with previous studies where young children who are novices in coding rarely try to debug their program and when they do so, find great difficulty in solving issues with a program that is not properly executed [72]. Perkins et al. [73] describe different categories of children while solving a problem: “stoppers”, who have no intention of trying different problem-solving methods; “movers”, the ones who are willing to try different ways; and “extreme solvers”, who try different ways without carefully thinking about them.

One interesting result is that the differences in children’s gaze were higher for intention and learning than for excitement. This is possibly related to the fact that excitement derives from intrinsic motivation, driven by interest and enjoyment in the coding activity, and exists within the individual. On the other hand, intention and learning after an educational activity are attitudes closer to the learning tasks than the individual, so are more complicated to effect. Moreover, in terms of the reported excitement, the children with higher levels of excitement had the same characteristics as those who reported high learning. It is not a surprising result that when children experience difficulties in coding they feel less excited, as fun and enjoyment derive from successfully completing functional projects that also give a positive overall experience [12,13].

Expectation confirmation theory [74] asserts that continuance intention is mainly determined by satisfaction with prior experience. To understand this, one has to recall that satisfaction is synonymous with affect (i.e. a positive or negative feeling), and further that affect (as attitude or satisfaction) in prior learning studies is found to be an important predictor of intentions and decisions concerning the use of learning tools and practices (e.g. [75]). Enjoyment and satisfaction affect children’s intention to participate in similar activities in the future [76,77]. In our case, children with higher excitement had lower saccade direction change. Likewise, those who reported higher intention had lower saccade direction change. This type of similarity in children’s gaze pattern represents that the ones who reported a high level of excitement have also high intention, in accordance with expectation confirmation theory. In the literature, a high amount of saccade direction change depicts sudden changes in short-term goals or expectations [62].

During our study the researchers also collected some notes from observations and assistants’ comments, adding some interesting qualitative findings that illustrate children’s behaviour during the coding activity. In general, the majority of the children expressed their satisfaction with the activity, and also mentioned a nice atmosphere. Their comments included sentences such as “it is so funny I can make the tail move” or “I like that I am with friends all learning how to code”. Enthusiasm was more obvious in younger children’s teams, and their willingness to code was expressed...
even with quarrelling. In conjunction with other studies [11], it was clear among the teams that girls were focusing more on the drawing and the story. In addition, some teams were working more methodically, following the tutorials, while others were working more independently, but asking more frequently for help from the assistants.

5.1. Practical and theoretical implications

Our eye-tracking data analysis in a coding activity with children is a first step towards using eye-tracking to unveil children's experience in the coding process. Several studies have successfully shown a clear relation between gaze patterns and performance, learning strategy and other personality factors [14,17] that makes our approach an important contribution in eye-tracking, child–computer interaction and computer science education communities.

Scholars, educators and practitioners should pay particular attention to children's attitudes, since they heavily influence their experience. A coding activity should not overlook children's excitement, fostering enjoyment and confidence (i.e. high perceived learning). Instructors should focus on presenting support at the appropriate time, to reduce the cognitive overload and help children achieve a fruitful coding experience.

Our study verifies and extends the work of Abeysekera and Dawson [76], who suggest combining CLT and SDT to create a theoretical model for the flipped classroom, which investigates the increase of motivation to better manage cognitive load. This study confirms the fact that motivated children with positive attitudes have better management of cognitive load, as was represented by their eye movements. Indeed, we examine the two theories in the different context of children's coding activity, providing empirical support. Moreover, including eye-tracking data in the design of our study expands the scope of the theories providing evidence from the use of an objective data-collection method. In addition, other studies using eye-tracking have mainly focused on multimedia learning theories directly related to vision [55,79], but from our perspective, including SDT shows evidence that goes deeper into users' behaviour.

Our findings demonstrate that the way children perceive the cognitive load from the learning process is related to their attitudes. According to CLT’s relation to learning, instruction should align with human cognitive architecture [50] as well as enhance the motivation of learners [58]. Motivation and positive consequences are related [27], so self-determined children feeling excitement when performing a task may have a higher possibility of repeating the task in the future. Supportive teaching methods should provide guidance to help children distinguish the relevant factors to complete the task, preventing them from becoming overwhelmed by irrelevant information and actions. For example, they should help them focus on specific parts of the screen to find the respective code segments, split the code into meaningful chunks and trace the coding process in an effective way. In parallel, during learning activities instructors should foster students' self-confidence in their ability to complete the task successfully and ensure a pleasant and motivated environment. Moreover, there is a need for properly designed tools to help reduce cognitive overload. The design of the aesthetics of the visual coding tool is important to give a pleasant sense for children's use, but it should also help them indicate in a clear way the input and output values while coding. One example could be the clear representation of code segments and less complexity in scripting (e.g. fewer sprites and stacks of code). Another thought might be the design of dynamic coding tools that could be further developed according to children's progress in the coding task, such as starting with fewer code segments and gradually providing more advanced coding possibilities in relation to progress. In short, during coding activities for children it is important to take the motivational and cognitive effects equally into consideration in order to support effective and efficient learning environments.

5.2. Limitations

The present study is one of the first to offer insights into the relation of gaze patterns and children's attitudes. Nevertheless, some limitations should be mentioned. First, we faced a difficulty in capturing the gaze of 8–12 year-old children, since they were constantly moving their heads during the workshop and the glasses were sometimes irritating, so they had to remove them for some of the time. Their young age and the fact that most of the time they were very excited during the activity and spent a lot of time talking to each other, sharing their experience, made it very difficult to have good-quality data. The data can be corrupted due to many reasons. For instance, some of the participants removed the glasses and wore them again without the experimenters noticing, which resulted in some calibration errors, and thus data from those participants, after we noticed the lack of calibration, were removed from the analysis. Another reason for removing part (or the whole) of the data from a participant is that when they looked directly into a light source, the automatic calibration took a few seconds to recover from the sudden change in luminance. Nevertheless, we could use 75% of the data collected. Lost data was mainly from gaze in places that were not relevant for the experiment; for any other reason data were few and very carefully removed in order not to affect the analysis and provide more valid remained data. In their study, Nevalainen and Sajaniemi [80] reported invalid data of less than 10% of all the collected eye-tracking data from three different tracking devices, while Pernilla and Zhai [81] removed data from three out of fifteen participants in their eye-tracking study. Second, the duration of the activity was not strictly equal every day: children were recruited from the local coding clubs (Kodeklubben: https://trondheim.kodeklubben.no) and schools, so we had to adjust the activity and sometimes streamline the schedule. However, this adjustment turned out to be constructive, since the children managed to complete sufficient of the workshops’ activities and it did not become overwhelming for the majority of them, so that they did not report boredom or decrease their attention. Our coding activity is designed for children who have no previous experience in coding, so everyone can attend. Nevertheless, we cannot know the actual level of children's coding skills and exactly how much they have been exposed to coding before at school and/or in home activities. In addition, at the time of our study the local clubs were just starting their academic year, so the younger participants (8–12 years old) had not had many courses. Another limitation of the study was the lack of structured qualitative data (e.g. observations and interviews). The collection of that type of data could provide valuable insights into our findings and shed some light on children's behaviour during construction-based coding activities. Therefore, qualitative data collection could be taken into account in future studies. Finally, our study took place in Norway and participants voluntarily participated, so other sampling methods and demographic variables (i.e. educational level, family status) might have a contingent effect on children's attitudes.

5.3. Future work

For future work an opportunity will be to collect and analyse eye-tracking data in relation to gender differences. In her study, Robertson [11] identifies differences in game products for boys and girls and in order to investigate these differences she examined the time spent in different types of making process. Eye-tracking measures could be a promising approach to explaining gender differences from another perspective. Furthermore, in future studies...
attention should be paid to investigating the learning outcomes in terms of learning-specific computer science concepts and how they are related to different gaze patterns. In addition, the study could be extended to compare the results from children’s gaze patterns in other attitudes as well as comparing alternative coding learning environments.

5.4 Conclusion

The present study can be regarded as a first step towards the use of eye-tracking method to examine children’s learning behaviour in creative coding activities. Based on the constructionist approach we conducted a coding workshop in which children were coding interactive robots and games using the Scratch programming environment. With the goal to examine how children’s attitudes and gaze are related, we collected their attitudes via surveys and recorded their gaze via eye-trackers. The examined attitudes include perceived learning, excitement and intention, all measured in five-point Likert scale using smiley faces. For the gaze we used three different measures connected to cognition, these are: fixation duration (showing difficulties in extracting information), saccade direction change (efforts needed to learn something) and saccade amplitude (goals and expectations during the activity).

To support our assumption, that cognitive load relates with children’s attitudes and motivation, our approach is grounded on self-determination theory and cognitive load theory. The results demonstrate a significant relation between attitudes and children’s gaze patterns during the coding activity. More specific, children who indicated better management of cognitive load, expressed higher scores in their attitudes. Findings also suggest that children with higher reported excitement and learning had the same characteristics. This study demonstrates that the use of eye-tracking provides information about children’s approach on handling coding tasks: that can be especially beneficial for the design of successful coding activities for children. Appropriate teaching methods and tools should focus on providing support avoiding unnecessary disruptions that can become overwhelming.
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Appendix

See Table A.1.

Table A.1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Learn (3, 4, 5)</th>
<th>Intention (3, 4, 5)</th>
<th>Excitement (3, 4, 5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fixation duration</td>
<td>0.13, 0.74, 0.81, 0.45, 0.41, 0.44, 0.27, 0.74, 0.08</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saccade amplitude</td>
<td>0.64, 0.42, 0.81, 0.35, 0.43, 0.85, 0.73, 0.13, 0.38</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saccade direction</td>
<td>0.31, 0.75, 0.54, 0.48, 0.31, 0.69, 0.45, 0.12, 0.45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Abstract

Over the last few years, the integration of coding activities for children in K-12 education has flourished. In addition, novel technological tools and programming environments have offered new opportunities and increased the need to design effective learning experiences. This paper presents a design-based research (DBR) approach conducted over two years, based on constructionism-based coding experiences for children, following the four stages of DBR. Three iterations (cycles) were designed and examined in total, with participants aged 8–17 years old, using mixed methods. Over the two years, we conducted workshops in which students used a block-based programming environment (i.e., Scratch) and collaboratively created a socially meaningful artifact (i.e., a game). The study identifies nine design principles that can help us to achieve higher engagement during the coding activity. Moreover, positive attitudes and high motivation were found to result in the better management of cognitive load. Our contribution lies in the theoretical grounding of the results in constructionism and the emerging design principles. In this way, we provide both theoretical and practical evidence of the value of constructionism-based coding activities.
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1. Introduction

There is growing evidence supporting the introduction of computer science (CS) and computational thinking (CT) into K-12 education (Hubwieser, Armoni, Giannakos, & Mittermeir, 2014; (Horizon, 2015). According to Wing (2006 p.33) “CT represents a universally applicable attitude and skill set everyone, not just computer scientists, would be eager to learn and use”. CT involves problem solving, design of systems and understanding human behavior by employing central concepts of CS (Wing, 2006). Organizations like the Computer Science Teachers Association (CSTA), Informatics Europe, the Cyber Innovation Center, and the National Math and Science Initiative have developed standards applied to coding education (Hubwieser et al., 2015). Increasing interest in learning coding in pedagogical contexts has also been driven and disseminated by organizations like Code.org and CodeAcademy, which argue for the need to create skills that support future career opportunities while highlighting the educational advantages that coding offers. CT and coding in education have become integral parts of the school curricula in many countries. For example, the United Kingdom has integrated computer programming as a mandatory course starting from primary school (Jones, 2013), while Denmark promotes digital literacy, focusing on the knowledge gained from building technologies (Tuulkala, Wagner, Nielsen, Iversen, & Kirkkänen, 2018).

Pioneered by Seymour Papert (Papert, 1980), computer programming in education has received a lot of interest from educators and researchers seeking alternative ways of teaching complex problem-solving skills and providing dynamic learning experiences (Kalelioglu, 2015; Lye & Koh, 2014). Nowadays, there are a variety of technological tools and child-friendly programming environments (Papavlasopoulou, Giannakos, & Jaccheri, 2017a). Many introductory experiences for K-12 have been designed around the use of block-based programming environments, such as Scratch, Alice, Blockly, and App Inventor (Zhang, Liu, de Pablos, & She, 2014; (Fields, Vasudevan, & Kafai, 2015) (Wagner, Gray, Carely, & Welber, 2013). These environments do not require any special expertise but do require careful thinking to tell the computer what to do step by step. Papert’s (1980) constructionist argues that through coding, children have an “object-to-think-with”; in the process, they learn about their own thinking (Gonzalez, 2004). Constructionism-based learning activities have been widely studied in both formal and informal education (Papavlasopoulou, Giannakos, & Jaccheri, 2017a). Integrating coding into pedagogical contexts in an intuitive and engaging experience enhances children’s logic, critical thinking, problem-solving, math, and higher-order skills and can change their attitudes towards computing (Sáez-López, Román-González, & Vázquez-Cano, 2016); (Kafai & Burke, 2015). There are strong arguments for children to learn how to code, supported by the
constructionist approach (Kafai & Burke, 2015) (Gallup, 2015). Children need to acquire 21st-century skills, empowering themselves with the required competences related to the digitalization of our society. Learning how to code has become equally valuable as learning math, reading, and writing (Horizon, 2015).

Several studies have focused on introducing computational literacy to children in different ways (Papavlasopoulou et al., 2017a). Various programmable and interactive objects exist showing the importance of involving children from a young age in learning coding (Pessakis, Gouli, & Mavroudi, 2015). In addition, environments like LiliPad Arduino (Buechley, Eisenberg, Cachten, & Crockett, 2008) have been developed to attract more girls to CS and CT. The combination of physical fabrication and coding has proven valuable for increasing engagement in programming concepts and practices (Kafai & Vasudevan, 2015), especially when it incorporates social and creative dimensions of learning (Gianakos & Jaccheri, 2015). In a study with sixth-grade students in Scotland, Robertson and Howells (Robertson & Howells, 2008) found that making a game is an authentic learning activity offering motivation, enthusiasm, and engagement with learning. Therefore, to overcome the various barriers with learning coding (e.g., difficulty, boredom, confusion, etc.), we need appropriately designed and engaging coding activities for children.

Constructionism theorizes that learner is seen as an active constructor of knowledge rather than being a passive recipient of information (Papert, 1993), with making and coding being the areas that constructionism theory has been widely applied (Kafai & Burke, 2015). Almost three decades after Papert’s original ideas on constructionism, the idea remains relevant and has become ubiquitous in how learning is theorized, with the role of learners and how they come to empirically ground and revamp constructionism-based teaching (Kao & Harrell, 2017). Such grounding would result in methodological advancements and a comprehensive understanding of children’s experience in constructionism-based making activities. In this paper, we present a design-based research (DBR) effort comprising three cycles (iterations) conducted over two years. DBR combines empirical educational research with theory-driven design in learning contexts to understand how, when, and why educational innovations work in real settings (Collins, 1992). The main characteristic of DBR is the systematic and iterative cycle of design, exploration, and redesign (Collective, 2003). Many studies have used DBR in educational contexts (Grover, Pea, & Cooper, 2015; Parmaxi & Zaphiris, 2015) (Sáez-López et al., 2016; Parmaxi, Zaphiris, & Ioannou, 2016) (Schmitz, Klemke, Wallhoft, & Specht, 2015), emphasizing the need for well-designed studies characterized by objectivity, reliability, and validity and providing critical evidence to establish outcomes beneficial for others.

This research aims to contribute to the theoretical notions of constructionism with regard to the effects of coding activities on children’s learning experience. We designed and evaluated coding workshops for children (aged 8–17 years old). Both qualitative and quantitative methods were employed to evaluate our workshops, including interviews, surveys, observations, and physiological data (eye tracking). The coding activities were designed to impact children’s learning outcomes, cognition, and social and emotional development. Thus, the overarching goal of the study was framed with the following research questions:

- What elements of engagement exist in constructionism-based coding activities?
- What principles can guide us to facilitate constructionism-based learning environments that support children’s learning experience?

The fourth section presents the results based on the theory of constructionism and the main design principles that guided each of the iterations. In the fifth section, we discuss and highlight the design implications, derived from this intervening research. We conclude with the limitations of our study and avenues for future work.

2. Related work

2.1. Theoretical framework: constructionism

Our theoretical grounding is constructionism, which was developed by Papert (Papert, 1997), (Papert, 1980). Constructionism assumes that knowledge is better gained when children are deeply and actively involved in building their own meaningful constructions. Based on Piaget’s (1954) theory, which focuses on how mental constructions are formed in someone’s mind, Papert (Papert, 1980) focuses on explaining how construction is a valuable way to create mental constructions. The learner discovers their own knowledge, rather than being a passive receiver. Papert’s constructionism sees the effectiveness of learning as achieved through making, where learners experience the active construction of visible-to-the-world artifacts. Computational culture supports the creation of building those artifacts by using digital media and computer-based technologies (Kafai & Resnick, 2012). The vital aspect of constructionism is the requirement of “objects-to-think-with” – “objects in which there is an intersection of cultural presence, embedded knowledge and the possibility for personal identification” (Papert, 1980), p. 11. The role of this object in Papert’s Mindsstorms is the “turtle”, a digital animal within the Logo programming environment that can be controlled and moved by giving the appropriate commands. The “turtle” acts as a means to think, supporting and promoting a new way of thinking and learning. In Papert’s (1980, p. 76) words: “the child’s encounter with this theorem is different in several ways from memorizing its Euclidean counterpart ‘the sum of the internal angles of a triangle is 180 degrees.’ First (at least in the context of Logo computers), the Total Turtle Trip Theorem is more powerful: The child can actually use it. Second, it is more general: It applies to squares and curves as well as to triangles. Third, it is more intelligible: Its proof is easy to grasp. And it is more personal: You can ‘walk it through,’ and it is a model for the general habit of relating mathematics to personal knowledge.”

Constructionism is not only valuable for the individual in building knowledge through experience and engagement in creating artifacts but also for enhancing the social setting (Kafai, 2006). Like in the well-known samba school example, a social setting strengthens the sense of belonging to a group with a common purpose, where learning becomes important for all and connections are made under the learning culture (Papert, 1980). In the same line (Kafai & Burke, 2015), mention three dimensions of constructionism involved in the process of making games for learning: personal, social, and cultural. More specifically, “personal” refers to the learning and the attitudes related to learning, “social” refers to the collaborative aspects in creating a shared artifact, and “cultural” relates to how gender and race could influence the activity and the possible cultural aspects that could influence participation.

In the process of making computer games, children plan and manage this complex development, placing themselves in control of their own learning and thinking (Kafai & Kafai, 1995). Robertson and Howells (Robertson & Howells, 2008) argue that game design is a powerful learning activity that provides motivation, engagement, and enthusiasm. Constructionism's basic idea is that the most effective learning experiences are those that include active creation, socially meaningful artifacts, interaction with others, and the use of elements that support one's own learning and thinking. Game-making activities not only involve learning how to use technological tools but also using these tools to discover new ways of thinking. In such activities, children are introduced to a culture that permits them to become producers of their own artifacts while building their knowledge in a social context.
2.2. Qualities of constructionism-based coding activities for children

Computer game design and development have been increasingly introduced in both formal and informal educational settings, supporting everything from programming courses and STEM educational topics to broader contexts of problem solving and arts (Papavlasopoulou et al., 2017a). The various technological tools available nowadays allow us to support learning activities based on constructionism and provide meaningful learning experiences for children. In these types of educational activities, children are the protagonists, as they have control of their own products. Coding activities for children not only relate to CS but also allow the development of computational competences and higher-order thinking skills (Grover & Peas, 2013). Children who actively participate in game-making activities enhance, among others, their problem-solving, critical thinking, CT, and collaborative skills (Papavlasopoulou et al., 2017a); (Grover & Peas, 2013).

The benefits of educational activities in which children use technological tools and digital fabrication to construct their own games are many and vary from learning programming concepts to behavioral and perceptual changes towards career paths in computing (Sáez-López et al., 2016) (Kafai & Vasudevan, 2015); (Denner, Werner, & Ortiz, 2012). Making games can be more beneficial than other project-based activities, supporting learning about storytelling, artwork, sound, mechanics, and math (Sung & Hwang, 2013). Moreover, children are familiar with video games from an early age (Gernic, Lobel, & Engels, 2014). Visual programming environments provide opportunities for children to be introduced to programming concepts; owing to the fun and usefulness of the activity, children are highly motivated and have positive attitudes toward coding (Sáez-López et al., 2016). Block-based visual programming languages (like Scratch) have the advantage of using shapes that fit properly only when they make a logical sequence of orders. This gives relief to users and saves them from much of the heartache traditionally forced on learners by textual languages (Wilson & Moffat, 2010), p. 70). However, even advanced text-based programming languages like Java have been used to engage children aged 9–10 in coding (Epper, Foster, Graswold, Herrera, & Snyder, 2014). A combination of physical fabrication and coding can engage and enhance children’s competences in programming concepts (e.g., loops, conditionals, and events) and practices (e.g., remixing, testing, and debugging) (Kafai & Burke, 2015); (Denner et al., 2012). In addition, digital game development was found to be beneficial for special education students, increasing their problem-solving skills through a process of representation, planning, execution, and evaluation of an artifact (Ruggiero & Green, 2017). Hence, further empirical studies are needed to investigate the different aspects and advantages of constructionism-based activities.

Gender discrepancy in coding has been related to negative educational experiences in early childhood (Teague, 2002). CS careers still tend to be highly stereotyped, with girls being less likely to choose this career path. However, studies have found that both girls and boys who get involved in different kinds of software development practices show a better understanding of and positive attitudes towards CS (Bonner & Dorneich, 2016); (Eoandisidis, Gee, & Carmichael, 2017); (Roberts, 2013); (Papavlasopoulou, Sharma, Gnaanakos, & Jachciers, 2017). Scaffolding examples can help girls engagement and confidence when using a programming environment. Studies specifically focusing on girls have found that game design experiences intended to enhance computational skills affect their perceptions in seeing themselves as able to design computer games and encourage them to pursue careers in CS-related professions (Stewart-Gardiner, Carmichael, Latham, Lozano, & Greene, 2013). In a study involving middle-school girls creating games (Denner et al., 2012), found that they were engaged in the process and demonstrated adequate levels of complex programming activity. Thus, designing appropriate activities can be a promising approach to attracting and encouraging girls’ interest in computing.

Generally, the skills gained in these educational contexts go beyond the use of a technological tool for making a game and CT. For instance, when children negotiate artifact construction in a supportive environment, they gain a sense of self-efficacy and belief in their capacities; they learn how to solve a problem, manage difficulties, cope with “failure”, share resources, and communicate with peers (Chu, Schlegel, Quek, Christy, & Chen, 2017); (Çakır, Gass, Foster, & Lee, 2017); (Bers, 2012). These practices exist in constructionist learning and can be applied in subjects like math, language, arts, and others. The value is in the transferable skills uncovered through the experience of completing a successful project.

In a nutshell, constructionism-based coding activities, particularly when the focus is on game-making, provide a fruitful learning environment in which children are stimulated to use a technological tool, affecting their learning experience. Therefore, there is a need to investigate and get a deep understanding of how we can help learners to acquire knowledge, skills, and competences in coding in an engaging and meaningful manner.

3. Methodology

3.1. Design based research (DBR)

DBR is a systematic but agile methodology widely used in educational contexts (Fig. 1) (Anderson & Shattuck, 2012) (Wang & Hannafin, 2005). DBR offers a strategy to understand learning processes through design, exploration, enactment, evaluation, and redesign (Anderson, 2005). DBR is a hybrid method, as it is not a replacement of other methodologies but builds on the use of multiple procedures and methods from both design and research methodologies (Wang & Hannafin, 2005). The purpose of DBR is to influence real educative interventions and validate theoretical concepts. The difference between DBR and formative assessment is that it also has a theoretical goal (Barab & Squire, 2004). Researchers are actively involved and maintain constant collaboration with participants, other researchers, and practitioners to manage the research process in real-world settings. Their aim is to implement interventions with refined and improved designs that influence practice. In short, there are five basic characteristics of DBR: (1) it refines theory and practice, (2) it happens in real-world settings and is grounded in relevant contexts, (3) it is interactive, iterative, and flexible, (4) it uses mixed methods in accordance with potential new needs and emerging issues, and (5) it is contextual, meaning that the research findings are connected with the design process (Wang & Hannafin, 2005).

In our approach, based on all the above, we used constructionism theory and applied the DBR methodology to guide our iterations. More specifically, our research process used DBR methodology as it deals with the complexity of real-world educative contexts (in our case coding workshops) and it is grounded in theory (in our case constructionism theory). In addition, DBR approach is in line with the needs of our study, allowing a long period of time with continuous design, evaluation and redesign of our interventions. In this way, we had also the opportunity to conduct iterative and flexible revisions of the research design applying research methods from both qualitative and quantitative research. DBR methodology needs a detailed and comprehensive documentation of the whole process; this action helped
the analysis of our data and especially the retrospective analysis, both to contribute to theory and practice. For all the four stages of the DBR (Fig. 1), constant collaboration with other researchers, experts in the field and instructors is required; this was essential aspect of our study in order to be able to improve the impact of the interventions, understand the learning experience processes, advance the initial designs and provide theoretical and practical impact extracting design principles.

We conducted three cycles (iterations) over two years, evaluating and refining our coding workshops with children. We applied theoretically and pedagogically aligned tasks to investigate their effectiveness on children's learning engagement, overall learning experience, and collaboration while developing an artifact (a game in our approach).

The main aspects of the study were: 1) the design of the coding workshops to facilitate children's use of the programming tool and to introduce them to coding, 2) the researchers working in close collaboration with the participants and assistants who ran the workshops, 3) the use of different methods to evaluate the effectiveness of our approach to increase the sustainability and scalability of this program, 4) grounding our findings in theory, and 5) identifying general design principles for future similar activities.

3.2. Description of the workshops

The participants’ goal was to create an artifact, which in our case was a game using the Scratch programming tool. Students worked in teams for the development of the artifact. Teaching assistants, specifically trained, led the process and assisted students in achieving their goals.

Regarding the process of construction in the workshops, the most influential to our pedagogical approach was what Resnick calls the “kindergarten approach to learning”, with a spiral cycle of imagine, create, play, share, and reflect – a process that is repeated over and over (Resnick, 2007). Children imagine what they want to do and then create a project with their ideas, play/interact with their own creations, share their creations with others, and reflect on their experiences, leading to new ideas and projects. Adapting Resnick’s spiral, ours also started with “inspire” to characterize the warming-up and inspiring activities that kicked off the children’s creativity. In addition, to characterize the coding process and the use of the Scratch tool specifically, we focused on constantly experimenting and iterating: the children developed their artifacts gradually by trying new elements, using different concepts, and revising them (Fig. 2).

3.2.1. Cycles 1 and 2

We designed and implemented a coding activity in conjunction with an initiative organized at the Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU), in Trondheim, Norway, named Kodeløypa (meaning “the path towards coding”). The workshop activities were based on the constructionist approach, as one of the main principles of this is learning by making. The workshop was conducted in a largely informal setting, as an out-of-school activity, and lasted for four hours in total. Various student groups, in the range 8–17 years old, were invited to NTNU’s specially designed rooms for creative purposes to interact with digital robots and to create games using Scratch and the Arduino hardware platform. Specifically, Arduino was attached to the digital robots to connect them with the computer. At that point, an extension of Scratch called Scratch for Arduino (S4A) provided the extra blocks needed to control the robots. The Scratch programming language uses colorful blocks grouped into categories (motion, looks, sound, pen, control, sensors, operators, and variables), with which children can develop stories, games, and any type of animation. In general, the children who attended the workshop worked collaboratively in triads or dyads (depending on the number of children). The workshop was designed for children without (or with minimum) previous experience in coding. The design of the activity (interacting with robots and creating games), and the use of Scratch programming language (suitable for all ages) provided flexibility and allowed the successful implementation of the workshop with participants from 8 to 17 years old students. Each of the workshops, had a specific age group of students, carefully selected, being within a small age range. During the workshop, student assistants were responsible for supporting each team as needed. Approximately one assistant observed and helped one or two teams. Three researchers were also present throughout the intervention, focusing on observing, writing notes, and taking care of the overall execution of the workshop. The workshop had two main sections (Fig. 3).

Interacting with the robots: In the first section, the children interacted with digital robots made by an artist (using recycling materials). The different robots were placed next to the computers (one for each team). When the children entered the room, one assistant welcomed them, told them to be seated, and briefly presented an overview of the workshop. The assistants then advised the children to pay attention to the paper tutorial and the worksheets placed on the desks (one for each student). First, the children filled in the worksheet to answer questions regarding the exact places and numbers of sensors and lights on the robots. The tutorial contained instructions with examples and pictures, similar to the robots they were using. The examples had little text and more images and described exactly how the children could interact with the robots. The children accomplished a series of simple loops that controlled the robots and made them react to the environment with visual effects (such as turning on a light when sensors detected that the light was below a certain threshold). Children could touch and play with the robots but not change any parts of them. Although the duration of the session was different for each team, it lasted between 45 min and 1.5 h and ended with a break before the next session.

Creating games using Scratch: This session focused on the creative implementation of simple game development concepts using Scratch. All children took another paper-based tutorial containing examples and visualizations to help them to ideate their own games. The tutorial comprised simple text explanations and included basic CT concepts and possible loops that the children were supposed to use in their own games. First, the assistants advised the children to concentrate on understanding the idea of the game, to discuss it with their team members, and to create a draft storyboard. The children then developed their own games by collaboratively designing and coding using Scratch. To accelerate the children’s progress, they were given existing game characters and easy loops. While the children worked on their projects, help was provided whenever they asked for it, and complex programming concepts were introduced on an individual level according to the relevance to their project. Children created their games step by step by iteratively testing and coding them. After completing the games, all teams reflected on and played each other’s games. This section lasted approximately three hours.
3.2.2. Cycle 3
We designed and implemented a two-day workshop in conjunction with the local library of Trondheim, Norway. The workshop activities focused on coding including artistic elements and were based on the constructionist approach. The call for participation was made to middle-school girls of the Trondheim region during the autumn 2017 school break. Previous experience was not a prerequisite for the girls' participation. The activities of each day were conducted in an informal setting and lasted for approximately five hours, including breaks. Female instructors, with previous experience in similar activities (also involved in Kodeløypa), facilitated the workshop and were responsible for supporting the girls during the process. During the workshop, the girls had to create storyboards based on solving particular environmental problems and then, based on their stories, create games using the Scratch programming language (Fig. 4). For the development of the storyboards, the girls could use different types of materials, like ribbons, colored cardboard, stickers, drawing pencils, etc., as provided by the library. The girls worked collaboratively in teams of two or three (depending on the number of participants). Two researchers were present for the whole duration of the workshop, assisting when needed for the smooth execution of the activities, including the data collection. The workshop is described below, based on the two days of activities.

First day of the workshop: On the first day, we introduced the basic skills of coding and other non-technical aspects of game development, like storyboard creation. The workshop started with a story from a book, based on a woman with children and everyday problems, who was also a mentor and a superhero helping people to succeed with their technology projects. The girls were inspired and were informed that they had to think of their own characters who needed to save the world from environmental issues of their choosing. Then, in order to give an introduction to coding, the instructors presented an example of a functional game with Scratch on a relevant environmental topic. Then, the girls were asked to individually complete basic coding exercises using Scratch. At the end of the first day, the teams prepared and presented their storyboards with three different scenes on paper/cardboard, including the title, theme, character, plot, conflict, and solution.

Second day of the workshop: Starting the second day of the workshop, the girls had to update, if they wanted, their storyboards and finalize them. Then, the rest of the day was dedicated to their game creation using Scratch. The girls completed a paper-based tutorial, created by the instructors, with simple text explanations and examples of basic CT concepts and possible loops that the girls were supposed to use in their own games, all based on Scratch. During the creation of their games, the girls had to use their storyboards exactly and "transferred" their ideas into games using Scratch. At any time, the girls could ask for help from the instructors, who even introduced complicated programming concepts, if it was necessary for their games. The girls created their games step by step and continuously testing and coding them. At the end of the day, all teams prepared presentations of their games and everyone played each other's games.

3.3. Sampling
All the participants of the three cycles were students from Trondheim region. The first two cycles took place at NTNU in specially designed rooms, and the last cycle took place in the local library. The data related to the three cycles were collected after receiving permission from the Norwegian Centre for Research Data (NSD), following all the regulations and recommendations for research with children. When the participants had been selected, a researcher contacted their teachers and parents in order to obtain the necessary consent from both the child and the legal guardian for the data collection. Their participation in the research project was voluntary and they could drop out at any time, with no consequences on their participation in the workshop.

3.3.1. Participants of cycle 1
Children from 3rd to 12th grade (aged 8–17 years old) participated in the coding activity. The activity took place during autumn 2016 with a sample of 12 girls (mean age: 12.64, SD: 2.838) and 32 boys (mean age: 12.35, SD: 2.773). Five workshops took place over two weeks, following the coding activity described in the previous section.

3.3.2. Participants of cycle 2
In autumn 2017, children from 8th to 10th grade (aged 13–16 years old) participated in the coding activity. The sample consisted of 105 participants in total, 69 boys and 36 girls (mean age: 14.55, SD: 0.650). Kodeløypa workshops were conducted every Friday for six weeks.

3.3.3. Participants of cycle 3
The sample of the third study consisted of eight girls from 6th to 10th grade (aged 10–14 years old) (mean age: 12.135, SD: 1.389). Girls participated in the two-day workshop during autumn 2017, following all the activities of the workshop described in the previous section at the local library.

3.4. Data collection
Following the DBR methodology described by (Reeves, 2006), our study involved four stages (Table 1). In stage 1, we conducted a critical literature review to identify theoretical and practical problems in constructionism-based coding activities. Then, in the second stage, after discussions with instructors and with experts in human-computer interaction (HCI) and technology-enhanced learning (TEL), we developed the design of the intervention based on constructionism. Stage 3 involved the testing and refinement of the iterative cycles in practice. Qualitative and quantitative data were collected during the three cycles using various instruments, including pre and post knowledge acquisition tests, attitudinal questionnaires, eye-tracking data, semi-structured interviews, field notes from observations, instructors' reflections, and the artifacts constructed by the children in different phases of the process. All data focused on exploring the children's learning experience.
in our coding workshops and guided us to the improvement of the design of the next iteration. The fourth stage of DBR is the development of design principles that intend to provide feasible solutions with respect to the theoretical goals. This final stage contains all the reflections from the previous stages, including notes of the design issues that emerged from the analysis of the results at each iteration.

3.5. Data analysis

In the DBR methodology, all stages, from the analysis to the development of design principles, include interactive and iterative formative evaluations. From the beginning of the cycles’ implementation, starting with the design, to the execution and evaluation of each workshop, the researchers and instructors were in constant collaboration. Their involvement throughout the project allowed them to gain valuable knowledge and competence in the analysis and interpretation of the data gathered in each cycle. All data collected from the three cycles were respectively analyzed according to their type. For example, quantitative data were analyzed using one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Pearson correlation coefficient among others; while qualitative data were analyzed based on (Saldaña, 2015). All data were compared and cross-checked for triangulation. For this paper, the qualitative analysis was manually conducted by the researchers using both inductive and deductive approaches, based on (Saldaña, 2015) (Mayring, 2014).

During the two years of the project, after the end of each iteration (cycle), the researchers and instructors participated in focus groups discussing and revealing all the growing ideas emerged from the outcomes of the iteration. All ideas were connected to the results of the respective iteration, representing the codes for our qualitative analysis for this study. In order to synthesize the ideas and formulate themes, we focused mainly on the students’ engagement in the coding activities. The students’ engagement included interaction with the instructor and the learning tool and collaboration with other students in the creation of an artifact. In our approach, we adopt the term “academic engagement” (Turner, Christensen, Kackar-Cam, Trucano, & Fulmer, 2014) to describe how the students were involved in and put effort into learning, understanding, and collaborating with their peers. Engagement during educational activities has many aspects and is connected with other theoretical constructs, like motivation and self-regulation (Henrie, Halverson, & Graham, 2015). According to (Fredricks, Blumenfeld, & Paris, 2004), there are three types of engagement: behavioral, emotional, and cognitive, which are interrelated within the individual. “Behavioral engagement” refers to participation, involvement, and attention, among others. “Emotional engagement” refers to the learner's feelings, like frustration or interest, expressions of positive effects, and social connection. “Cognitive engagement” refers to the learner's investment in understanding what they have been taught, their efforts related to the mind, their strategy use, and their self-regulatory and meta-cognitive behaviors.

Each idea was connected with one of the three types of engagement, depending on its content. For example, ideas representing children's cognitive processes, like the use of different gaze patterns during the coding activity, were placed under cognitive engagement. Respectively, we followed the same procedure to place, if possible, all ideas under the appropriate type of engagement, which also allowed us to see possible interconnections. Consequently, the most prominent themes emerged. It was an iterative process, with constant refinement and reflection on the ideas and themes during the three cycles. This helped us not only to see the connections and make decisions for the design but also to identify the most important theoretical aspects in our studies. The final step of the analysis, after removing similar themes, involved categorization to identify the most important findings. The categories were interpreted according to Papert’s (1980) theoretical framework, with the agreement of the instructors and the HCI and TEL experts (Fig. 5).

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Data collection method</th>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Analysis</td>
<td>Literature review</td>
<td>Researchers</td>
<td>Analyze and identify problems and gaps in constructionism-based coding activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development</td>
<td>Literature review</td>
<td>HCl experts</td>
<td>Identify the theoretical framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development</td>
<td>Discussions</td>
<td>TEL experts</td>
<td>Design the interventions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iterative cycles of testing and refinement in practice</td>
<td>Iteration 1</td>
<td>Researchers</td>
<td>Get a comprehensive view of students' learning experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iterative cycles of testing and refinement in practice</td>
<td>Iteration 2</td>
<td>HCl experts</td>
<td>Design elements for the next iteration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iterative cycles of testing and refinement in practice</td>
<td>Iteration 3</td>
<td>TEL experts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iterative cycles of testing and refinement in practice</td>
<td></td>
<td>Instructions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructors’ reflections</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iterations 2 and 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi-structured interviews</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artifact collection</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge acquisition test (pre and post)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eye tracking</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iteration 1</td>
<td>44 children aged 8-17 years old</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iteration 2</td>
<td>105 children aged 13-16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iteration 3</td>
<td>76 girls aged 14-16 years old</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field notes from observations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artifact collection</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discussions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus groups</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iterations 2 and 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflections and notes from all cycles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of design principles</td>
<td>Researchers</td>
<td>Identify the prominent design principles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of design principles</td>
<td>HCl experts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of design principles</td>
<td>TEL experts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of design principles</td>
<td>Instructions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the next section, we present the findings for the first cycle, showing the important contributions based on the theoretical framework of Papert’s constructionism. Then, for cycles 2 and 3, we first present the key findings emerging from the respective previous cycle related to the design of the activities and then the important contributions based on the theoretical framework.

4. Iterative design cycles, theoretical findings, and design elements

For each of the three cycles, we present the most prominent results as linked to Papert’s constructionism. Therefore, there is no detailed representation of the results, as they were respectively analyzed according to their type during the process. However, when needed, there is a reference to the findings related to the data collection method in order to help the proper explanation of the specific outcome.

4.1. Cycle 1

Two theoretical ideas emerged from this cycle:

1) Learning to learn (different coding approaches result in different learning gains): According to Papert (Papert, 1980), in a constructionist learning environment, the child is able to construct their own knowledge and build on what they already know. In our workshop, the students produced socially meaningful and engaging artifacts: games. The findings from this study (cycle 1) showed that depending on their age, the students used different gaze patterns in the coding process, had different approaches to coding, and had different learning gain from the activity.

The younger students (kids) focused on the appearance of their games’ characters, while the older ones (teens) had more-structured coding behavior. This was evident in the proportion of time that the kids and teens spent in specific areas of interest (based on eye tracking) in the Scratch programming environment and the transitions between them. The teens presented more “hypothesis-testing” behavior during their efforts in making the games and could shift their attention to the more “meaningful” parts of the Scratch screen. By “the meaningful parts of the screen”, we mean specific areas of interest in the Scratch interface that indicate the main areas of attention in coding: scripts, output, and commands. In addition, the teens were able to collaborate better than the kids were (had higher similarity gaze). The teens had a higher level of shared understanding and could communicate better during the coding activity. This confirms the teens’ attitude towards helping each other more, contrasting with the kids, who wanted to have greater individual control. Eventually, “by deliberately learning to imitate mechanical thinking, the learner becomes able to articulate what mechanical thinking is and what it is not. The exercise can lead to greater confidence about the ability to choose a cognitive style that suits the problem” and “what is most important in this is that through these experiences these children would be serving their apprenticeships as epistemologists, that is to say learning to think articulately about thinking” (Papert, 1980). Children’s coding processes represent their way of “thinking mechanically” and adopting the educational advantage of this way of deliberately thinking. Using a simple description of the process, trying to create/make a game is a way to combine appropriate orders and create programs to tell the computer what to do, step by step. This process includes logic, math, problem-solving, and critical thinking skills. In order for children to achieve their goals in such environments, they should find the appropriate cognitive style that will support them in the coding process of creating a shared artifact. This shows the importance of having appropriate tools and instructions for each age group. Different age groups differently organize their thinking and consequently their coding, so the way they approach the process of creating an artifact can be instrumental to their learning and the successful completion of the artifact. This notion is in accordance with Papert, as he presents a resemblance with juggling: “it always takes time to learn necessary component skills. What can be eliminated are wasteful and inefficient methods. Learning enough juggling skill to keep three balls going takes many hours when the learner follows a poor learning strategy. When a good one is adopted the time is greatly reduced, often to as little as twenty or thirty minutes” (Papert, 1980). Finding the appropriate methods to help children of different age groups will result in efficient and effective learning processes.

2) Cognitive effort and affective engagement: Positive attitudes and motivation are important to cognitive learning. There is a relation between children’s attitudes and their cognitive processes while coding. Highly motivated children with positive attitudes have the ability to handle cognitive load and better manage the construction of their artifacts. This idea appeared in our findings from the measures used to examine cognition through the eye-tracking data and the relation with attitudes of perceived learning (seen as confidence, the degree that children indicate their performance), intention to perform coding again, and excitement. The children who were highly engaged and motivated during the construction of the artifact exhibited gaze behavior that showed lower cognitive overload. Papert (1980) describes the notion of “bricolage”, which represents a qualitative way of organizing and planning when problem solving by constantly experimenting until finalizing the artifact. Effort and difficulty are prominent during the whole coding process and require motivational goals and determination from a child to commit themselves to the learning. This is an expected notion, as “You can’t learn bread-and-butter (basic) skills if you come to them with fear and the anticipation of hating them” (Papert, 1980). The design of the coding activity of our workshop had an overall cognitive load that could become overwhelming for children, especially those who are novices to coding. From the complexity of the task, children might reach a point of feeling overloaded, which can lead to a critical condition where, without the proper pleasant and motivating environment, the learning experience can fail. It is not a surprising result that the children with more difficulties and cognitive load had lower scores in their attitudes.

4.2. Cycle 2

The key findings, as design elements, that emerged from cycle 1 and guided the refinement of the design of cycle 2 are described below. Structured assistance, pleasant environment, and revised learning materials to:

a) Guide students to focus on structured coding behavior.

Students should put a lot of effort and thinking into learning the necessary component skills, and they should be cognitively supported during the coding activity. As shown in the results of the eye-tracking data, those who shifted their attention to the meaningful parts of the screen (such as commands and output) had better learning gain, based on their knowledge acquisition tests. Therefore, the design of the activity should support students efficiently to ensure that they can take appropriate actions and know where to pay attention when they code to have an effective approach that is suitable for the task.

b) Avoid cognitive overload.

Students can become easily overwhelmed in the process of creating an artifact, especially when they are new to coding. By using the “bricolage” style, in which they are constantly experimenting, students can feel overloaded as they seek to find the appropriate commands in the tool, manage different tasks, and make decisions during the activity. Consequently, supporting students when needed and providing relevant learning materials can reduce their cognitive load and provide a scaffold for managing their learning and thinking.
c Keep the participants motivated.

Students’ positive attitudes are related to their cognitive load, as represented by their eye movements, based on the results from cycle 1. Highly motivated students with positive attitudes have better management of cognitive load. Hence, providing a pleasant environment that enhances students’ enthusiasm for and engagement with learning will help students to have a fruitful experience.

d Enhance collaboration within the teams.

As students collaborate in teams to create a shared artifact, social interaction in learning during the coding activity is not something we can overlook, as it also unfolds team dynamics. Teams with better collaboration (higher gaze similarity) had higher team average learning gain, as calculated by the knowledge acquisition tests. It is important to encourage collaboration and good communication among team members so that they can benefit from each other’s help.

In this cycle, the duration of the workshop for all groups of students was the same, as an out-of-school one-day activity. The results were based on the qualitative analysis of the interviews, observations, and evaluations of the students’ artifacts. The children were able to express exactly their struggles and ways of thinking during the artifact creation, allowing us to detect the exact behavior of the children as they expressed it to reflect their cognitive processes (noticing debugging behavior and specific difficulties). Triangulation of the data helped us to validate our findings. The implementation of the Kodelyapa coding workshop took place over two years, with few differences in the design of the activities with differences in the research design, evidence descriptions, and results of the different instruments used for data collection.

Two theoretical ideas emerged from this cycle:
1) Social aspect of creating an artifact: The “social” dimension refers to the role of collaboration in the coding activity. Children worked in teams of three (or two, depending on the total number of participants) to create a shared artifact. Collaboration and social interaction for a common goal have many benefits, including interacting with others, examining different perspectives, expressing understandings, and interpreting things differently. During the coding activity, the children were encouraged to work collaboratively to create a shared artifact that was meaningful for their peers too. The process also offered the opportunity to all participants to play each other’s games and reflect on them. Collaboration was primarily examined between the members of the groups but also among the different teams. From the observations and interviews, the help they got from other team members was important. Half of the children expressed the highest level of satisfaction with the collaborative process in their team, while 72% showed high levels regarding being able to develop skills from the other members of the team. This interaction, which shows collaboration and help among the teams, had various aspects, from practical (what command they should use in Scratch to accomplish a task) to ideas for their games. This finding was confirmed from the artifact analysis: teams who were sitting close to one another had similarities in the programming concepts they used, as well as in their main game ideas (such as a maze or jumping on platforms). In addition, through the different versions of the artifacts, we observed that elements changed based on other teams’ suggestions.

“When we didn’t find anything, we looked at another group and saw how they did it”

For the team members, the construction of the artifact was not an individual task; it was a social interaction with a shared goal to create a game. The results showed that, most of the time, collaboration was efficient. The children acknowledged and expressed how valuable it was that they were working together to complete their artifacts.

“If I had my own project, I would probably not find anything”

“It is easier to code with someone than to code by yourself; if I had been alone, I wouldn’t have managed to do the same”

“We both came up with ideas and equally contributed to the design and coding parts”

“I coded more, while they contributed with ideas on what should be incorporated. We were all important members of the team”

An important aspect of the good collaboration was the fact that the team members knew each other from before and/or had done other projects together.

“We knew each other, and we felt pretty safe around each other. We could discuss and agree easily on what had to be done”

Nevertheless, there were some indications of bad collaboration that caused frustration. This was mainly caused from having a “bad leader” in the group who wanted control. This was expressed from both sides.

“It was maybe that I took too much control. I should have let my partner decide a bit more”

“He didn’t let me finish my task; he just wanted to have the control back”

Paper’s (Papert, 1980) notion of the importance of social norms and interaction in learning is reflected in his research on samba schools: “These are not schools as we know them; they are social clubs with memberships that may range from a few hundred to many thousands”. The construction of games and other artifacts is not an isolated action but happens in a social context.

This resonates with Paper’s (Papert, 1980) notion of social interaction: “Although the work at the computer is usually private it increases the children’s desire for interaction. These children want to get together with others engaged in similar activities because they have a lot to talk about. And what they have to say to one another is not limited to talking about their products: Logo is designed to make it easy to tell about the process of making them”.

2) Powerful thinking (or learning about thinking): Papert (Papert, 1980) argues that children are able to recognize the different procedures in code, understand when the code does not run as expected, use debugging strategies, and act intentionally to improve the code. For the construction of their artifacts during the coding activity, the children worked with programming concepts and practices to successfully complete their task. Making a game requires deep engagement and strategy use to successfully manage the completion of the task. The children iteratively organized and documented their code. As described by Papert (1980, p. 28) regarding the Logo environment: “teaching the Turtle to act or to ‘think’ can lead one to reflect on one’s own actions and thinking. And as children move on, they program the computer to make more complex decisions and find themselves engaged in reflecting on more complex aspects of their own thinking.”

For the construction of the artifacts, the children had the opportunity to plan, problem solve, code, debug, collaborate, communicate, and reflect on their coding experience using Scratch. The participants realized that this was an iterative process, and for some it appeared to be difficult and challenging. Some found it fun to try out the different blocks, discovering the different functionalities. Whatever they made seemed to be suitable for their code; at the same time, the need to add a new function changed everything and triggered a new thinking and debugging process.

“The hardest thing was to put the different pieces of code together and make them work as one game”

“It was very challenging when we started to change different things to see what happened with the other code”

The most prominent difficulties related to movement, jumping, the
use of loops, and hiding/showing different sprites. These actions were the main problems that the children had to deal with from the beginning of their game creation and defined their thinking processes. This was also indicated by the artifact analysis of the first versions of their games. In order to make a character move and jump in Scratch, you often have to have an event block with a conditional combined with motion blocks for moving the sprite x steps or to place it in a certain y- or x-coordinate in a chosen direction. Observations showed that movement and jumping were the most common reasons the children asked for help, indicating that it was hard for them to articulate their knowledge about conditionals (if, then; repeat until; and when key is pressed, do this), direction, and the coordinate system to achieve an appropriate order of blocks.

Coding in Scratch enables children to articulate their thoughts and watch the outcomes of their own decisions.

"If you did something, the result wasn’t always what you expected”

After the initial trials with coding, by being more and more engaged in the process, the children had the opportunity to clarify their thinking and interpret the immediate feedback, acting accordingly.

"Before, I didn’t understand that things wouldn’t happen if you didn’t explicitly give instructions”

"The ideas and code come really fast when you realize what kind of options you have”

4.3. Cycle 3

The key findings, as design elements, that emerged from cycle 2 and guided the refinement of the design of cycle 3 are described below:

a Allow an adequate amount of time for engagement during the workshop.

As mentioned earlier, the students spent a lot of time at the beginning of the workshop. One of the time-consuming actions was to decide the theme of the game. Time management is very important in such workshops: on the one hand, students need to have the freedom to decide their own themes; on the other hand, it is critical to have an adequate amount of time for the follow-up tasks. Therefore, having a specific theme for the game creation that is sufficiently broad, inspiring, and meaningful will give them the freedom to be creative but at the same time will prevent them from “getting lost.” In addition, it will give a meaningful social and personal context to the learning process, foster their interest, and create a common ground for all teams.

b Provide a specific theme for the game creation.

c Inspire the participants with an example of a female game hero and a demonstration of a similar game by female assistants (as role models).

From cycle 2, focusing on the analysis of the data collected from the teams consisting only of girls, it is evident that stereotypes exist. Most of them expressed that they had not tried coding before and did not know what to create, as they thought game creation was only for “geeks.” In their eyes, only boys like video games. To encourage interest and get the girls inspired and engaged, a storyboard and a game were used as examples, with the main character a heroine who had powers that could “solve problems”.

d Focus on the design part of the game in a structured way (i.e. spend sufficient time on creating the storyboard first and having a presentation on it).

The results from the data from cycle 2 (interviews, observations, and game versions) showed that the teams who followed a more-structured approach (creating a draft storyboard with their idea before starting coding) were able to successfully manage and finish on time, as well as being less overwhelmed. Moreover, based on the different versions of the collected games, these students had a greater capacity to develop their initial ideas (designed in the storyboards), and this resulted in higher-quality games (more complete/advanced).

e Introduce coding individually.

The students participating in the workshop did not have the same experience with coding. This approach was geared towards helping the participants individually to familiarize themselves with the tool (in our case, Scratch), gain insights on what they could create, and develop basic skills. Having a common ground of basic knowledge among the team members will make everyone engaged and active. Thus, it is very important to have some individual activities at the beginning that prevent students with experience from dominating their teams, which could disengage novices.

One theoretical idea emerged from this cycle:

1) Use of powerful ideas: “Powerful ideas”, as described by Papert (Papert, 1980), are central concepts of learning and should be a necessary part of constructionist activities. A “powerful idea” must be both personally and epistemologically useful, giving the opportunity to organize a way of thinking, appropriate each time for the specific task, building on previously gained skills and knowledge. Learners need to be highly explorative before they gain expertise; therefore, the task they are required to do needs to be engaging enough in order to commit them to the learning process. In his book Mindstorms, Papert shows the importance of powerfulness and the powerful nature of children’s use of computers as tools and the Logo programming language, as well all the powerful ideas that emerge from children’s engagement with computer-based activities.

What is important is to make a powerful idea part of intuitive thinking (Papert, 1980). In the design of the activity in the third cycle, “powerful” was a quality gained from the girls, as they were allowed to closely engage with the creation of the artifacts in multiple stages, using Scratch. This process brought the learners in touch with some powerful general ideas, for example planning an exciting project, using programming instructions, debugging, and designing, to mention a few.

The girls had an experience outside of the classroom in a local library, collaborating with girls of a similar age but with varied interests and background knowledge, which was in contrast with a single classroom experience. The duration of the workshop was critical not only for learning purposes but also because it allowed the participants to bond and exchange interests and gave them the proper amount of time to interact, negotiate, learn from each other, and finally achieve the goal of the creation of the artifact. In addition, by having a concrete context for the game (create a game that reflects an environmental issue) and a tool (Scratch) embedded in a meaningful environment, they could see the project’s relevance to their lives.

“It was so fun and exciting to make a game for saving the world with Scratch and with new friends, who taught me so much about computers”

The girls gradually discovered the Scratch tool and how they could use it. As they became more engaged in the process and saw their
artifact become a reality, they enhanced their feelings of self-achievement and self-confidence. They found themselves confronting difficulties and learning things that they did not know about game design. The use of Scratch gave them new possibilities and made them “walk it through” and relate their personal knowledge to thinking effectively and happily to achieve the artifact construction.

“I thought it was much harder to make a game, but I could understand how to use it and at the end we managed to do everything we wanted.”

“… some things were difficult, but we tried and made things happen”

“… we find out how things worked, and many times we had to go back and change stuff”

“I am so proud of what I did today … When you design a game in a storyboard, you don’t think about using a timer, but with Scratch you can … you can do everything you can think of.”

5. Discussion

The intended outcomes of this DBR were twofold: 1) to ground the main findings of interventions conducted over two years in constructionism, and 2) to identify reusable design principles that can inform coding activities for children and pedagogical tasks. In this study, we aimed to investigate children’s learning experience as they constructed their own knowledge by using a digital programming tool (Scratch) and collaboratively creating socially meaningful artifacts: games.

Analysis of the different data collected from the various instruments over the two-year intervention helped us to explore the effectiveness of our coding workshops on children’s engagement. We focused on how they enhanced participants’ knowledge of basic programming concepts, their coding behavior, their social interaction and collaboration, and how they perceived their coding experience as a whole when introduced to coding.

It is important to have appropriate educational designs aiming to promote active learning with the support of constructionism. Including components like a balance of individual and social involvement and the use of a visual programming language, all employed under the common goal of creating an artifact, fosters children’s deeper transferable CT skills, which are vital for our society’s information revolution. Engaging children in a learning environment that embraces creative design, problem solving, collaboration, and communication strengthens their sense of competence and confidence, their compassion for others, and their moral character (Bers, 2010). Together with achieving a significant improvement in students’ understanding of computational knowledge, like programming concepts and practices, it is essential to create high levels of motivation, fun, and commitment as part of an efficient pedagogical design, as reflected in our study.

5.1. Engagement in constructionism-based coding activities

Below we summarize the main characteristics of student engagement, as shown in our DBR approach and according to constructionism.

The students indicated that they were cognitively engaged during the workshops; they managed to adopt deliberative thinking and to understand and imitate mechanical thinking while coding. In order to achieve this, they had to use an appropriate cognitive strategy (e.g., a “hypothesis-testing” gaze pattern, as shown by the eye-tracking data) to approach the task and achieve some level of self-regulation (Papavlasopoulou, Sharma et al., 2017). There are different ways to approach a problem, and it takes time to learn the necessary skills. In our workshops, we used a visual programming tool (Scratch); one of the strengths of such tools is that computational practices become less cognitively challenging (Kelleher & Pausch, 2005), so students can focus on problem solving and creative thinking (Lin & Liu, 2012). Even with the use of such tools, during the coding process, cognitive load can be critical, as students use the “bricolage” style by constantly experimenting and trying different patterns. Instructors can help students to manage their learning and in a similar way to the approach a problem, and it takes time to learn the necessary skills. In our workshops, we used a visual programming tool (Scratch); one of the strengths of such tools is that computational practices become less cognitively challenging (Kelleher & Pausch, 2005), so students can focus on problem solving and creative thinking (Lin & Liu, 2012). Even
increased their sense of achievement, self-confidence, and self-efficacy. At the end of the workshops, the students felt competent and proud of their achievements. After the workshop, compared to the boys, the girls expressed lower self-efficacy (a belief in one's capacity to succeed in tasks), possibly due to the fact that most of them did not have any previous experience with coding. A sense of self-efficacy is important and should be enhanced, as it is related to cognitive strategies, effort, and persistence in learning environments (Bandura, 1997).

5.2. Principles to facilitate constructionism-based learning environments that support children’s learning experience

In summary, we identified the following nine principles emerging from our DBR study, which shed light on best practices in the design of coding activities for children based on constructionism. The principles emerged represent the knowledge gained from the two years of interventions and the comparative and retrospective analysis of the outcomes based also on the literature:

1) Social interaction: Collaboration between team members is a vital part of coding activities. It is essential to enhance this and to ensure that there is a sense of equality of effort, involvement, and participation between team members and among teams.

2) Appropriate design according to age: Different age groups (teens and kids) need different approaches and designs in order to engage with a coding activity. The instruction should consider the characteristics of each age group. One example is to promote a focus on functionality rather than graphics from the beginning of the activity to aid younger participants. Instructors should ensure that children receive guidelines on where to focus their attention when they code (such as commands and output in Scratch).

3) Duration of the activity: According to constructionism (Papert, 1980), when having children use technological tools, duration is key for them to become personally, intellectually, and emotionally involved. Workshops with longer hours can enable children to learn strategies, gain technological skills, make connections with their own practices, and engage with coding, helping to increase their knowledge.

4) Relevance of the activity and meaningful content: Offering a supportive theme for the artifact creation process, in which participants can meaningfully participate in real-life settings, is a key factor supporting the psychological and sociocultural elements for effective learning. Children become engaged and actively involved in the process of artifact creation when it is meaningful for them and related to a real-life context.

5) Physical and digital artifacts: The results of the present study showed that the inclusion of physical tasks was engaging and enabled the participants to enhance their skills. The initial task of designing and drawing in the traditional way (using pen and paper, as well as other tangible materials) immediately put players into action and created a physical and emotional peak in the process.

6) Children's attitudes and motivation: The learning process should be supported by providing tasks that encourage children to reflect, motivate them to collaborate, and give them meaningful reasons to complete their artifacts. In this vein, Papert (1980, p. 42) highlighted a resemblance with juggling: “in a learning environment with the proper emotional and intellectual support, the ‘uncoordinated’ can learn circus arts like juggling and those with ‘no head for figures’ learn not only that they can do mathematics but that they can enjoy it as well.”

7) Cognitive overload: Coding activities for children can have a high cognitive load, which affects their performance and overall experience with the tasks. Proper organization and integration of the learning materials, with a coherent representation and instruction of the related digital tools, tasks, and activities, are required to avoid unnecessary streams of information and cognitive overload.

8) Appropriate tasks: To effectively implement a coding workshop, the tasks should make the children both interested and able to learn. The process should afford participants the opportunity to apply aspects of problem solving, coding, debugging, collaborating, planning, communicating, and reflecting on their work. The tasks should support children's and instructors' ability to work through the process of creating an artifact and benefit from an appropriate sequence of tasks that allows the maximum use of their abilities. The proposed tasks are: 1) a warm-up activity and an inspiring introduction, 2) explore/design, 3) construct/create the digital artifact, and 4) evaluate/get feedback from peers, all alongside collaborating with team members and receiving support from assistants/instructors.

9) Meaningful framework for the involvement of the instructors: In the construction of an artifact, children are not alone: practitioners (e.g., teachers and assistants) and anyone else who is responsible for the learning task are also involved. Therefore, they should strive to create more-articulate and honest teaching relationships. Working with digital tools allows the teacher and the learner to share a common goal by trying to get the computer to do what they want and trying to understand what it does. As they create the artifact and encounter “bugs”, children engage in conversations and develop the appropriate language to ask for help when they need it. As each artifact process is unique, new situations might occur that neither the teacher nor the learner has faced before. So, the teacher should be dynamically involved in the creation and the discussions that occur. In that way, there is an opportunity to find new ways to explain and show in real time the concepts needed to the children.

As noted by Papert (Papert, 1980): “sharing the problem and the experience of solving it allows a child to learn from an adult not ‘by doing what teacher says’ but ‘by doing what teacher does.”

6. Limitations

This study had some limitations. First, our workshops were designed for children who had no previous experience of coding. The participants were randomly selected; therefore, the sample was not consistent in terms of the children’s prior knowledge and interaction with coding. Even though we had an indication in our data collection to measure the children’s prior knowledge, we could have used other methods to be more accurate. Second, the factors that might affect children’s self-perceptions are much more complex than we might assume. Third, although the participants of the third cycle were committed for the two days’ workshop and gave us high quality data, the sample is not large; this is due to unexpected matters from the participants’ side prior to the scheduled dates of the workshop. In addition, the age range of the students in the study is big (8–17), maybe, focusing on a smaller range would have given a different perspective. Demographic variables and other characteristics (cognitive and motivational) that distinguish them from the rest of the population could have confounded the findings. Artifacts like games might be imperfect examples of what children learn, especially when they receive help during the process. Despite the fact that we observed the teams and made notes on the help they received, we might have underestimated or overestimated their understanding of programming concepts.

In addition, limitations due to the types of data collection methods and instruments used apply in our case. One limitation related to the eye tracking: the young age of the participants, their enthusiasm during the activities, and the fact that eye trackers are designed for adults made it difficult to gather good-quality data. Moreover, this project used Scratch as a programming environment for the development of the artifact: another technological tool might have had a different impact on the children’s experience. Our choice was based on our literature review and the acknowledged benefits of this programming environment, which has been widely used over the last few years. Although we tried to apply all aspects of the DBR methodology in our study, showing the relationship between theory and practice (of the artifact construction activity), there were still some limitations. The data were extensive.
and comprehensive, requiring extended time for collection and analysis; consequently, because time and resources were limited, some data might have been discarded or received less attention. Lastly, we defined in detail the setting of our study and how they were linked with the context; by default, this has a bias, as it presents our own understanding of contextualizing the theory.

7. Future work

Future research should further explore gender differences. Although the main focus of our study was not to investigate gender differences in the process of creating an artifact, we found that girls like to make different type games from boys, in terms of both content (story/purpose of the game) and elements (colors and main character), and tend to handle the process slightly differently. In addition, future plans should include conducting our coding workshops in school settings to explore their effects under a traditional teaching approach. Among other aspects, researchers could explore the correlations with students’ performance in the form of grades. Finally, in terms of theory, it would be interesting to see more studies in the area that ground their findings in constructivism. This would bring together researchers in the same area to build a common ground regarding outcomes.
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ABSTRACT

Computational thinking and coding are becoming an integral part of K-12 education, with female students being underrepresented in such subjects. The proliferation of technological tools and programming environments offers the opportunity for creative coding activities for children and increases the need for appropriate instructional practices. In this study, we design and evaluate a coding workshop for children. Our goal is to examine differences between boys and girls using eye-tracking as an objective measure and triangulating the findings with qualitative data coming from children’s interviews. The results show no statistically significant difference between female and male gaze and learning gain during the coding activity; interestingly, the qualitative data show differences in the strategies and implemented practices during coding, and in perceptions about those coding activities. Our results highlight that further studies need to utilize objective measures and unveil necessary differences in the design and implementation of coding activities. Furthermore, our results provide objective evidence that female students do not lack in competences compared to boys, but simply that they have a different approach during coding activities and different perspectives about coding, an approach that needs to be cultivated and nurtured.

1. Introduction

Increasing attention has been given to children’s acquisition of 21st-century skills and digital competences. In accordance with this need, computational thinking and coding have, in recent years, become an integral part of school curricula in many countries. Estonia, Israel, Finland and the United Kingdom are only a few examples of the growing efforts of governments to integrate coding as a new literacy. Since the first appearance of Papert’s Logo programming environment and an interactive white board from kindergarten age, children developed mathematical concepts and social interaction, at the same time as enjoying the learning activity (Gazdial, 2017; Lye & Koh, 2014).

Since the first appearance of Papert’s Logo programming environment introduced in the 1960s, many other programming tools have emerged. Today, there is a lot of child-friendly software that offers an intuitive and pleasant experience while coding. Examples of such software are Scratch, Alice and Kodu. By participating in coding activities, children are exposed to computational thinking (Wing, 2006), which involves, but is not limited to, critical thinking, problem solving and creativity. These activities are apparent in both formal and informal settings and are characterized by different designs, technologies and approaches (Papavlasopoulou, Giannakos, & Jaccheri, 2017). Previous research shows that different approaches can combine physical fabrication and coding (Kafai & Vasudevan, 2013), while others, such as Buechley, Eisenberg, Catchen, and Crackett (2008), used LilyPad Arduino to make coding attractive to girls. By using Logo-based environment and an interactive white board from kindergarten age, children developed mathematical concepts and social interaction, at the same time as enjoying the learning activity (Fensakos, Gouli, & Mavroudi, 2013). Different benefits arise from grounding coding activities on constructionism (Papert, 1980); children are given the opportunity to enhance their understanding of programming concepts, to promote collaboration with friends, and to change their attitudes towards coding (Fensakos et al., 2013; Maloney, Peppler, Kafai, Rennick, & Rusk, 2008; Papavlasopoulou, Giannakos, & Jaccheri, 2019).

Despite the growing research and the many possibilities offered by learning environments to design constructionism-based coding...
activities for children (Kafai & Burke, 2015), there are relatively few studies focusing on gender issues in making and coding activities for children (Papavlasopoulou, Giannakos, et al., 2017). Gender discrepancy in science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) exist, with women more underrepresented in the field of computer science (Cheryan, Ziegler, Montoya, & Jiang, 2017). In terms of interest, the gender gap starts at elementary school (Ceci & Williams, 2019). Among the different factors that impact on women following computer science paths are the lack of positive educational experiences in their childhood (Adya & Kaiser, 2005), their fear of being involved in very technical coding courses, and stereotypes and misconceptions around careers in computing (Krapp, 2002). Girls' interest in computer science from a young age possibly fades because of a gendered or non-appropriate pedagogical approach (Schulte & Knobelsdorf, 2007). With respect to decreasing the gender gap in participation and to attracting more girls to computing, several studies on coding workshops have focused on differences in girls' competences compared to boys' (Kalogiou, 2015), while others have explored increasing girls' self-efficacy, interest, attitudes and confidence (Cheryan et al., 2017; Çakır, Gass, Foster, & Lee, 2017). However, the methods used in these studies were traditional qualitative and/or quantitative instruments like surveys, tests and interviews (Papavlasopoulou, Giannakos, et al., 2017). In order to gain knowledge on how to design the coding activities, it is necessary to use new objective methods to investigate the existence of gender differences in aspects like learning performance in coding activities and to discover the main differences between boys' and girls' practices (Papavlasopoulou, Sharma, & Giannakos, 2018; Papavlasopoulou, Sharma, Giannakos, & Jaccheri, 2017).

Once and study we designed and evaluated a coding workshop for children aged 8–17 years old. The aim was to investigate if gender differences exist in children's coding behavior. We used objective measures (children's gaze) and triangulated them with qualitative data (interviews with the children) in order to acquire a deeper understanding of children's perspectives and practices. Eye-tracking is a method widely used in computer programming (Obaidelah, Al Haek, & Cheng, 2018), but studies with children are very limited and, to the best of our knowledge, eye-tracking has not been used to discover gender differences in children. Our study addressed the following research questions:

1. Is there a difference in girls' and boys' gaze patterns in coding activities?
2. Is there a difference in learning gain among boys and girls in coding activities?
3. What are the differences in boys' and girls' strategies and implemented practices during the coding activity?

The rest of paper is structured as follows: in the following section, we present the related work and background theories; the third section describes our constructionism-based coding activity and the methodology used in our study; the fourth section presents the research findings; and the fifth and final section discusses the results in relation to the relevant literature, presents the research limitations, and suggests directions for future research.

2. Related work and background theory

2.1. Gender differences and characteristics in children's coding

The gender gap in STEM-related contexts has been examined in recent years (Cheryan et al., 2017). The profile of a computer scientist still seems to be stereotyped, and women show less interest in computer science and less likelihood to consider it properly as a possible future career (Wang & Degol, 2017). As a way to attract more females to computer science and to increase gender equality, educators have focused on offering diverse coding experiences specially for girls (Kelleher, Pausch, & Kiesler, 2007). The aim is to increase their interest in coding, enhance their attitudes, and examine the causes of gender differences (Denner, Werner, & Ortiz, 2012; Robertson, 2012). Çakır et al. (2017) conducted a game-design workshop for girls, showing that, at the end of the workshop, the girls had better attitudes towards computer science, higher confidence and self-reported competence with computers. However, a study by Robertson (2013) that investigated the influence of a game-development project on students' attitudes revealed that the level of enjoyment of the project was higher in boys than in girls, and that the project did not increase the possibility of them studying computer science in the future.

Bruckman, Jensen, and DeRose (2002) showed that gender did not affect children's performance level in coding. Similarly, in a study of a game-development task for fourth-grade students, Owston, Wideman, Rondu, and Brown (2009) demonstrated that there were no gender differences in the learning outcomes. No significant gender differences were found in elementary school students' competence, interest at school and the use of deep learning strategies while constructing a “drag and drop” game (Vos, Van Der Meijden, & Denessen, 2011). Another study involving game-making showed that girls focused more on trying to improve their games following their peers' recommendations, and that overall they achieved a higher game quality (Robertson, 2012). In addition, in a study of the use of the code.org website to teach coding to primary school students, it was shown that girls' means of reflective thinking skills towards problems solving were higher than boys, although the results showed no statistically significant difference (Kalogiou, 2015).

Concerning children's approaches to and practices of coding activities, studies have reported differences depending on the gender of the participants. Robertson (2012) found that girls approached the game-making process differently when using a software called Adventure Author. For example, girls were spending more time than boys in writing dialogues for their games. In addition, girls' greater interest in narration was reflected in the use of Alice software, which is specifically designed for storytelling; nevertheless, this resulted in equal gains to those achieved by the girls who used the generic version (Kelleher et al., 2007; Denner et al., 2012), in an analysis of 108 games created by 59 middle-school girls, found that they were facing difficulties in organizing the design of their game and in handling their code when many pieces were involved. In another study of girls creating games, the results showed that they were very focused and collaborated well in the debugging process; as a result, they were trying to work more on their own before asking for help from the instructors (Denner, 2007). On the other hand, when boys were dealing with needlework, they were nervous when engaging with craft practices and they considered them to be “women's work”. However, they were committed and realized how challenging and demanding it was to complete their task. Further, in the same study, they were able to see their actions in a tangible way and were testing different codes until they managed to accomplish the desired outcome (Searle & Kafai, 2015). A study with young participants aged 10–12 showed that girls spent more time on aesthetics and put more effort into having a good technical functionality (Lee, Kafai, Vaulevan, & Davis, 2014).

2.2. Gaze behavior and gender differences

Various eye-tracking studies in the past have shown results based on gender differences in a variety of contexts such as usability (Pan et al., 2004), Google searches (Jorgo et al., 2008), web design (Rymaszewska et al., 2007), advertisement (Geweig, Trippe, Hecht, Straube, & Mühner, 2008), visuo-spatial planning (Cazzato, Russo, Cutini, & Bisiauchi, 2010), visual toy preferences (Alexander, 2006), facial emotion recognition (Schmid, Mast, Bommaj, Mast, & Lohmaier, 2011) and color preferences (Moss & Colman, 2001).

In a study in which the participants were asked to observe a set of preselected gaze behavior, Pan et al. (2004) found that the average
fixation duration for men was significantly higher than that for the women in the experiment. This depicted a deeper observational gaze behavior by men than by women in relation to webpages. In a comparison of search tasks (informational vs. navigational), Cazzato et al. (2010) conducted an eye-tracking study in which the participants were required to solve visual-spatial problems by finding the shortest path between a source and a destination. The authors found that females used more cognitive resources than males. However, in terms of gaze behavior, their study found differences between males and females. When Alexander (2006) presented “masculine” and “feminine” toys to participants, the visual behavior of men and women did not reveal any differences, even though there was clear gender bias in the preferences for toys. In another study in which the participants were asked to identify the facial emotions depicted in pictures, Schmid et al. (2011) found that women performed better than men. However, the authors did not find any gender-based gaze differences in the interocular saccades.1 The only difference was that women processed information less locally than men did (Schmid et al., 2011).

Most of these studies show that gender differences are at the preference and/or performance levels. There are only a few gender differences as far as the gaze behavior is concerned. This leads to a working hypothesis that there are not many gaze behavioral differences between men (boys) and women (girls); the differences occur at the attitudinal/strategic level.

2.3. Constructionism and computational thinking framework

Papert’s theory of constructionism argues that learning experiences are more powerful when learners are actively involved in the learning process by creating their own projects (Papert, 1980). With the experience of developing a project, children build on their previous knowledge and discover new knowledge without receiving it passively. The core element in constructionism is an “object-to-think-with”; this is what will provide the opportunity for learners to interact and support their own thinking. However, constructionism is more like a synthesis of characteristics that will result in effective learning. Thus, together with the core element to stimulate an individual’s thinking, it is necessary for there to be active involvement of the learners, socially meaningful elements and social interaction (Kafai, 2006). Computer game programming represents an educational strategy of constructionist learning. During the process of making a game, children try to achieve a goal and to master their own ways of learning and thinking. The use of a programming environment offers the possibility of creating socially meaningful artifacts, of communicating with others and of having a pleasant and engaging experience (Robertson & Hewells, 2008). Many studies have used constructionism as a support for coding activities in both formal and informal settings in order to promote computational thinking, problem solving, critical thinking and collaborative skills (Papavlasopoulou, Giannakos, et al., 2017). In this study, which is based on constructionism, we design a coding activity for children of all ages that does not demand any previous experience in coding.

Computational thinking can be traced to Papert’s strong support of the idea that children who use the Logo programming language develop algorithmic thinking (Papert, 1980). However, the term “computational thinking” was made popular by Wing (2006), who argued that “computational thinking represents a universally applicable attitude and skill set everyone, not just computer scientists, would be eager to learn and use” (p. 33). Since then, different efforts to define computational thinking have appeared, with the aim of supporting the importance of research on making computational thinking a 21st-century literacy accessible to all (Gozdial, 2008). Examples include the Computer Science Teachers Association and the International Society for Technology in Education framework (Barr & Stephenson, 2011), and the National Research Council’s “Framework for K-12 Science Education” (NRC, 2012). In our study, we adopted Brennan and Resnick’s (2012) computational thinking framework. With respect to Scratch, their framework suggests three key dimensions to portray computational thinking: computational concepts (concepts the users engage with when they program, such as parallelism and variables); computational practices (practices that users develop, such as abstraction and debugging); and computational perspectives (perspectives users develop for computation, themselves and the world around them). Brennan and Resnick’s computational thinking framework enables the researcher to monitor the coding activity and to understand how children use the different constructs and deal with the concepts, how they focus on learning and adopt different thinking practices, and finally, how their perspectives evolve in relation to themselves, others and the technological world. In our constructionism-based coding activity using Scratch, these three dimensions were utilized to explore and gain insights into children’s experience of coding.

2.4. Selectivity theory and gender schema theory

In terms of information processing in task-related circumstances, two theories have been used to shed light on gender differences, selectivity theory and gender schema theory. First, selectivity theory aims to explain gender perceptual differences (Meyers-Levy, 1986; Meyers-Levy & Maheswaran, 1991; Meyers-Levy & Sternthal, 1991). This theory implies that gender perceptual differences rely on how males’ and females’ brains function. According to this theory, males rely on their right hemisphere, which indicates a “selective” way of processing information. More specifically, selective processing shows a more heuristic approach, focusing on the most prominent signs and visual representations instead of the details, which requires less cognitive effort (Meyers-Levy, 1989). In contrast, females are more likely to employ their left hemisphere, which results in what is named “comprehensive processing” (Goldrich, 2012). Females’ approach shows their tension in a detailed analysis of all available information related to the specific task. Females assess and examine all the factors in a given task, involving themselves in more extensive elaboration compared to men.

Second, gender schema theory argues that there are gender differences in the way males and females use schema for cognitive processing (Martin, Ruble, & Szrybalo, 2002). According to this theory, a schema relates to cognitive structures that we apply to form our perceptions, and this differs depending on gender. Males’ schema associates with success, having as a result an attitude more strongly related to risk-taking, ambition and competition than that of females (Noble, Griffith, & Adjet, 2006). On the other hand, females focus more than males on collective actions and tend to care about relationships, sharing information frequently (Patterson, 2001).

Previous empirical studies have used the theories mentioned above to examine gender differences in contexts of information processing. For example, in a study on the use of websites in e-commerce, Simpon (2001) found that males’ and females’ preferences differ. Regarding the use of programming environments in the industry, Burnett et al. (2010) revealed significant gender differences in using and exploring software features and in users’ confidence. In addition, other studies have used

1 While recognizing the emotions from the facial images, it is necessary to look at the specific points on the face, such as eyebrows, shape of lips and the extension of the eye-opening. The gaze shifts from these features are called interfeatural saccades.
eye-tracking data to examine gender differences. Hwang and Lee (2018) found that gender differences exist in terms of visual attention and attitudes towards the presented products in online shopping environments. Exploring females’ and males’ characteristics of identifier style in source code reading, Sharafi, Soh, Guéhéneuc, and Antoniol (2012) presented mixed results, with no significant differences in accuracy, time and effort, but gender differences in strategies used in males’ and females’ approaches.

In our study, we aimed to investigate gender differences in coding activities for children. Given our coding task, children’s activity required cognitive processes to successfully complete their goal, using Scratch and social interaction to collaboratively create a game. Therefore, we assumed that there are gender differences in how girls and boys behave during coding activities. In order to investigate the impact of gender, we used eye-tracking measures to generate objective quantitative data and qualitative data to examine different aspects of gender characteristics.

3. Methodology

In this section, we present the details of the two experiments, data collection, variables and analysis. We ran two studies, one in autumn 2016 and one in autumn 2017. For both experiments, the duration of the workshop for all groups of students was the same, as an out-of-school one-day activity. The implementation of the coding workshop was an intervention over two years, with few differences in design of the activity; the main differences were in the research design, the description of evidence and the results from different instruments used for data collection.

3.1. Description of coding activity

Based on the constructionist approach and its main principle, learning by doing (Resnick et al., 2009), we designed and implemented a coding workshop at the Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU), in Trondheim, Norway. Our coding workshop was an out-of-school activity, in which children, novices to coding, from 8 to 17 years old interacted with digital robots, using Scratch for Arduino (S4A), and then coded their own game using the Scratch programming language. At each workshop, the children worked for approximately 4h. Five assistants with previous experience in similar activities were responsible for instruction and the workshop procedure. The workshop consisted of two main parts: interaction with the robots, and creating games with Scratch.

Interaction with the robots: During the first part of the coding activity, the children interacted with digital robots built by an artist using materials recycled mainly from computer parts. First, once the children had entered the room and been welcomed by the assistants, they sat in teams next to one robot per team. The assistants gave a brief presentation of the workshop’s activities and asked each of the children to pay attention to a worksheet placed on the desks next to them. The goal was to familiarize themselves with the robots by filling in simple questions regarding the exact place and number of the sensors and lights on the robots. Next, the children used a paper tutorial with instructions (Fig. 1a) on how to make the robots (Fig. 1b) react to the physical environment with visual effects using simple loops of Scratch for Arduino (e.g., to make the tongue of the snake robot move when there is less light at a sensor). The teams worked collaboratively and independently to complete this task (Fig. 1c). The duration of the first part varied between 45 min and one and a half hours. When all teams had finished, the children had a break before the next section began. Creating games with Scratch: This section was the main activity of the workshop and lasted approximately 3h, without the presence of the robots. The goal was to successfully develop a simple game coded in Scratch. To achieve this goal, the assistants gave another paper tutorial with examples of all the basic computer science concepts and possible loops the children should use to complete their own game. Assistants advised the children how to manage the process of game development by working collaboratively. They were advised that, first, they should think and decide the story for their game and then create a draft storyboard. When they had finished, they started coding using Scratch. Throughout the activity, children could ask for support from the assistants whenever they needed it. The assistants offered their guidance to the teams to help them complete their games by introducing even more complex computer science concepts when needed. Finally, after completion of the games, the children reflected on and played each other’s games (Fig. 1d).

At each of the workshops, the same parts were conducted, with children participating once after being carefully selected according to their age; participants were of the same grade or within a small age range. The design of the coding activity provided flexibility, and the workshop instructors had the appropriate experience to be able to assist the children properly, taking into account the children’s age. In the first part of the coding activity (interaction with robots), the children needed to perform simple tasks, but these were still things they had not done before since the robots and their functionalities were specially designed for our workshop. The design of the activity took into consideration the amount of time and support needed to complete the tasks, as these were likely to differ depending on the group of children. Creating games using Scratch was the second and main section of the coding activity and allowed the possibility for each of the teams to create a functional game using the basics or, depending on the team’s capacities, to create a game with more advanced features. Teams of children worked independently with help from the instructors, who had the knowledge and the experience to help with advanced concepts according to the teams’ needs. Scratch was used as a programming environment for the coding activity since it does not require any special expertise and children of all ages can quickly learn the basics to start creating in an efficient way. Moreover, Scratch is simple enough for novices and young users, while at the same time having enough power and functional variety to keep users engaged.

![Fig. 1.](image-url) (a) Example of the paper tutorial; (b) a snake-shaped interactive robot; (c) children collaborating on the creation of their game; (d) example of a created game.
3.2. Sampling

All the participants of the two studies were K-12 students from the mid-Norway region. Both studies took place at the university campus in specially designed rooms. Data related to both studies were collected after permission from the Norwegian Centre for Research Data (NSD), following all the regulations and recommendations for research with children. The children volunteered their participation in the eye-tracking study and the interviews. A researcher contacted the teacher and the legal guardian of each child to get a written consent form that gave permission for the data collection.

3.2.1. Participants: study one

The study lasted two weeks during autumn 2016, with 44 children from the third to 12th grades (aged 8–17 years old), 12 girls (mean age: 12.64; standard deviation [SD]: 2.838) and 32 boys (mean age: 12.35; SD: 2.773). Five workshops were held in total, all following the same process for the coding activity and designed for novices in coding. Some of the participants in the sample (13–17 years old) were recruited from the local schools that had applied to take part in our activity. The other set of participants (8–12 years old) were youngsters who attended local coding clubs as an after-school activity.

3.2.2. Participants: study two

In autumn 2017, children from eighth to tenth grade (age 13–16 years old) participated in the coding activity. The sample consisted of 105 participants in total, 69 boys and 36 girls (mean age: 14.55; SD: 0.650). At the end of each workshop, some of the participants were interviewed. In total, 44 children were interviewed, 23 boys and 21 girls.

3.3. Data collection and analysis

3.3.1. Data collection and analysis for the first study

Eye-tracking measures: As mentioned above, this study is one of the few so far to utilize children’s gaze. We recorded children’s gaze while they were coding using the Scratch environment during both parts of the activity. The eye-tracking data were collected using four SMI and one Tobii eye-tracking glasses. The sampling rate for all the eye-tracking glasses was set to be 300Hz for the binocular eye-tracking. The average accuracy for both SMI and Tobii glasses was 0.5° at a distance of 40 cm. The visual field was divided into six areas of interest (AOI), five of which were in the Scratch interface, with the sixth in the physical robot area, as shown in Fig. 2.

From the eye-tracking data, we calculated the following measurements:

- Average fixation duration: High fixation duration indicates that the participant is having difficulty in extracting information (Just & Carpenter, 1976). We used a mental rotation task, with angles of 0°, 120° and 180°, to study the relation between problem difficulty and gaze patterns. The results showed that with an increase in the rotation angle (increasing difficulty), the fixation duration at the center of the figure and the arms of the structures increased.

- Average change in saccade direction: Longer saccades show meaningful transitions in attention (Goldberg, Stimson, Lewenstein, Scott, & Wichansky, 2002). In a web search task, the authors used a set of different tasks on a webpage, so that the participants had to look for particular information to complete the tasks. The results showed that pre-planned eye movements were accompanied by longer saccades (Goldberg et al., 2002).

- Saccade amplitude: The angle between two lines, if more than 90°, reflects a change of plans, revision or a failed expectation/hypothesis/anticipation (Gowen, Ball, & Delin, 2002). In a usability study, the authors found that the change in saccade direction often depicted the gaze behavior of not finding something which the participants anticipated to find at certain places (Gowen et al., 2002). This can be translated, in terms of programming behavior, as having a certain hypothesis and a failed verification.

- Gaze uniformity: This is an individual measurement of engagement. This measure captured the uniformity of the time spent on all AOIs. The distribution was computed as a vector of length six (there are six AOIs) comprising the proportion of time spent on each AOI. The uniformity was computed as the inverse of a Kolmogorov-Smirnov divergence between the original proportionality vector and a uniform distribution with the same minimum and maximum limits as the original vector.

- Time spent on each AOI: We divided the whole visual field into six AOIs—five on the screen and the sixth on the robot. We used specially made QR codes to scan the robots and the area around them (Fig. 2). The five AOIs on the screen were as follows:
  - **Tools:** This area of the screen contained a general categorization of the commands available; for example, commands to control the motion, looks, sound, and other variables.
  - **Command:** This area contained all available commands within the currently selected tools.
  - **Scripts:** This was the area of the screen in which the coding task was performed.
  - **Output:** This area showed participants the output of their scripts.
  - **Sprites:** This area controlled the aesthetics of the program. The participants could change the appearance of the animated character using the characters available in this part of the interface.

- Transitions among AOIs: We also computed the transitions to and from one AOI to another. This helped us to understand the temporal relationship between the children’s gaze patterns and to depict the coding process used by the participants. For example, frequent transitions between script and output, or script and robot, depict the typical behavior of hypothesis verification. The participants made a small change in the program based on a certain hypothesis about the output or the robot’s movement; once they had observed the output/robot’s behavior, either their hypothesis was confirmed and they moved onto the next step in coding, or they modified the program to reverify their hypothesis. This behavior would result in a high number of transitions between the script and output/robot. We considered only three types of transitions for this analysis based on the literature which says that experts shift their attention between the code and the output more than novices do (Hejmdal & Narayanan, 2012). This is why we chose to compare the gaze transitions between the script and robot/output. The third type of transition we included in our analysis was that between the commands and the script areas. These transitions imply a behavior that shows a thinking process of “what comes next in the code?” by the children.

- Relative learning gain (RLG): The children completed pre- and post-knowledge acquisition tests. These consisted of nine coding questions of increasing difficulty. The questions were adapted from a previous study (Grover, Cooper, & Pea, 2014) and followed instructors’ suggestions. The children took approximately 10 min to finish the tests.
Fig. 3. Example of questions on the knowledge acquisition test.

The tests were paper-based and were manually graded by the researcher. Fig. 3 shows two sample questions from the test.

In our study, we calculated the RLG as defined by Sängin, Molinari, Nüssli, and Dillonburg (2008). RLG is more accurate compared to learning gain since it takes into consideration the difficulty in gaining more knowledge if the learner is already very knowledgeable in a subject.

\[ \text{RLG} = \begin{cases} \text{Posttest} - \text{Pretest} & \text{if Posttest} \geq \text{Pretest} \\ \text{Pretest} - \text{Posttest} & \text{if Posttest} < \text{Pretest} \end{cases} \]

Data analysis: To identify the relationship between gender, gaze, and RLG, we used analysis of variance (ANOVA) to compare the variables across different categories, since all the variables were normally distributed. In addition, we checked the assumptions for ANOVA, and if we found variables that did not satisfy the homoscedasticity condition, a version of ANOVA was used in which homoscedasticity is not assumed. This was done using the Welch correction for F-statistic.

3.3.2. Data collection and analysis for the second study

In the second study we utilized a qualitative approach. We collected data from multiple sources, including post-workshop interviews, observational field notes, and participants' Scratch games. All data were compared and cross-checked for triangulation.

Interviews: Participants were interviewed individually in Norwegian after the end of the workshop. The interviews were audio recorded, lasted approximately 10 min, and used a semi-structured protocol. During the interviews, students were asked to discuss their workshop experience, such as what they found to be the easiest, the most difficult and the most frustrating parts of creating the artifact, how they found their team collaboration, what they liked, and how they found their interaction with Scratch.

Interviews were transcribed and translated after the end of the workshop. To analyze the transcribed interviews, two researchers followed the coding method proposed by Saldana (2015) for qualitative inquiry. Saldana’s coding method describes a cyclical model that moves from codes to categories and themes. Analysis of the semi-structured interviews focused on identifying categories and then the overall themes forming the codes emerged from participants’ answers. Each transcript was first individually reviewed by two researchers and then, after a focus group and discussion, the two researchers agreed on the major themes that had emerged. In all codes under each category and then theme, it was indicated whether it derived from a boy’s or a girl’s interview. This helped us to detect gender differences in the already created themes. Analyzing the interviews allowed us to provide a holistic understanding of girls’ and boys’ perspectives on coding activities and to identify any potential masculine characteristics as well as girls’ hesitation or stereotypes related to their participation in coding activities.

Observations and artifacts: Independent assistants during the workshop kept field notes. Assistants were close to each of the teams and took notes on all tasks. In order to identify what type of help participants were receiving from the assistants (see Table 1), we used Saldaña’s coding method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Validation: Students want confirmation, not information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Where: Only needed help navigating the Scratch GUI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>What: Only needed a reminder of the name of the concept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>How: Given name of concept, still needed help to complete task</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Retract: Had to retract concept and execution</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Franklin, Conte, Roe, Nilsen, Hill, Len, & Kiefer (2013) coding scheme.

In addition, observation notes included other incidents involving the participants that occurred during the workshop and which concerned the process they followed to successfully complete the coding tasks. Examples of such incidents were: how the participants distributed the roles among the team; which aspects they spent most of their time on while coding; and what their reactions were.

Observation field notes helped us monitor girls’ and boys’ practices during the process, capturing their behavior in all aspects, as well as the type and frequency of help received from the teaching assistants running the workshop.

For the purpose of this study, and to be able to investigate any potential differences between girls’ and boys’ approaches, we randomly analyzed observations of two teams of girls and two teams of boys (whose members were also interviewed), together with the final games created by these teams. Each of the observation notes (one set for each team) was reviewed by two researchers. Using content analysis, the main actions indicating a specific behavior were identified, and the frequencies of help level were calculated.

Finally, artifacts (games) developed by the teams were evaluated in terms of the learning opportunities related to computer science and computational thinking concepts offered by coding a game. We collected four versions of the games approximately every hour during the workshop. The evaluation of the artifacts included loading and playing the game to ensure its functionality and playability. For the analysis of each version of the games, we analyzed the games based on computational thinking components (i.e., flow control, data representation, abstraction, user interactivity, parallelism, and logic), giving a score for each of them from 0 to 3 (a rubric in which 3 shows proficiency, and 0 means that the skill is not evident). Artifacts were used as an extra source to determine the main characteristics (such as the game’s theme, aesthetics, and storytelling) of boys’ and girls’ codes and their use of specific concepts related to the learning objectives of our workshop, as well as to discover any unexpected learning outcomes.

The analysis of observations and artifacts created by the teams focused on exploring any potential specifications that underline gender differences.

4. Research findings

4.1. Results from the first study

4.1.1. Gender and RLG

To investigate any potential gender difference in the RLG, an ANOVA (without assuming equal variances) with the RLG as the dependent variable and gender as the independent variable was used. The results showed no significant difference between boys and girls, \( F(1,18.05) = 0.18, p = 0.65 \) (see Fig. 4).
4.2. Results from the second study

4.2.1. Interview results

This section describes the identified themes relating to children’s perceptions that are relevant to our research question.

Improved confidence and self-efficacy in coding: In all interviews, children expressed that they managed to accomplish the tasks required. This was also evident from the fact that all teams managed to have a complete and functional game. Some of the comments, belonging in that category, are a clear indication of achievement expressed both by boys and girls. For example:

"At the end we managed to do everything we wanted" – Thomas

"We tried and made all the things we wanted to happen, we found how things worked" – Maria

Other comments indicate confidence in the game design and coding:

"Now, I know it is not so difficult to make a game, I can do it again" – Anna

"I knew something about coding before, but I didn’t know how easy it was, I thought it was much harder to make a game, I can definitely do it" – Arne

In addition, it is evident that only girls reported that they did not know what they could do with Scratch or what coding is. Comments were similar to the one below:

"I was not at all looking forward to coming to the workshop, I thought it would be some geek stuff, I have never tried something similar" – Ingrid

Perceptions about leadership and collaboration: This theme reveals how boys and girls faced the collaboration process and how much they contributed to their team. In mixed teams, when a boy knew about coding, girls stated that a boy had to be the leader, while in girls’ teams they appear to have had equal roles:

"We were lucky to have a boy in our team who has coded before, so he was leading in Scratch and the game creation" – Sonia

"We let Marius lead the team as he was more capable than us in coding" – Olga

"We distributed the roles equally and changed the rotation of control in different tasks" – Cecile

In the interviews, all boys indicated that they contributed to their teams in terms of coding, whereas girls mentioned that not all of them coded but that they felt a valuable part of the team because of their ideas:

"I didn’t do much in the coding, but if it wasn’t for me, they would have done a very boring game" – Jane

"I was not the one responsible for coding, but I decided how things will look or behave" – Katia

Interaction with Scratch: There were no differences among boys and girls in relation to their experience with Scratch and coding per se. Comments below show that both girls and boys had similar difficulties, challenges and frustrations during the creation of their game.

- General impression of Scratch programming environment:
  "You can put together blocks and make a big script" – Daria
  "If you put weird things together properly you can actually do whatever you want" – Marius

During the workshop the participants faced difficulties completing their projects. Many aspects of game design and coding appeared to be challenging and sometimes frustrated the children in their attempts to finish their projects.

- Difficulties of coding with Scratch:
  "Sometimes the code can become messy" – Bjorn
  "We couldn’t make something stop when it was touching something else" – Annete and Peter
  "It was so difficult to make our timer and score counting" – Sofia and Kevin
  "Making the character move was quite difficult" - Ines
  "When you wanted to add something new in the function, then you had to go back and check everything again" – Arne
  "We had to test and fix our game again and again until the end" – Martha

This category indicates what was easy in the coding part with Scratch. Participants liked many parts of Scratch and their interaction with it.

- Easiness of coding with Scratch:
  "It was easy to put the blocks together" – Sofia
  "I could find easily what I was looking for" – Lukas
  "I found it easy that I could make the character as I wanted and then make the platform he was standing on" – Stefano

Some of the children were also able to refer to specific commands in Scratch. For example:

"I could easily use the sensing in a loop, to change the color of the..."
It was interesting to discover that participants with previous experience with coding found the whole workshop experience pleasant, showing that having experience is not a limitation to attending that type of workshop. This was highlighted in the following comment:

“The workshop was more fun because I knew about coding” – Alex

Even though some will not try it again, their experience was quite fun and interesting:

“I will not code again at home, but I had a lot of fun and I liked making the game and playing all the different games at the end” – Singrid

Moreover, they expressed their enjoyment at having an experience outside school:

“We don’t do these things at school, I am happy I tried something else” – Daria

4.2.2. Observations and artifacts-analysis results

Our analysis of the observations from girls-only and boys-only teams revealed a few differences between their practices and behavior during the workshop. The results showed that girls had a different approach than boys on how they were organizing their tasks. From the beginning of the task, girls assigned roles and split the responsibilities (i.e., cooperation/dividing labor). For example, girls started thinking and designing the game, and in one of the teams a girl who was very good at drawing started creating a storyboard for their game on paper. On the other hand, boys started immediately navigating in the Scratch interface, trying different commands for a while without having a concrete plan for their actions. The teaching assistants needed to ask the boys’ teams to concentrate, think of an idea for their game and make a quick storyboard. Girls looked more at the paper tutorial, trying to find examples of code, whereas boys had the tutorial on the side and only after the assistant’s prompting did they start to look at it. Both teams had the same reaction when a team member was not interested: they tried at least to give him/her a task. It was apparent that girls’ teams discussed more the decisions that they should take, and all were involved at every stage of the game creation. In addition, they paid attention to all aspects of the game with equal consideration. Boys cared more about the “how to code” part and using the Scratch interface, and they were less interested in the ideas and the aesthetics (e.g., color, what the character would look like, background) of their games. In terms of help received from the assistants, all teams had approximately the same amount, between five and seven times. However, girls were more persistent than boys in trying on their own more before asking for help. Taking into consideration the type of help received each time, the only prominent difference was that boys wanted more confirmation of their actions in Scratch together with the approval of the assistants that they had created an interesting or funny game. Difficult parts that all teams needed to consider the type of help received each time, the only prominent difference was that boys wanted more confirmation of their actions in Scratch together with the approval of the assistants that they had created an interesting or funny game. Difficult parts that all teams needed to consider the type of help received each time, the only prominent difference was that boys wanted more confirmation of their actions in Scratch together with the approval of the assistants that they had created an interesting or funny game. Difficult parts that all teams needed to consider the type of help received each time, the only prominent difference was that boys wanted more confirmation of their actions in Scratch together with the approval of the assistants that they had created an interesting or funny game. Difficult parts that all teams needed to

In this study our aim was to investigate gender differences in coding activities for children. To this end, we designed and evaluated a one-day coding workshop with participants aged from 8 to 17 years old. During the workshop, children were introduced to coding by interacting with digital robots, specially designed for the activity, and creating a game using Scratch. In all the activities, children worked collaboratively in teams to successfully complete their goal. For the evaluation, we used eye-tracking data as an objective measure, which to the best of our knowledge has not previously been used to capture children’s coding gaze behavior. In addition, we collected and analyzed qualitative data (i.e., semi-structured interviews, and observations) to get a deeper understanding of children’s experiences during the workshop. A qualitative approach is especially valuable for examining gender issues, since expressing opinions about gender can be vulnerable process (Popper, 1971). Our research findings reveal that gender issues in coding activities for children are a multifaceted phenomenon. According to the quantitative findings, there are no gender differences concerning RLG and gaze behavior in boys and girls. On the other hand, qualitative results from interviews, observations and the created games showed that some gender differences exist in children’s approaches, as revealed by their behavior during the workshop and their perceptions.

There was no difference in the RLG between girls and boys. Therefore, children in our study showed no differences in their performances, which supports previous studies on children using other evaluation methods (Obestad et al., 2009; Vox et al., 2013). Therefore, our findings provide more evidence that girls do not lack in competence compared to boys. Fisher, Cox, and Zhao (2006), in a study on adults’ performance on a program comprehension task, found no gender differences and reported that men and women were equally capable of developing the skills required to be professional developers. Although more girls than boys in our interviews said that they had not known about coding before, or that they were afraid of it, they managed to be equally good as the boys. Moreover, the activities offered in our workshop were appropriate independently from the participants’ gender and their previous knowledge. Furthermore, in the interviews, children reported that they had fun during the workshop, even though some of them had prior knowledge of coding. This can be attributed to the fact that Scratch is not limited: it provides many possibilities for making more advanced creations, so users can find it interesting and learn more, no matter their level of existing knowledge. In addition, the collaborative notion of the workshop enabled the students to learn from each other and not to have their own individual performance as their main goal. As shown in other studies, students perform better when working in pair programming than when working alone (Lye & Koh, 2014; Werner, Denner, Campe, & Kawamoto, 2012).

A noticeable result is that there is no difference in the gaze behavior of girls and boys. We used the objective measure of eye-tracking data, and by examining different measures we found no difference in any of them. This indicates that, regarding the actual micro-level experience of boys and girls during coding with Scratch, there is no difference in their approach based on their gaze, and hence also no difference in their cognitive processes (Eckstein, Guerra-Carrillo, Singular, & Bunge, 2016). From measures of time spent on different AOI, gaze uniformity, and transitions among the different AOI, results showed that both male and female participants were able to navigate in the Scratch interface, had a meaningful thinking process, and were engaged. Similarly, from the other measures used, results show that both genders had equivalent difficulties in extracting information (fixation duration), challenges in
learning something (saccade direction change), and goals and expectations in coding (saccade amplitude). Cazzato et al. (2010) found weak gender differences in the gaze behavior of participants when trying to solve visuo-spatial problems, but that women used more cognitive resources. Other studies have found that girls face difficulties in coding when they had a lot of elements (Denner et al., 2012) or when they put more effort into having good functionality (Lee et al., 2014).

Although the results of children’s gaze behavior and performance show that there are no important gender differences, the qualitative results of our study reveal that gender differences exist in the practices used by boys and girls and in their perceptions. In general, girls approached the coding activity in a different way to boys, verifying the theories of gender differences in information processing (Martin et al., 2002; Meyers-Levy, 1986). For example, girls were more organized in terms of collaboration, splitting the responsibilities and focusing on a more systematic approach in the tasks, and they also paid more attention to the tutorials. In addition, girls seemed to like more collaboration with others and to share the social part of the activity. Previous studies have shown that female students have a more trusting and sociable approach compared to male students, who are more independent and focused on caring about themselves (Rosenberg, Kim, Plant, Doerr, & Baylor, 2010). In the computer-supported collaborative learning environment, Bruckman et al. (2002) found that girls spent more time than boys in communicating. Girls’ games were richer in aesthetics and graphic representation, and they also had a more “girly” approach. This is similar to other findings that show girls spend more time on dialogues (Robertson, 2012) and aesthetics. Similar to the finding of Denner and Werner (2007), our study shows that girls’ teams were more persistent in attempting to fix bugs on their own before asking for help. Whereas girls’ games had simpler tasks (like catching falling objects), boys’ games had more competitive characteristics. This observation is similar to the finding of Owston et al.’s (2009) study, in which teachers reported that boys enjoyed playing games more competitively against others. Our observation notes confirm this finding, as boys were also asking the assistants about how interesting their games were.

One of the goals of our workshop was to build children’s belief that coding is something that they can do, and that it is not something that only boys would be interested in. After their participation, boys and girls reported that they felt competent to code. Another interesting result from our qualitative study is that regardless of both girls and boys reporting improved confidence and self-achievement, we find that girls have less self-efficacy. One example is that when girls were among boys in the teams they chose a boy to be the leader, indicating less confidence. They also expressed that they did not know what coding was in the teams they chose a boy to be the leader, indicating less confidence. They also expressed that they did not know whether they could do it, and that they thought it was only for geeks. The stereotype of boys being better than girls at robotics and coding exists from the young age of 6-years-old (Master, Cherryan, Moscatelli, & Meltzoff, 2017). A possible reason why they split the roles during their collaboration is that the girls were less confident; in addition, none of the girls was taking control. In solo programming, men have been found to be more confident than women (McDowell, Werner, Bullock, & Fernald, 2006). In the study of Beckwith et al. (2005), females’ self-efficacy was lower than men’s, and women did not easily accept new debugging features.

That there are no gender differences in children’s actual performance and gaze behavior while coding, and that the main differences are in their practices, indicates that practitioners should focus on characteristics that will influence girls and change their limited participation in computer science. Our results show that educators should foster girls’ self-efficacy (i.e., the belief in one’s capacity to succeed in tasks [Bandura, 1997]) and make them believe that they do not lack in competences; therefore, educators should be careful to avoid discriminating behaviors. Qiu, Buechley, Baafi, and Dubow (2013) found that participants’ confidence, enjoyment and interest in coding and technology increase when self-efficacy grows. According to Bandura (1997), self-efficacy is important in problem solving, since it affects the individual’s cognitive strategies, effort, persistence and, consequently, the learning outcome. Coding activities should take into consideration special gender characteristics and facilitate appropriate workshops. Activities focused on collaboration can also be a method to narrow the gender gap in coding activities and to view partnership as a key factor for fostering both learning and positive attitudes in students.

5.1. Limitations

This study has some limitations. First, it was very challenging to collect eye-tracking data from children. Eye-tracking measurements with children is a very difficult task since it involves small eye pupils, difficulty with the calibration, and the need for equipment tailored to children, so this caused some problems. The large size of the glasses annoyed the participants, especially the younger ones, who, as a result, had to take them off. Consequently, we had to stop the activity to calibrate them again. The young age of the participants combined with the playful environment of the workshop, in which children were very enthusiastic and also wanted to experiment with the glasses, led to us having data that we could not use because they were not from the areas of our interest.

Second, participants in the two studies conducted for this paper had slightly different ages, and we lacked participants aged 8–12 and 17. Third, we analyzed only a small number of observations from the teams and games. Including a larger amount of data could have added more value to our results. In addition, the specific design and context of the activity (i.e., the use of the Scratch tool, the coding tasks, the duration, and the other characteristics), as well as the sampling method used, limits the generalization of our findings. Moreover, precisely, the participants in our study were randomly selected volunteers from our region in Norway; other sampling methods and demographic variables might have a different effect on children’s experience.

5.2. Future work

Our study suggests new aspects as the subject for follow-on research. One possibility would be to investigate in more detail specific gaze patterns of boys and girls; another would be to examine collaborative eye-tracking measures and group dynamics in both mixed and non-mixed teams of boys and girls. Another interesting approach would be to compare the effect of different learning environments on gender. Furthermore, other objective measures could be used to gain a deep understanding of the relationship between coding behavior and gender.

In addition, other quantitative methods, such as surveys, could be used to supplement the collection of data relating to children’s perceptions of coding.
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Appendix

The rubric used for the evaluation of the artifacts:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Computational thinking components</th>
<th>3 (excellent)</th>
<th>2 (Good)</th>
<th>1 (Satisfactory)</th>
<th>0 (Not evident)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flow control (loops and sequence)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data representation (variables)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstraction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User interactivity (events)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parallelism</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logic (conditional and operators)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Are there any specific characteristics?

- Theme of the game
- Aesthetics
- Storytelling
- Other comments (if any)

Artifact’s rubrics scores for girls’ and boys’ teams.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team and game version</th>
<th>Flow control</th>
<th>Data representation</th>
<th>Abstraction</th>
<th>User interactivity</th>
<th>Parallelism</th>
<th>Logic</th>
<th>Total score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GT1V1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GT1V2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GT1V3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GT1V4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GT2V1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GT2V2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GT2V3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GT2V4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT1V1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT1V2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT1V3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT1V4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT2V1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT2V2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT2V3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT2V4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*GT1: girls’ team number 1; *GT2: girls’ team number 2; *V1: game version 1; *V2: game version 2; *V3: game version 3; *V4: game version 4; *BT1: boys’ team number 1; *BT2: boys’ team number 2.
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Coding games and robots to enhance computational thinking: How collaboration and engagement moderate children’s attitudes?
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Collaboration and engagement while coding are vital elements for children, yet very little is known about how children's engagement and collaboration impact their attitudes toward coding activities. The goal of the study is to investigate how collaboration and engagement moderate children's attitudes about coding activities. To do so, we designed an study with 44 children (between 8 and 17 years old) who participated in a full-day coding activity. We measured their engagement and collaboration during the activity by recording their gaze, and their attitudes in relation to their learning, enjoyment, team-work and intention by post-activity survey instruments. Our analysis shows that there is a significant moderating effect of collaboration and engagement on children's attitudes. In other words, highly engaging and collaborative coding activities significantly moderate children's attitudes. Our findings highlight the importance of designing highly collaborative and engaging coding activities for children and quantifies how those two elements moderate children's attitudes.

In computational thinking and coding activities, the level and quality of collaboration between young students has also been found to have direct influence in the quality of learning processes and persistence in programming [3] as well as in improving students' attitudes (e.g., about mathematics) [5]. Thus, when investigating learning activities for children, it is important to look closely how collaboration and engagement might moderate the interplay of other important attitudes.

Critical thinking and creativity among others [7]. The design of these activities is important to enhance collaboration and engagement in a meaningful way [6], yet very little is known about the role of collaboration and engagement and their connections with other attitudes that empower children's participation (e.g., positive attitudes like enjoyment, intention etc.).

Therefore, in this contribution we seek to investigate how collaboration and engagement moderate the relationship between central attitudes of children when coding (i.e., team-work, intention to participate, perceived learning and enjoyment).

To tackle the aforementioned proposition, we conducted a study with 44 children participating to a full day coding activity. We used eye-tracking techniques to measure their engagement and collaboration during the activity and post-activity surveys to measure their attitudes in relation to learning obtained, sense of enjoyment, team-work and intention to participate in a similar activity in the future. By investigating the role of collaboration and engagement we provide a quantified evidence of how those two important elements moderate other attitudes and enable various insights for the design of future coding activities. In particular, our paper makes the following contributions:

- We present insights from a study that collects data related to children's behaviour (eye-tracking) and attitudes (surveys) during a coding activity.
- We show that collaboration and engagement moderates the relationship between children's attitudes.
The remainder of the paper is organized as following. The second section presents the related work on investigating the relationship between attitudes and behaviour in primarily educational/organizational settings. Third section highlights the conceptual model and research hypotheses of our paper. The fourth section provides the methodology of the study, the coding activity, participants, variables used for the analysis and the analysis itself. The fifth section shows results from data analysis, and the last section discusses the implications of the results and concludes the paper with future work and limitations.

2. Related work

2.1. The importance of attitudes in learning activities

An important issue related to the success of coding activities is their adoption by children. A number of models and theories have been developed and utilized to understanding the relationship between the attitudes towards a new technologies and the experiences and outcomes of using the technology (e.g., TAM, its initial form Technology Acceptance Model-TAM, [8]). TAM is a model connecting the ease of use, intention to use, user behaviour and the usage outcomes (enjoyment, engagement, learning to name a few). Various studies have used this model as a basis for their analyses or extending the basic model given by Davis (1989) [8].

Attitudes have been central in educational research for several years. For instance, in an organizational learning context, humans’ intention to use new technology was found to be positively correlated with their motivation to learning and transfer learning [9]. In another study, perceived enjoyment is another element that has been reported to be closely associated with intention. This association has been reported in studies concerning both the teachers [10] and young students [11]. In another study, pre-service teachers showed that the perceived enjoyment was positively associated with their intention to use new technology [10]. Finally, in the context of gaming it is found that the intention to play games had a positive significant correlation with the enjoyment in the games [12].

Enjoyment and learning are also associated, this has been proven through different studies in educational settings [13–15]. For instance, in a face-to-face class about data analysis where the teacher focused on the dialectic relation between theory and data, the students who enjoyed this method, believed that it helped them with their learning [13]. Similarly, based on the surveys in another face to face classroom setting, the results stipulated a positive correlation between enjoyment and learning performance [16]. The results from a survey about a web-based class management system, showed a positive correlation between enjoyment and the learning goal orientation [14]. In a reading study with eighth graders, the authors found the correlation between the enjoyment in reading text and the perception about learning to be significantly positive [15]. In a study based on PISA tests, the perceived enjoyment was positively correlated with the science knowledge, for students across different countries (USA, Columbia, Estonia, Sweden) [17].

One of the most intuitive relations, among the various constructs included in TAM, is between enjoyment and engagement when it comes to technology usage. These studies (mostly using survey data) were conducted at different educational levels, such as pre-university level [18], high school [19], primary and secondary levels [20,21]. Therefore, if an experience provides enjoyment to the participant, it is likely that it would also be engaging in long-term. For example, a study using PISA tests showed (N = 400,000, 57 countries) a positive correlation between activation enjoyment and engagement with learning science [17].

Considering high school students in different years (10–13 grade) the students showed a positively significant correlation between their enjoyment at and engagement with the school [19]. This correlation was also consistent across the different years. In a study with children aged between 7 and 8 years using educational games, the children who enjoyed the games also showed higher levels of engagement than the children with lower levels of enjoyment [21]. Among pre-university students, the results showed a negative correlation between disengagement and various constructs such as enjoyment at school and class participation [18]. In a study with tangible user interfaces involving children, the results showed a positive correlation between children’s engagement with the tangible game and their perceived enjoyment [20].

Further, within a teacher–student laboratory paradigm [22] the students who reported high levels of enjoyment also reported high levels of engagement. To summarize, from the literature it is evident that attitudes are highly associated with the adoption of a learning activity by young students, as well as, the learning obtained from the activity.

In a study with tangible user interfaces involving children, the results showed a positive correlation between children’s engagement with the tangible game and their perceived enjoyment [20]. Further, within a teacher–student laboratory paradigm [22] the students who reported high levels of enjoyment also reported high levels of engagement. To summarize, from the literature it is evident that attitudes are highly associated with the adoption of a learning activity by young students, as well as, the learning obtained from the activity.

2.2. Engagement and collaboration in learning

Many studies have reported a positive relation between collaborative learning and engagement [23–26]. In a collaborative learning scenario with clickers in the classroom, there was a significant positive association between engagement and active learning [23]. The proponents of Computer Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL) argue that introducing technology to facilitate the collaboration might increase engagement with the learning activities and hence learning outcomes [24,26]. Jarvela and Jarvenoja [23] identified engagement as one of the key factors for the success of self-regulated learning. Krejns and colleagues [27] argue that there might be two different ways in which mutual engagement and learning are related. First, because of mutual engagement individuals can gain knowledge that could not be done prior to the collaboration. Second, mutual engagement facilitates the co-creation of knowledge and hence leads to better individual learning outcomes.

Furthermore, Lipponen and colleagues [28] highlight the need of engagement in collaborative learning by stating that “just by putting two or more individuals together” one cannot foster collaborative learning, one should make the collaborative task active enough to engage the collaborators. Engagement has also been shown to be related with team work [29–32]. In a group writing study, there were negative effects of restricted communication over engagement of students within different groups [30]. A study with hockey players, showed that with positive attitude towards the team work, novice players showed more willingness to come to practice [29]. Similar results were reported in the context of basketball players [31]. In a study with educational robotics, the authors found a positive correlation between group work and engagement levels with robots [32].

2.3. Eye-tracking as a means to understand engagement and collaboration

Eye-tracking provides a direct access of users’ attentional patterns to the researchers. Eye-tracking has been used in multiple educational settings to provide an understanding of cognitive processes responsible for learning and collaboration [33]. Eye-tracking has been historically known as a data source to measure engagement in various research contexts. Shagas et al. [34], Navah et al. [35] and Sanchez et al. [36], used eye-tracking to detect attentional disengagement in psychotic, autistic, and depression—affected patients, respectively. Eye-tracking has also been used to capture the engagement in marketing studies (for a
comprehensive review see [37]). Dalzel and colleagues [38] used eye-tracking to compare the engagement patterns in an intelligent agent based learning scenario. Moreover, it has also been used to measure engagement in learning scenarios (for a comprehensive review see [39,40]).

Eye-tracking has been widely used to measure collaboration in different dual eye-tracking experiments. In the past studies, collaboration and engagement measures have been used to correlate the collaboration levels to various constructs like expertise [41], collaboration quality [42], task-based performance [43] and learning outcomes [44]. Two synchronous eye-trackers can be used for studying the gaze of two persons interacting to solve a problem. It gives a chance to understand the underlying cognition and social dynamics when people collaborate to solve problems at hand [45]. In a collaborative task of finding bugs in a program, Stein et al. [46] showed that the pairs who had their gaze displayed to their partners took less time in finding the bugs than those pairs who had no information about their partners’ gaze. From a collaborative concept map experiment, Liu et al. [47] found that the gaze data of the pair is predictive of the expertise in the collaboration. The authors framed the whole interaction as a sequence of concepts looked at. The authors then use Hidden Markov Model (HMM) to predict the outcome of post-test and achieved an accuracy of 96.3%.

Eye-tracking has been used to capture communication and referencing in collaborative scenarios, which are essential for creating and maintaining mutual ground among collaborators. Grounding is an essential part of the communication [48]. Clark and Brennan define grounding as the “coordination of process” – which entails sharing information (or common ground) – which includes mutual knowledge, beliefs, assumptions [49,50]. In a dual eye-tracking experiment, the authors measured the time lag between the speakers looking and referring at a specific actor and the listeners looking at the same actor. This time lag was termed as the cross-recurrence between the participants. The average cross-recurrence was found to be between 1200 and 1400 ms. This time was consistent with the additions of eye-voice span [51] and voice eye-span [52]. The cross-recurrence [53] (the amount of time spent by the collaborators while looking at the same object) is one of the most common measurements to assess the collaboration quality. Recently, Sharma and colleagues [43] proposed a temporal and more distributed and robust version of the cross-recurrence known as gaze-similarity (the amount of time spent by the collaborators while looking at the same set of objects in a given time window). Thus, eye-tracking is an established approach to quantify both collaboration and engagement during an activity.

2.4. Eye-tracking as a means to understand cognitive processes during collaborative learning

Collaborative eye-tracking has been used in previous research in collaborative learning scenarios to shed light on the socio-cognitive mechanisms responsible for learning gains such as, joint-attention [42,54], mutual understanding [55,56], misunderstandings [57], memorization [58]. In a pair programming study with collaborative eye-tracking data, the results depicted that the students who were able to provide correct answers to the comprehension questions had more joint-attention (measured by cross-recurrence or gaze similarity) than the students who could not give correct answers [42,54]. Furthermore, in a collaborative concept map study, the joint-attention was found to be correlated with the learning gains of the pair [59]. In a similar study with collaborative concept maps, participants’ gaze on a Knowledge Awareness Tool (KAT) to assess the peer’s domain expertise was reported to be correlated with high levels of mutual understanding between the pair [55]. Mutual understanding had been shown to be one of the main socio-cognitive construct responsible for high level collaborative learning outcomes [56,60–62]. Sangin and colleagues [63] used a knowledge awareness tool (KAT) to inform the pair about their partners’ knowledge about a certain topic in a collaborative concept map task. From the gaze data analysis, the authors found that there was a positive correlation between the gaze on the KAT and participants’ relative learning gain.

In terms of collaborative eye-tracking and dialogues during the collaborative learning situations, Cherubini and colleagues showed that the distance between the places looked at by peers is predictive of their level of misunderstanding [57]. The misunderstanding was measured by the mistakes (made by the listener) in disambiguation the (speaker’s) verbal references in a shared learning system, which was a detrimental factor for the learning outcome [57].

In a collaborative learning task, the gaze of the peers was indicative of the processed responsible for memorization and analysis of new concepts [46]. In a similar study the unbalanced participation (division of labour, as measured by eye-tracking) was found to be negatively correlated with learning gains of the collaborating pairs [58]. Moreover, sharing gaze among collaborating peers, resulted in a better division of labour [64], better understanding of the content [65], and better attention spans from the students [66]. In this contribution, we attempt to use the gaze as a measurement of the behaviour of the peers and examine the effect of a certain behaviour on the relationship between the different attitudes of children towards coding.

3. Conceptual model and research hypotheses

As presented in the previous section, relevant literature has shown positive correlations among the different constructs related to attitudes (intention to participate, attitude towards team work, enjoyment and perceived learning) and indicators of behaviour (collaboration and engagement). Behaviour is seldom considered as a factor which can affect these relationships; rather it is considered as a factor in the correlational analyses while most of these studies use subjective questionnaires. In addition, eye-tracking has been widely used to provide a direct access of users’ attentional patterns and provide an understanding of cognitive processes responsible for learning and collaboration [33]. In this study, we propose objective measures of behaviour as a pivoting factor, and have a hypothesis that behaviour can affect the strength and/or the polarity of the relationship between attitudes of children in coding activities. Therefore, we measured behaviour using eye-tracking data. Specifically, we used gaze uniformity to measure the level of children’s engagement and gaze similarity to measure Children’s level of collaboration during the coding activity. Furthermore, our study is guided by the following research question:

*How does the gaze behaviour moderates the relationship between different attitudes when it comes to coding activity with children?*

In order to investigate the effect of children’s behaviour (capture via gaze) in their attitudes (captured via survey responses) during coding activities (see conceptual model in Fig. 1), we divide the overall challenge into smaller hypotheses, as described below. Responding to the following three hypotheses offers important insights into the general feasibility of the problem. Specifically, our study attempts to verify the following research hypotheses:

- **H1a:** Children’s engagement (gaze uniformity) has a significant moderating effect on the relationship between children’s Intention and Enjoyment during a coding activity.
- **H1b:** Children’s engagement (gaze uniformity) has a significant moderating effect on the relationship between children’s Intention and Learning during a coding activity.
H2a: Children's level of collaboration (gaze similarity) has a significant moderating effect on the relationship between children's Team Work and Enjoyment during a coding activity.

H2b: Children's level of collaboration (gaze similarity) has a significant moderating effect on the relationship between children's Team Work and Learning during a coding activity.

In the following diagram presented in Fig. 2, the research hypotheses of our study are summarized.

4. Methodology

In this section, we present the methodological details of our study, like, the measurements used and the data analysis implemented.

4.1. The coding activity

Based on the constructionist approach and its main principle, learning by doing [67], we conducted a coding workshop at the Norwegian University of Science and Technology Trondheim, Norway. Our coding workshops are out-of-school activities, in which children from 8 to 17 years old are invited in a specially designed room in the university’s premises to interact with digital robots, using Scratch for Arduino (S4A), and then code their own game using the Scratch programming language. At each workshop the children work for approximately four hours. Five assistants with previous experience in similar activities are responsible for instruction and the procedure for the workshops. The workshop consists of two main parts, interaction with the robots and creating games with Scratch, described below.

Interaction with robots: During the first part of the coding activity, the children interact with digital robots. The assistants give a brief presentation of the workshop's activities. Then, the children use a paper tutorial with instructions (Fig. 3) for how to make the robots react to the physical environment with visual effects using simple loops of Scratch for Arduino (e.g., to make the tongue of the snake robot move when there is less light at a sensor). The first part of the workshop provides a smooth start for the participants as they playfully interact with tangible objects. Showing the connection with the physical world through digital robots, gives an opportunity to the children to understand STEM subjects better and handle difficult problems [68]. For this activity children using Scratch for Arduino (S4A) are also introduced to Scratch “logic” while they get motivation and inspiration. The duration of the first part varies from 45 to 90 min. When all the children have finished, they have a break before the next section begins.

Creating games with Scratch: This section is the main activity of the workshop and lasts approximately three hours, without the presence of the robots. The goal is to successfully develop a simple game, coding in Scratch. To achieve this goal, the assistants give another paper tutorial with examples of all the basic Computer Science concepts, possible loops they should use to complete their own game, and how to manage the process of game development (Fig. 4). They were advised that, first, they should think and decide the story for their game and then create a draft storyboard. When they had finished, they started coding using Scratch. The children can ask for support from the assistants whenever they need it throughout the activity in order to successfully complete their games. Finally, the children reflected on and played each other's games.

4.2. Participants

We conducted the study at a dedicated lab space at the Norwegian University of Science and Technology Trondheim, Norway. Specifically, the study lasted two weeks during Autumn 2016, with 44 children from the eighth to twelfth grades (aged 8–17 years old), 12 girls (mean age: 12.64, standard deviation (SD): 2.838) and 32 boys (mean age: 12.35, SD: 2.773). Five workshops were held in total, all following the same process for the coding activity, addressed to novices in coding. Some of the participants in the sample (13–17 years old) were recruited from the local schools who had applied to take part in our activity. The other set of participants (8–12 years old) were youngsters who attend local coding clubs as an after-school activity. The children were carefully selected regarding their age so at each of the workshops, the participants were at the same grade or within a small age range. All 44 children comprising the sample of this study were eye-tracked volunteering their participation; the legal guardians provided a written informed consent form for their child, giving permission for the data collection.

4.3. Measures

As mentioned before, this study is one of the few so far utilizing children’s gaze. We recorded children’s gaze while they were coding using the Scratch environment during both parts of the activity. The eye-tracking data was collected using four SMI and one Tobii eye-tracking glasses. The sampling rate for all the eye-tracking glasses was set to be 30 Hz for the binocular eye-tracking. The average accuracy for both SMI and Tobii glasses was 0.5 degrees at a distance of 40 Centimetres. The visual field was divided into six areas of interests (AOIs). Five of them are shown in Fig. 5. Once we have the gaze data on these six AOIs, we extracted the following variables to include in our analysis for this contribution:

Level of Collaboration: To measure the level of collaboration of children during the coding activity, we calculate the gaze similarity. Gaze similarity captures the proportion of the time spent by the participants looking at the similar set of AOIs in a given time window. This is computed as the cosine similarity of the vectors comprising of the proportion of time spent in each AOI within a given time window (see Eq. 6).

\[
\text{Similarity}(X, Y) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} X_i Y_i}{\sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{N} X_i^2} \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{N} Y_i^2}}
\]

Engagement: To measure engagement of children during the coding activity, we calculate gaze uniformity (see Fig. 7). Gaze uniformity captures the uniformity of the time spent on all AOIs. The distribution is computed as a vector of length six (there are six AOIs) comprising of the proportion of time spent in each AOI. The uniformity is computed as the inverse of a Kullback-Leibler divergence between the original proportionality vector and a uniform distribution with the same minimum and maximum limits as the original vector.

\[
\text{Uniformity}(X) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} X_i \log \frac{X_i}{Y_i}
\]
At the end of the activity, the children completed a paper-based survey. The survey gathered feedback on the children’s attitudes regarding the coding activity. The children were asked to rate their experience with the coding activity regarding their four different variables: team work, their intention to participate in future similar activities, their enjoyment during the activity and how much they thing they learned (i.e., perceived learning). For all the measures, we used a five-point Likert-scale questionnaire. Table 1 shows the operational definitions of the four factors.

4.4. Data analysis

In this contribution, we address the following analysis question: “how does the behaviour moderates the relationship between different attitudes when it comes to coding?” Fig. 1 shows the relation between the constructs, measurements and variables used in this study. To find how the behaviour affects the relation between the different attitudes towards coding, we chose to conduct moderator analysis [72]. Moderator is a variable that affects the strength and/or direction of the relationship between
Fig. 5. The five areas of interests (AOI) for the screen, the sixth AOI was the robot.

Fig. 6. A typical example of computing gaze similarity from the time spent on the different AOIs.

Fig. 7. A typical example of computing gaze uniformity from the time spent on the different AOIs.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Operational definition</th>
<th>Item/Question</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perceived learning</td>
<td>The degree to which children indicate their performance.</td>
<td>Please indicate if you learned new things during the coding activity (Not at all – Very much)</td>
<td>[69]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intention</td>
<td>The degree of children’s willingness to participate in a similar activity.</td>
<td>Please indicate how much you want to attend similar coding activities in the future (Not at all – Very much)</td>
<td>[70]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enjoyment</td>
<td>The degree to which children indicate their enjoyment during the activity</td>
<td>Please indicate how much you enjoyed your participation in the coding activity (Not at all – Very much)</td>
<td>[70]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team Work</td>
<td>The degree to which children indicate their enjoyment of working in a team during the activity</td>
<td>Please indicate how much you enjoyed working in a team (Not at all – Very much)</td>
<td>[71]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Two variables. In terms of ANOVA or correlational analyses, this variable is added as an independent variable that does not have a direct effect on the dependent variable, but when combined with the main independent variable, shows a significant interaction effect. In the present analyses, we use intention and team work as the independent variables; enjoyment and learning as the dependent variables; and gaze behaviour (similarity and uniformity) as the potential moderator variables.
5. Results

5.1. Descriptive results

Children expressed high learning and enjoyment (4.7/5 and 4.6/5, respectively) for the coding activity. Additionally, they expressed slightly lower intention and attitudes towards team work (4.4/5 and 4.2/5, respectively). High levels of these attitudes indicate positive views concerning their learning performance and beliefs regarding their engagement with coding activities. The descriptive statistics about children’s attitudes and eye-tracking measures are summarized in Table 2.

To assess the correlation between individual items on the questionnaire, Pearson’s correlation coefficient between the factors was used. Pearson quantifies the strength of the relationship between the variables. Table 3 shows the pairwise correlations among attitudes towards team work, intention to participate, learning, and enjoyment. We observe that all the correlations are significant and positive. This allows us to proceed with the investigation for the moderation effects. In the following subsections, we present four different moderation analysis for the different variables measuring attitudes and behaviour.

5.2. Level of collaboration as moderator

First, we focus on the relation between attitude towards team work and learning; we test if this relation is significantly moderated by the level of collaboration of the participants. Table 4 shows the model fitting details and Fig. 8 (left) shows the trends for the main effect (dashed line) the high collaboration (blue line) and the low collaboration categories (red line). We observe a significant interaction effect of collaboration and attitude towards team work on the learning. From Fig. 8 (left) it can be observed that the relation between the attitude towards team work and learning is stronger for the highly engaged participants than the case of the non-engaged ones. Thus our data provide strong evidence that children’s level of collaboration during coding activities moderates the relationships between their attitude about team-work and learning (accepting H2b).

Second, concerning the moderating effect of the level of collaboration for the relation between attitude towards team work and enjoyment, Table 4 shows the details for the model and Fig. 8 (right) shows the trends similar to that of Section 5.2. We observe a significant moderating effect of collaboration and attitude towards team work on the enjoyment. From Fig. 8 (right) it can be observed that the relation between attitude towards team work and enjoyment is stronger when the participants experience high levels of collaboration than in the case participants experience low levels of collaboration. Thus our data provide strong evidence that children’s level of collaboration during coding activities moderates the relationships between their attitude towards team-work and enjoyment (accepting H2a).

5.3. Engagement as a moderator

Investigating how engagement moderates the relation between intention to participate and perceived learning, Table 5 shows the details for the model and Fig. 9 (left) shows the trends similar to that of Section 5.2. We observe a significant moderating effect of engagement and intention to participate on perceived learning. From Fig. 9 (left) it can be observed that the relation between intention to participate and perceived learning is stronger when the participants experience high engagement than in the case the participants experience low engagement. Thus our data provide strong evidence that children’s level of engagement during coding activities moderates the relationships between their intention to participate in the activity and learning (accepting H1b).

Finally, we consider how engagement moderates the relation between intention to participate and enjoyment, Table 5 shows the details for the model and Fig. 9 (right) shows the trends similar to that of Section 5.2. We observe a significant moderating effect of engagement in the relationship between intention to participate and enjoyment. From Fig. 9 (right) it can be observed that the relation between intention to participate and enjoyment is stronger for the highly engaged participants than the case of non-engaged ones. Thus our data provide strong evidence that children’s level of engagement during coding activities moderates the relationships between their intention to participate in the activity and enjoyment (accepting H1a).
6. Discussion and conclusions

We presented analysis of data from a study with children coding games and interactive robots. We captured children's behaviour while coding using eye-trackers. Moreover, we also captured their attitude towards coding using questionnaires. In this contribution, we investigated the role of gaze-behaviour as a moderator for the relationship between the different attitudes. The results show that gaze-behaviour does moderate the relationship between the attitudes about a coding activity with the ones resulted from the coding activity.

The first behavioural measure is the level of collaboration (measure via gaze similarity). The results show that the level of collaboration affects the relationship between children's attitudes. High level of collaboration shows children's ability to share the learning experience, this fosters their enjoyment from the process. Moreover, high level of collaboration also indicates high level of mutual understanding (common ground) [42,53] and better division of labour [64], that is critical for group learning activities. In addition, through the collaborative process of coding, children share their learning by interacting and making decisions together [73]. This could reinforce learning (as also indicated from the perceived learning measure). A few studies have also reported similar results where the lack of shared gaze among the participants turns out to be detrimental for children's learning (e.g., [74]).

The differences in children's coding level of competence, even if they had positive attitude towards team work, made them feeling that they did not learn enough. Differences in children's coding competence could have also made it difficult to communicate and coordinate with the partner. This can be the reason that they also enjoyed the activity less than those who were in more homogeneous groups, and were able to communicate and coordinate well with peers. These results are inline with the previous work related to learn new concepts and the gaze-togetherness [58,75]; and the lack of gaze-togetherness and the high levels of misunderstandings [57].

The second behavioural measure we used was children's engagement (measured via gaze uniformity). Engagement moderated the relationship between children's attitudes (influence of intention to participate to enjoyment and learning). Higher engagement, shows confidence and children explore different parts of the interface and navigate in all parts of the screen [76]. Also, the activities were designed in a manner that all parts of the interface were equally important for success (task based). Children who pay equal attention to all the feel more successful in learning the concepts than those who did not. Their familiarization with the learning environment (Scratch) and being able to understand all its different parts and their functionalities influenced their enjoyment and learning. The ability of accomplishing a task provides an overall positive experience and offers positive results like fun and enjoyment [77,78].

Fig. 8. Trends from the models shown in Table 4. The red and blue lines show fitted model with low and high collaboration (gaze similarity) values, respectively. The dashed line shows the main effect. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 9. Trends from the models shown in Table 5. The red and blue lines show fitted model with low and high gaze similarity values, respectively. The dashed line shows the main effect. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Collaboration promotes better perspective taking and reflection among students [79,80], which in turn enables higher learning gains and better collaborative learning experiences [81–84]. Moreover, the engagement with collaborative tasks can offer opportunities for the children to learn the domain related [85–87] as well as the collaborative skills [88]. These relations have also been highlighted in the case of pair-programming at a classroom level [89]. Collaboration among the students has also been found to be fruitful in acquiring other computer literacy skills [90] beyond programming skills.

It is shown that co-located collaboration has certain educational benefits [91,92] such as, externalization of thought processes [93] and reduced cognitive load [94]. This supports our results where we found that relation between the attitude towards team work and learning is stronger for participants who experienced high level of collaboration. The groups with high levels of collaborative work and a more positive attitude towards collaboration were able to talk about the programming processes and concepts more than the groups with lower collaborative work and hence they were able to achieve higher learning gains. By designing for these mechanisms one can achieve higher collaborative outcomes [95]. For example, while working together and sharing insights and problems with each other, the peers might benefit from a reflection tool [96].

Other studies with collaborative learning with children have argued about the benefit of collaboration [97–99] specifically, in learning computational thinking skills [97,100,101]. Our results consists of two benefits over the previous studies. First, most of the studies reported in Section 2 addressed the pairwise relations among behaviour and attitudes, while this contribution focuses on more intricate nature of the triumvirate relationship. Second, the behaviour was used in the reported eye-tracking studies [34,35,53,102] more as a process variable for the plausible explanation of the relation between success/expertise/collaboration/perception, while our results show that it could be used as a moderator. This fact will allow us to provide feedback in real time to affect both attitudes and experiences in positive manner.

6.1. Theoretical and practical implications

Our results show that the behaviour is key to understand the relation between attitudes towards learning, specifically when it comes to learning to code. Both gaze similarity and gaze uniformity influenced children’s relationship among attitudes. This highlights the importance of both individual and collaborative measures to understand learner’s behaviour during coding activities and act accordingly to enhance their learning experiences. Considering the relationships between the intention, learning and enjoyment; and how they are moderated by gaze uniformity, our results seem to extend the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) [8]. According to TAM the perceived ease of use, intention to use and the actual usage are correlated [8]. Our results suggest that the children with high gaze uniformity on the interface have a higher correlation between the intention and enjoyment; and between the intention and perceived learning than those children who have low gaze uniformity. This shows that the gaze behaviour moderates the relationship between intention to use technology and the other attitudes (enjoyment and learning). This is inline with TAM, which also shows significant correlations between the intention to use, the behavioural use, and the attitudes towards technology. In this contribution we propose to use the behaviour as a moderator of the relationship between different attitudes. The results enhances our understanding of how children’s behaviour can impact their attitudes towards a new technology, since most of the children participating in the workshop were novices.

In practical terms, the gaze uniformity translates to exploring the interface in a uniform manner to learn most of the functions provided by the environment. Gaze uniformity can be calculated in real-time, which could allow us to provide feedback while the children are coding. This might enhance the learning experiences and outcomes for them. Gaze uniformity can also be used to develop post-coding reflection tools as well. One can use the gaze data to show how the children explored the interface and help them understand what they missed. This might help them to have better exploration and understanding in the future coding activities.

In any collaborative scenario, where the coordination of the collaborators is essential for the successful completion of the task such as collaborative programming, collaborative problem solving, collaborative learning, it is essential to have a common ground between the team members [48]. According to the grounding theory in communication [48] – grounding is basic to all the communications – and hence, it is important to have a measurement for the process of grounding the conversations. Mutual gaze is the process by which two or more collaborators initiate and maintain the common ground [103]. Mutual gaze can be initiated by a diactic gesture (verbal or physical) by one of the team members [104]. When John refers (talks about or points) at a certain part of the Scratch interface to initiate a conversation he has to look at that particular part of the screen. At the same time, if following what John’s discourse, Susan looks at the same part of screen to make sense of what John is saying. This results in gaze similarity. Our results show that the teams with high gaze similarity had a higher correlation between the attitude towards team work and both learning and enjoyment (Table 4 and Fig. 8). This is inline with results reported in previous research with collaborative processes and conversations [42,43,53,105]. The results in the present contribution highlight the importance of having a common ground among collaborators at young ages as well.

In practical terms, the moderator effect shown by the gaze similarity could be exploited to provide gaze-aware feedback to the collaborating partners. In video based learning scenarios gaze-awareness has been shown to improve learning experiences [106] and outcomes [66]. In collaborative problem solving sharing the gaze of partners leads to better collaborative outcomes [64, 105, 107]. Children might benefit from having a additional support for sharing a common ground with their team-mates, since their verbal referencing capabilities might not be as good as adults due to lack of experience.

6.2. Limitations

This study is one of the few ones (to the best of our knowledge) to explore the relationship between the objective behaviour and the attitudes of children towards coding activities. The eye-tracking data provided us a proxy for the behaviour. However, there were many difficulties faced while collecting the data, which affected the quality of data in certain ways. For example the eye-tracking glasses are made to fit adult sized heads and the participants were eight to seventeen years old. A few of the children obviously had small head sizes. This created a few problems while calibrating and post-processing the data. Another limitation of the current contribution comes from the fact that this was an experiment conducted with a visual programming tool (Scratch) and following specific instruction can be initiated by a diactic gesture (verbal or physical) by one of the team members [104]. When John refers (talks about or points) at a certain part of the Scratch interface to initiate a conversation he has to look at that particular part of the screen. At the same time, if following what John’s discourse, Susan looks at the same part of screen to make sense of what John is saying. This results in gaze similarity. Our results show that the teams with high gaze similarity had a higher correlation between the attitude towards team work and both learning and enjoyment (Table 4 and Fig. 8). This is inline with results reported in previous research with collaborative processes and conversations [42,43,53,105]. The results in the present contribution highlight the importance of having a common ground among collaborators at young ages as well.

In practical terms, the moderator effect shown by the gaze similarity could be exploited to provide gaze-aware feedback to the collaborating partners. In video based learning scenarios gaze-awareness has been shown to improve learning experiences [106] and outcomes [66]. In collaborative problem solving sharing the gaze of partners leads to better collaborative outcomes [64, 105, 107]. Children might benefit from having a additional support for sharing a common ground with their team-mates, since their verbal referencing capabilities might not be as good as adults due to lack of experience.
6.3. Future work

This contribution opens up varied directions for further extension of research. First, this paper focuses on eye-tracking as an objective proxy of behaviour, which is not ideal for ecological validity and hence one should explore other options for behavioural proxy. Some examples are, facial features, interaction patterns with the programming interface, arousal data collected through devices such as wristbands. Second, our results show that there is potential to use eye-tracking data to provide feedback to children while they are learning how to code. Our results can provide a first step towards designing a gaze-aware feedback system to enhance the learning experiences and the learning outcomes. Third, a logical extension of the present contribution can be to look into the temporal dynamics of the gaze behaviour to observe how engagement and collaboration evolve for different groups of children with different characteristics (e.g., competence in coding, experience, age groups etc.).

6.4. Conclusions

In this paper we present analytics to understand the relationships between attitudes and behaviour of children while solving coding problems. We proposed to use the behaviour, as measured by gaze, as a moderator of the relationship between the different attitudes. The results show that the behaviour is an important factor while examining such relations. We found that behaviour does moderates the relation between the intention to learn, attitude towards team work, enjoyment and perceived learning. We also demonstrate that the results are inline with existing theories and contemporary research. This encourages us to work in this direction for future towards enhancing our understanding about kids coding patterns.
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